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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Initial Difficulty brings success.

Hexagram 3, I Ching, around 2070BC
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Managing power is an essential aspect of system design in all fields of electrical

engineering and the main concern in power electronics and power generating and

distribution systems. The focus in power electronics is on conversion, efficiency

of conversion, and control of electric energy by means of non-dissipative switching

processes.

The importance of power electronics increases with the growth of usage and

increasing complexity of electronic equipment in every part of modern society,

simply because any electronic circuit needs a power supply that complies with

more and even more restrictive requirements of the future. An efficient use of

power is not only advantageous but has become essential. The application area of

power converters ranges from supplies for professional telecom equipment, special-

ized supplies for technology processes and motion, power supplies for consumer

electronics (like portable computers, mobile phones, etc.), up to the field of sus-

tainable energy that requires power converters to match the energy source, either

electromechanical, electrochemical, etc., with the load, which is the utility grid in

many cases.

Every specific application field of power electronics requires different con-

verter topologies, different components, and different considerations of specific

legal regulations. However, the general concept of a switching circuit with passive

components for electrical energy storage remains essentially the same. An impor-

tant restriction is that, a power converter should be designed in such a way that

the maximum processed power fits inside the space that is available for implement-

ing the converter. However, judging the converter only on the basis of its power

density is somewhat weak. For example, a supply for consumer electronics should

be low in price to withstand market competition. Designing a converter with the

highest power density, which means using the best available components, will un-

avoidably result in an expensive product. In this simple example the objectives of

keeping the highest power density and maintaining an acceptable cost are conflict-

ing. This conflict is finally resolved by the designer, who judges the importance of

requirements. In practice, a skilled designer explores several scenarios and chooses

the one which in his/her highly subjective opinion is the best. Otherwise stated,

when creating a new design, multiple conflicting requirements have to be satisfied

and multiple possible solutions must be explored. Formally, this process is called

synthesis.
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Synthesis can be performed in several different ways. For example, a straight-

forward approach is to design and to build numerous prototypes, and then to

measure and improve the circuits. The situation where simulation replaces proto-

typing is somewhat better, since less time and materials are consumed. However,

many parameters of the converter still have to be adjusted by a designer. As

already said, making these adjustments is subjective and strongly dependent on

past experience.

A large part of the synthesis task can be performed by a computer program,

but then the software should be much more advanced than just a simulation tool.

Designing a power converter means to characterize it in the electrical, thermal

and magnetic domains. When synthesis is performed by means of a computer, the

simulation methods and the corresponding models for these three domains should

be integrated. This implies a “virtual prototyping” of the power converter, as

suggested in Fig. 1.1.

In this thesis a formal and general approach to assist power converter syn-

thesis is developed. The approach is general enough to handle state-of-the-art

topologies. The synthesis is performed in consecutive steps, and does not depend

on a specific converter topology or the design assignment itself.

However, synthesis is not just “virtual prototyping”, but also “tuning” the

converter parameters to obtain the required performance 1. The final design is

obtained by systematical variation of the converter parameters by means of an

external “intelligent” algorithm (see Fig. 1.2) to obtain “the best” converter in

terms of the designer’s definitions.

The process of obtaining something considered “the best” is known as opti-

mization. In other words, the “virtual prototype” should be optimized to perform

as required. To summarize, the assignment of power converter synthesis consists

of two main parts, namely modeling and simulation of the converter, and opti-

mization.

Existing commercial software tools are only capable of performing analysis,

leaving synthesis fully to the designer. For instance, “virtual prototyping” in three

design domains falls out of the scope of Berkeley SPICE [23], which is capable of

performing electrical simulations only. Also PLECS [64] and PSIM [65] simulators

perform only analysis of power conversion circuits. Although thermally dependent

1In this work the converter topology is considered to be known to the designer beforehand.
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Figure 1.1. “Virtual prototyping” of a power converter.

components are included in PLECS, the feedback from the thermal to electrical

domain is not available; PLECS does not contain any routine for designing mag-

netic components. PSIM contains a transformer design routine and a thermal

calculations module, but the drawbacks of the thermal module are exactly the

same as that of PLECS.

The commercial version of SPICE, Cadence r© PSpice r© contains a rudimen-

tary synthesis tool, which is called OrCAD r© Optimizer. However, the tool utilizes

only a limited number of variables and uses a single-objective gradient-based op-

timization method, in particular a method of steepest descent. The method of

PSpice r© can therefore not handle discrete variable spaces. Magnetic design and

thermal modeling can not be performed by PSpice r©.

In addition, existing simulation tools do not link the geometry of the PCB

to the electrical circuit, allowing only to model the converter as a set of the heated

components with known power dissipation and applying finite-element analysis to

the structure [26, 7]. For instance, coupling between the electrical and thermal

domains is established in Simplorer [7]. Modeling with Simplorer was verified
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and a close match with the experiment is reported [37]. However, the authors

of [37] do not report the accuracy of the default thermal model of the MOSFET

as it is included in Simplorer. The model which was developed by the authors

themselves is a 7-component RC-ladder model. The authors make a guess that

Simplorer utilizes feedback from the thermal domain for changing the electrical

parameters of the MOSFET model.

An approach for integrated thermal and electrical modeling of Integrated

Power Electronic Modules (IPEMs) is suggested in [14]. The approach utilizes the

mechanical CAD software I-deas [86], Maxwell Q3D Parameter Extrac-

tor [7] for calculating parasitic inductances, the Saber r© simulation platform [83]

for electrical simulation, and Flotherm [26] for thermal simulation. The link

between the simulators is performed by means of manually supplying the descrip-

tion files and manual adjustment of parameters in the above mentioned simulation

tools. In fact, this is another way of implementing a straightforward “trial and

error” approach to converter synthesis but only by means of a lengthy “virtual pro-

totyping”. A drawback of this approach [14] comes from using the finite-element

solver [26], which requires heavy computations. The computational efficiency of

finite-element modeling is an issue in itself with respect to the required computa-

tional time, especially when during the optimization stage hundreds of converter

evaluations are performed.

The above mentioned drawback requires the extraction of a lumped-element

thermal model from the finite-element simulation as suggested by [19]. Devel-

opment of an electrical simulator that is capable of utilizing the thermal model

derived in [19] is reported in [20]. However, the necessity of feedback from the

thermal domain to the electrical domain is claimed but not illustrated in [20].

Combined thermal and electrical simulation of multi-chip power modules is

presented in [74]. The Saber r© simulator was used to couple the thermal and

electrical behaviors. Describing the link between the thermal and the electrical

domains requires programming the behavior in the thermal domain with a special

programming language. If the designer changes the model, it should be repro-

grammed again. The need of programming makes the suggested method difficult

to establish and to change. Moreover, the work [74] concentrates on the level of

intrinsics of IPEMs.

In [73] an integrated method for optimization of power converters is reported.
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The method integrates the modeling of a DSP-based control system with the cir-

cuit simulator PSpice r©, calculation of electrical losses, and a single-objective op-

timization routine implemented in Matlab. However, the behavior of the system

in the thermal and magnetic domains is not modeled in [73].

The references [33, 34] are more extensive in this respect, because they also

consider external heatsinks of the components. However, the interaction between

several heat-dissipating components is not considered. Saber r© was used to link

the thermal and electrical domains. The drawbacks of using Saber r© are in limited

flexibility and difficulty of adjustment of the program code, which describes the

thermal behavior.

The references [14, 20, 19, 74, 33, 34] deal with the dies of the power elec-

tronic modules, leaving the PCB aside. Integration with the magnetic domain is

therefore missing. In this thesis the focus is on the level of discrete power electronic

components like transistors, diodes, magnetic components etc., and especially their

interaction in the electrical, thermal and magnetic domains. As mentioned before,

two basic problems/requirements, namely “virtual prototyping” and “tuning” the

converter parameters, are considered.

Summarizing, integration of most available simulation tools has a signif-

icant drawback, because these commercial tools are not flexible enough to be

linked together and to manipulate all the desired parameters in all three domains.

Therefore, it has been decided to develop a custom multi-domain simulation and

optimization tool from scratch. In this thesis a synthesis tool is presented that

integrates electrical, thermal and magnetic aspects of power electronic converters,

aiming at multi-objective optimization.

While choosing the modeling and simulation methods, the conflict arises of

being fast, but, at the same time, keeping the level of details high enough to

describe the physical behavior of the converter accurately [49, 38]. The conflict

is resolved by a convenient choice of modeling and simulation methods, aiming

at keeping the final results from simplified calculation models and accelerated

simulation tools to within about 10% deviation from practical measurements.

For example, in the electrical domain both linear and non-linear models are

used to describe the behavior of electrical circuits. Because the non-linear models

consider the physical behavior of semiconductor components in detail, the circuit

behavior is approached rather close, but requires solving of non-linear differential
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Figure 1.2. Synthesis of a power converter.

equations, which is very time-consuming [84, 68]. On the other hand, to a first

approximation transistors and diodes can be considered as idealized switches that

have two states: either the switch is opened or closed. This description maintains

fast simulation speed and predicts the fundamental behavior of power converters

very well, but the loss calculations are not accurate. Therefore, a piece-wise linear

circuit description is commonly used in power electronic simulators, and the losses

are obtained by means of post-processing techniques [27, 46].

The simulation method has to discover the steady-state operation point of

the power converter because thermal and magnetic quantities are determined from

the electrical steady state. During the process of synthesis, steady-state operation

points necessarily have to be calculated many times. Commercial electrical sim-

ulators usually reach the steady state through detailed simulation of the circuit

transients. It should be clear that a detailed simulation of transients results in

large overhead when determining the electrical steady state of power electronic

converters [84, 68]. An accelerated steady-state determination algorithm, which

utilizes time-domain “shooting”, is used in this work.

Because the thermal and electrical behaviors are cross-coupled, links to and

from the electrical domain are required. Therefore, a thermal model of the power

converter at the level of the printed circuit board is necessary. Analytical methods

for predicting thermal resistances [71] are available for the simplest shapes only,

and are not accurate enough [34]. Fortunately, as shown in this work, an accurate

thermal model can be extracted experimentally from existing prototypes. By this

way, thermal variations resulting from deviations about the electrical steady state

can be described.

To guarantee the desired converter characteristics, the design of magnetic
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components should be integrated in the synthesis process as well. Designing mag-

netic components means choosing a core type, a wire type and a winding con-

struction to obtain the required overall performance. As a result, the electrical

and thermal quantities of magnetic components should be characterized and linked

to the electrical and to the thermal domains.

Synthesis of power converters requires optimization techniques which, in a

general case, should be performed on variables over multiple objectives and con-

straints. Typically, for power electronic converters the constraints and variables

are discontinuous and discrete functions. Therefore, handling of multiple domains

and discontinuous functions are challenges tackled in this research work.

Two approaches for performing multi-objective optimization, i.e., a priori and

a posteriori, are possible [16]. The a priori way produces one single solution based

on preferences given by the designer beforehand. The a posteriori approach pro-

duces multiple design solutions, and no extra penalties for preferences are stated

beforehand. In the latter case, the optimization results are presented as points that

represent feasible design alternatives in a n-dimensional objective space. This set

of points is called a Pareto front. Linked with the multi-domain “virtual prototyp-

ing” tool, the a posteriori approach, in combination with techniques for handling

discontinuities, is the main line in this thesis.

All the above mentioned techniques were combined in this work and resulted

in the development of a custom tool for power converter synthesis. The tool offers

a set of equally valuable alternative solutions to the designer, who finally decides

on, in his/her eyes, the most attractive design choice. The development of this

tool is discussed in the following chapters.

In Chapter 2 the issues related to electrical simulation are discussed. A

method for accelerated determination of the steady state is given. A Matlab-

based electrical simulator which employs the acceleration method is described.

This piece-wise linear simulator is verified with several examples.

In Chapter 3 a method for experimental extraction of thermal models is

introduced. For verification, the method is applied to a custom power converter.

In Chapter 4 models for electrical losses, including the losses in the switch-

ing devices, are presented. Cross-coupling of the thermal and electrical behavior

is discussed. Combined electrical and thermal simulation is performed using the

electrical models of Chapter 4, the simulator of Chapter 2, and the thermal
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model of Chapter 3.

Multi-objective optimization techniques are discussed in Chapter 5. Ge-

netic algorithms are used to handle power electronic optimization problems. An

optimization tool that employs the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm of

the second generation (NSGA-II) is developed on the basis of the results from

the previous chapters. This tool is verified by optimizing an LLC converter and

then actually building and evaluating a prototype. Because the original opti-

mization algorithm showed to be time-consuming, acceleration techniques, which

rely on specific characteristics of power electronic converters, are discussed for the

NSGA-II optimizer as well.
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Chapter 2

Modeling and Simulation

of Power Electronics

Circuits

. . . for Distinction Sake, a Deceiving by Words, is commonly called a Lye, and a

Deceiving by Actions, Gestures, or Behavior, is called Simulation . . .

Robert South (1643-1716)

11



12 Chapter 2. Modeling and Simulation of Power Electronics Circuits

2.1 Introduction

The meaning of the word “simulation” drastically changed during the last cen-

tury. The negative connotation of dissembling has faded out giving place to the

20-th century definition of studying a physical process without actually building

the system:

A simulation is an imitation of some real thing, state of affairs, or process.

The act of simulating something generally entails representing certain key charac-

teristics or behaviors of a selected physical or abstract system [28].

The objective of modeling a physical system is prediction of its behavior,

often when the system is being designed. In what concerns power electronic sys-

tems, an “exact” modeling of the circuits is never possible 2. Therefore simplifying

assumptions concerning the properties of the system components must be made

in order to obtain a mathematically tractable situation. In this thesis, the result-

ing simplified versions of real components that allow mathematical analysis and

numerical simulation of power electronic systems are called simply models.

Nowadays simulation is performed by means of computers and specialized

software packages. The computers assist people in designing power electronic

converters as well. During the last three decades, the SPICE simulator [23] became

an industrial standard in the world of electrical engineering. A power electronic

circuit is a set of switches combined with filtering inductors and capacitors. In a

power converter switches are usually cyclically operated, changing the structure of

the circuit and thereby introducing non-linear behavior. Within the subintervals,

however, the structure of the circuit does not change and the converter is, basically,

a linear system.

In power electronics the expression “piece-wise linear” is commonly used,

meaning that the switching networks can be treated as a set of linear circuits,

otherwise stated, each possible switch position yields different linear circuits. A

number of piece-wise linear simulators like PSIM [65] and PLECS [64] are avail-

able on the market. The developers of these simulators claim increased speed in

comparison to SPICE, because the change from one topology to another does not

cause convergence errors.

As it was already mentioned in the previous chapter, designing a power

2In fact, that is always the case for all other systems
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converter means determining all the operating points of all the components in

the electrical, magnetic and thermal domain. The electromagnetic and thermal

behaviors are obtained from the currents continuously flowing in, and voltages

continuously occurring over different branches of the electrical circuit. The situa-

tion when the electrical operating conditions of the system repeat periodically is

called a (periodic) steady state. This steady state is used to obtain the values of

the magnetic and thermal quantities.

Designing power converters requires the determination of all voltages across,

and all currents through all the circuit components. Practical components have

limitations such as maximum rated operating voltage and current, and maximum

dissipated power related to the maximum operating temperature. The steady-state

determination of a power electronic circuit may seem a trivial problem. Indeed,

for the classical buck, boost, buck-boost, and Cuk converters the steady state can

be easily found. However, for soft-switching resonant converters the procedure to

find the solution is not obvious.

Existing commercial tools only allow a “brute-force” approach to find the

steady-state solution. The simulation must run for hundreds or thousands of se-

quential periods, because transients usually decay very slowly [57]. This is very

time-consuming and inefficient, especially when the required number of simula-

tions is large, as in the case with circuit optimization according to specific design

objectives.

As shown in this chapter, the periodic steady state can be determined in

a faster way. Simulation of a power converter is performed over a single period

using the initial state variable values (voltages and currents in certain branches).

At the end of the switching period the resulting values of the state variables are

obtained. A Newton-Raphson based algorithm, called “shooting”, determines new

initial state variable values for the next single-period simulation, which are not

necessarily the same as at the end of the previous switching period. The iterations

are repeated until the values of voltages and currents at the end and the beginning

of the switching period are close enough. The first attempt to handle the problem

in this way is described in [8] and an implementation of this method to power

electronic problems is given in [69, 67]. An extension of the method [8] is done in

[21, 90] and the implementation is given in [22]. Both methods are time-domain

“shooting” methods, however, the method of [8] has a simpler implementation,
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while the method of [69, 67] has better convergency. A comprehensive comparison

of various time-domain steady-state determination approaches is covered in [44]

and the development of a fast power electronic simulator is reported in [43].

The proposed method is a time-domain based technique that takes the de-

tailed switching behavior of a converter into account. Other possibilities exist for

determining the steady state through averaged models [55, 94]. However, assump-

tions are needed for state averaging that depend on the type of converter under

study (resonant modes, impact of parasitics, etc.); and computer programs are

very bad in handling these assumptions in general. Therefore, in this thesis a

time-domain approach is adopted which is practical to be implemented and can

be applied in general cases.

In this chapter, a custom simulation tool, called M SIM (Matlab SIMula-

tor), is presented, which is especially developed to feature the proposed accelerated

steady-state determination.

2.2 Theoretical Background

2.2.1 Solving Differential Equations Numerically

A linear electrical circuit can be described with first-order ordinary differential

equations [82] like

dx(t)
dt

= Ax(t) + Bu(t), (2.1)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t), (2.2)

where x(t), u(t) and y(t) denote state, input and output vectors, respectively,

and A, B, C, and D are state, input, output and feedforward matrices,

respectively. Together these matrices are called state-space matrices.

The solution of (2.1) in the continuous time domain is found to be

x(t) = eA (t−t0) x(t0) +

t∫

t0

eA (t−τ) Bu(τ)dτ, (2.3)

where x(t0) is the state vector at the moment t0. When the input vector remains

constant during the interval t− t0, as u(t) ≡ u, (2.3) leads to
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Figure 2.1. Numerical integration.

x(t) = eA (t−t0) x(t0) + A−1
(
eA (t−t0) − I

)
Bu, (2.4)

where I represents the unity matrix. If the state matrix A is singular, the solution

of (2.4) should be calculated according to Appendix A 3.

The structure of a power electronic converter changes periodically since the

switches in the circuit open and close during the operation. Therefore, the topology

of the converter changes. Every converter topology that corresponds to a certain

status of the switches (open or close) is called an operating mode. In that way, a

converter having M modes is described by M sets of matrices [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm],

each set depending on a particular configuration of the switches. For a given

operating mode m, the numerical solution of (2.4) for the case of a fixed integration

step is given by

x〈i+1〉 = eAm h x〈i〉 + A−1
m (eAm h − I)Bm u〈i〉, (2.5)

where x〈i〉, x〈i+1〉 represent the values of the state vector at the i-th and

(i + 1)-th step, respectively, u〈i〉 is the value of the input vector at the beginning

3Another interesting possibility is to extend the state vector x in order to include the input

vector u. This technique does not require the inversion of the state matrix A in order to solve

the state equation [22].
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Figure 2.2. Numerical integration in the case of a piece-wise linear system with

two operating modes.

of the i-th step, which is considered to remain constant during the integration

interval, m denotes the mode index with m ∈ {1 . . . M}, and h is the constant

integration step.

Fig. 2.1 suggests a possible sequence of the values for x〈i〉. The resulting state

vector x〈Nm〉 after Nm sequential steps (i = 0, 1 . . . Nm) for the operating mode m

will be the initial state x〈0〉 in the next operating mode (m + 1).

As an illustration, the waveforms in Fig. 2.2 are given. The waveforms are

related to a converter that has two modes, each mode being described by a set of

state-space matrices [Am,Bm,Cm,Dm], where m = {1, 2}. The switching period

is Ts. Numerical integration is performed starting from the initial conditions x〈0,1〉

of the first mode interval with the fixed step h, resulting in N1 and N2 integration

steps over the respective modes. The state vector x(t) is chosen in such a way

that it remains without discontinuity when the operating mode changes. Because
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of their continuous nature, the voltages across the capacitors and the currents in

the inductors are normally used as the components of x(t).

2.2.2 Transitions between the Modes

With a proper choice of the state variables the state vector x(t) is continuous

across each change in switch configuration. Accordingly, another essential piece

of information that has to be defined is the set of indicators to be monitored

in order to determine the moment of leaving one configuration, and which other

switched topology will follow. In general, for a cyclically-switched converter there

will be, say, L threshold conditions from one operating mode to another, yielding

relationships such as

σl(x(tk), Ts, t) = 0 , l ∈ {1, · · · ,L} , (2.6)

where the constraints depend on the determining variables (the switching period

Ts for instance) and the initial value of the state variables at the time instant tk

when the topology configuration starts.

During the k-th switching cycle, extending from time instant t = tk to time instant

t = tk+1, with tk = kTs , k = 0, 1, · · · , a sequence of, say, M operating modes may

occur. Therefore, in view of (2.1), the state vector x(t) is governed by a succession

of differential equations

dx(t)
dt

= Am x(t) + Bm u(t) , tk + Tm−1,k < t ≤ tk + Tm,k, (2.7)

where the index m runs from 1 to M .

In general, when a converter has Mmax possible switched topologies, the maximum

possible number of transitions between the switched topologies would be L =

Mmax (Mmax − 1). However, not every transition is feasible in practice or will be

present during circuit operation as governed by (2.7). For instance, in Fig. 2.3 two

operating conditions for the same converter are represented schematically as state

machines. The two-mode case has two possible transitions, which are described

by the threshold conditions σ1 and σ2. The three-mode case has six possible

transitions, and, therefore, six possible threshold conditions (σ1 . . . σ6). However,
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Figure 2.3. Operating modes and transitions in a converter a) Two-mode case,

b) Three-mode case.

it could happen that the system sequentially switches only between modes 1 →
2 → 3 → 1 → . . ., giving three feasible transitions and the threshold conditions

σ2, σ5, σ4.

The transition times between modes during the k-th switching cycle, Tm,k in

(2.7), are referred to the beginning of the switching period, which means T0,k = 0

and TM,k = tk+1 − tk = Ts, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Aiming at a compact

notation, the transition times are grouped as a vector, yielding

Tk = [ T1,k T2,k · · · TM,k ]
′
, (2.8)

where [. . .]
′
means vector transposition.

In each switching cycle a constraint vector 4

c(x(tk),Tk) =




c1,k(·, ·)
c2,k(·, ·)

...

cM,k(·, ·)




= 0 (2.9)

4Without loosing generality, it is considered from now on that the input vector u remains

constant. If necessary, the dynamic behavior of u can be incorporated in an extended state

vector [22].
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relates the transition times in Tk to the determining variables (the switching

period Ts, for instance) and the initial value of the state variables. In (2.9), every

constraint cm,k(x(tk),Tk) corresponds to one of the possible thresholds σl as in

(2.6), and 0 denotes a vector with all elements equal to zero.

In power electronic systems three types of semiconductor switches are present:

controllable (e.g. transistors), semi-controllable (e.g. thyristors) and non-controllable

(e.g. diode) ones. However, because the thyristor family is seldom used in modern

PCB-assembled converters, only two types, i.e. controllable and non-controllable,

will be considered in the following text. Hence, two types of mode transitions

should be considered:

1. Threshold conditions explicitly containing the time t

2. Threshold conditions implicitly containing the time t.

Type 1 conditions occur, for instance, when a controllable switch like in

Fig. 2.4a is steered based on pulse-width modulation techniques. The threshold

conditions for the mode transition in Fig. 2.4a would be

σ1(t) = t− t1 = 0, σ2(t) = t− Ts = 0, (2.10)

which present the time t explicitly and do not contain any state variable.

On the other hand, the threshold conditions for Fig. 2.4b have to be formu-

lated as a function of the state variables. The state vector for the circuit of Fig.

2.4b is

x(t) =

[
iL(t)

vC(t)

]
.

The diode is turned on by a positive voltage over the terminals vD and stops

conducting if the current iD goes negative, resulting in the following thresholds:

sign(vD) from neg to pos →
→ σ1(x(t)) = R · iL(t)− vC(t) = 0

→ σ1(x(t)) =
[

R −1
]
· x(t) = `1x(t) = 0 ,

sign(iD) from pos to neg →
→ σ2(x(t)) = iL(t)− 1

R · vC(t) = 0

→ σ2(x(t)) =
[

1 − 1
R

]
· x(t) = `2x(t) = 0.

(2.11)
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Figure 2.4. a) Controllable, b) Non-controllable switches.

As already said, the final state in one switched topology is the initial state for

the next. By integrating (2.7) over the interval from tk to tk+1, an exact non-linear

sampled-data description of the form

x(tk+1) = f(x(tk),Tk) (2.12)

can be obtained, the transition times from one circuit topology to the other being

determined by the threshold conditions in (2.6).

Once the sequence of topologies for the switching period is known, it is then

possible to accelerate the search for the steady-state cyclic sequence, by jumping

to another convenient set of initial values for the state vector. This is the subject

of the next section.

2.2.3 Sequential Simulation v.s. Accelerated Simulation

The use of conventional step-by-step simulation to achieve the periodic steady

state results in a long simulation time. Conventional simulators perform period-

by-period simulation until the steady state is reached. This approach will be

referred in this report as “brute-force” simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5, the

results of the numerical integration of the preceding period k = 1 are taken as

initial conditions for the following period k = 2, etc. For typical power conversion

circuits, it takes about 30 to 100 sequential simulation periods to achieve the
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Figure 2.5. Acceleration method for determining a steady state.

steady state.

However, the results can be obtained much faster by means of an acceleration

algorithm, from now on called the time-domain “shooting” method [8]. The main

idea of the time-domain “shooting” method is also illustrated in Fig. 2.5. It is

shown that the simulation is performed over a first cycle (γ = 1 in Fig. 2.5), then

the acceleration algorithm is applied to get a smart guess for the initial conditions

of a next switching period (γ = 2 in Fig. 2.5). From there, the algorithm is

applied again to obtain the initial values for the γ-th iteration until the steady

state is reached.5 This results in a significant simulation time decrease over the

“brute-force” algorithm [44].

The cyclic steady-state operation of (2.9) and (2.12) is characterized by

x(tk−1) = x(tk) = x(tk+1) = · · ·
Tk−1 = Tk = Tk+1 = · · ·

In this context, the reference time origin can be chosen at the beginning of a

switching period without loss of generality, that is tk ≡ 0, and the subscripts k are

not essential any more. Consequently, in view of (2.9) and (2.12), the stationary

solutions x∗ and T∗ satisfy simultaneously

f(x∗,T∗)− x∗ = 0, (2.13)
5Notice that the indices γ denote iteration numbers, while subscripts k represent sequences

in time.
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c(x∗,T∗) = 0. (2.14)

Next, the Newton method is applied to find the solutions of (2.13)-(2.14), and two

methods for calculating Jacobians are considered.

2.2.4 Method with Exact Jacobian [22]

Assume a series of initial values for the state vector, say, xγ with γ = 1, 2 · · ·,
these values being generated by some kind of iterative algorithm for the purpose

of reaching the value of x∗. Each xγ , together with its corresponding transition

time vector Tγ , satisfy (2.14), but do not satisfy (2.13), that is,

R(xγ ,Tγ) = f(xγ ,Tγ)− xγ 6= 0, (2.15)

c(xγ ,Tγ) = 0. (2.16)

Considering the steady-state solution, x∗ and T∗, a first order approximation for

the remainder R(x∗,T∗) around xγ and Tγ is found to be, after carrying out

Taylor linear expansion in (2.13),

R(x∗,T∗) ≈ R(xγ ,Tγ) + [∂f/∂x − I ] [x∗ − xγ ] +

+ [∂f/∂T] [T∗ −Tγ ] , (2.17)

The symbol ∂f/∂x (a so-called Jacobian matrix) just represents the rate of change

of the vector function f(x,T) with respect to its first argument, etc.., the partial

derivatives being evaluated at xγ ,Tγ . Further, in view of (2.13), (2.14) and

(2.16),

R(x∗,T∗) = 0 and [∂c/∂x] [x∗ − xγ ] + [∂c/∂T] [T∗ −Tγ ] = 0 ,

which results, after substitution into (2.17) and by disregarding higher order terms,

in

R(xγ ,Tγ) + [J (xγ ,Tγ)] [x∗ − xγ ] ≈ 0 (2.18)

with

J (xγ ,Tγ) = [∂f/∂x]− [∂f/∂T] [∂c/∂T]−1 [∂c/∂x]− I , (2.19)
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again with the Jacobian being evaluated at xγ ,Tγ .

According to Newton’s method, the best next “shoot” from xγ to reach x∗

will be, by considering (2.18),

xγ+1 = xγ − [J (xγ ,Tγ)]−1 R(xγ ,Tγ). (2.20)

It is important to emphasize that the sequence of switched topologies in the

next iteration will be not necessarily the same as in the previous one, that is, in

general Mγ+1 6= Mγ .

At each iteration in (2.20), numerical values for the Jacobian in (2.19) have

to be determined from the values of xγ and Tγ , based on the sequence of Mγ

topologies.

To avoid clumsy notation, the superscript γ is dropped in the following

derivations. Also, to emphasize more clearly that we focus on the state vector

at the beginning, x(0), and at the end of a switching period, x(TM ), with

x(TM ) = f(x(0),T), (2.21)

Equation (2.19) is rewritten as

J (x(0),T) =
[
∂x(TM )
∂x(0)

]
−

[
∂x(TM )

∂T

] [
∂c
∂T

]−1 [
∂c

∂x(0)

]
− I . (2.22)

It has been shown in [90] that the Jacobian in (2.22) can be found analyti-

cally. In this report we will just reproduce the basic equations without theoretical

derivations.

The recursive equations to obtain the Jacobian are as follows. To start with,

the ordered sequence of M matrices

[A1,B1] , [A2,B2] , · · · , [AM ,BM ] ,

describing the operating modes within the switching period under consideration

has to be known. Then, from the numerical values of

x(0) , x(T1) , · · · , x(TM ) and T1 , T2 , · · · TM ,

which are provided by numerical integration, one has to calculate first
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Φm = expm {Am (Tm − Tm−1)} , m = 1, · · · ,M , (2.23)

where ’expm{·}’ denotes the matrix exponential. After that follows

∂x(TM )
∂x(0)

= ΦM ΦM−1 · · ·Φ1 . (2.24)

Further, the i-th column of [∂x(TM )/∂T] is given by

∂x(TM )
∂Ti

=





ΦM ΦM−1 · · ·Φi+1 [−gi+1(Ti) + gi(Ti)] ,

1 ≤ i < M ;

gi(Ti) , i = M ;

(2.25)

with

gm(Ti) = Am x(Ti) + Bm u(Ti) . (2.26)

The i-th row of [∂c/∂x(0)] is found to be

∂ci

∂x(0)
=

∂ci

∂x(Ti)
Φi Φi−1 · · ·Φ1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ M . (2.27)

The last matrix, [∂c/∂T], is a lower-triangular one, whose elements are calculated

as

[∂c/∂T]ij =





∂ci/∂Ti + [∂ci/∂x(Ti)]gi(Ti),

1 ≤ i ≤ M, j = i ;

∂ci/∂Tj + [∂ci/∂x(Ti)]Φi Φi−1 · · ·Φj+1 ·
· [−gj+1(Tj) + gj(Tj)] , 2 ≤ i ≤ M, 1 ≤ j < i ;

0 , 1 ≤ i < M, j > i.

(2.28)

Since the constraints, ci, can be normally formulated as functions of the state

vector and the switching period, e.g. the equations in (2.9), it is straightforward
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to find he partial derivatives ∂ci/∂x(Ti) and ∂ci/∂Tj in (2.27) and (2.28). For

instance, considering a similar situation as in (2.11),

c1 = `1x(T1) ⇒ ∂c1

∂x(T1)
= `1 and

∂c1

∂Tj
= 0, j = 1, 2.

2.2.5 Method with Approximated Jacobian [69]

The previously described method with exact Jacobian requires a precise formula-

tion of the constraint vector c(x(tk),Tk). A detailed formulation of the threshold

conditions is not always trivial to implement, and it requires extra computing

time. Therefore, a simplified approach to calculate the Jacobian is presented in

this section, being based on the numerical calculation of the mode transitions.

By considering small and fixed time steps, the Euler Backward Algorithm

(EBA) is used for the integration of (2.1), resulting in

x〈i+1〉 = x〈i〉 + h
[
Am x〈i+1〉 + Bm u〈i〉

]
. (2.29)

It is an implicit integration method that avoids numerical instability [67]. Re-

grouping the terms of (2.29) gives

x〈i+1〉 = Λm x〈i〉 + hΛm Bmu〈i〉, (2.30)

where Λm = [I− h ·Am]−1 can be recognized as an approximation of the state

transition matrix eAm h in (2.5).

Starting from x〈0〉 and constant u, after N integration steps (2.30) leads to

x〈N〉 = ΛN
m x〈0〉 + h

(
ΛN

m + ΛN−1
m + . . . + Λm

)
Bm u. (2.31)

By applying (2.31) for M modes, it is possible to write

x〈N1,1〉 = ΛN1
1 x〈0,1〉 + h

[
ΛN1

1 + ΛN1−1
1 + . . . + Λ1

]
B1 u1

x〈N2,2〉 = ΛN2
2 x〈0,2〉 + h

[
ΛN2

2 + ΛN2−1
2 + . . . + Λ2

]
B2 u2

...

x〈NM ,M〉 = ΛNM

M x〈0,M〉 + h
[
ΛNM

M + ΛNM−1
M + . . . + ΛM

]
BM uM

. (2.32)
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where the notation x〈i,m〉 emphasizes the mode in which the state vector is being

calculated. Putting the recurrences in (2.32) together results in

x〈NM 〉
M =

(
ΛNM

M · · ·ΛNm
m · · ·ΛN2

2 ΛN1
1

)
x〈0〉1 + . . . (2.33)

In view of (2.21),

x(0) = x〈0,1〉 and x(TM ) = x〈NM ,M〉 ,

therefore an approximation for J (x(0),T) in (2.22) can be found from (2.33) as

J (x(0),T) ≈
(
ΛNM

M · · ·ΛNm
m · · ·ΛN2

2 ΛN1
1

)
− I. (2.34)

The iteration equation (2.20) for the acceleration algorithm remains the

same, with J (xγ ,Tγ) being given now by (2.34).

2.2.6 Zero-Crossing Detection

As mentioned before, two types of switches have to be distinguished. The first

one is a controllable switch. It turns on and off under the control of an external

signal. The second one is a non-controllable switch, the state of which is deter-

mined by circuit parameters (i.e. voltages, currents). A diode is a non-controllable

switch, because it turns on by a positive forward voltage and turns off when the

current through it becomes zero.

In (2.3) the integration constant is a function of the initial time t0. The

time t0 is known in the case of controllable switches and is unknown in the case

of non-controllable switches.

Determination of the sequence of modes and transition times Tm requires

numerical integration over a single period. In this thesis a fixed step method

is chosen for the numerical integration. A low number of integration points is

wanted for speed, but for the accurate detection of the transition time between

the modes a high number is needed. The biggest error is encountered for the

implicit threshold conditions 6 that describe the currents and voltages related to

non-controllable switches. This problem can be solved by linear interpolation of

the output variable as shown in Fig. 2.6. As soon as the sign of the current
6Related to state variables
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Figure 2.6. First-order linear interpolation for zero-crossing detection.

through, or voltage across, the non-controllable switch changes, a new step hnew

and new matrices eAm h are calculated together with the new state vector x. The

new step size is determined as:

hnew =
y(t〈i〉)

y(t〈i〉)− y(t〈i−1〉)
· h . (2.35)

2.2.7 Termination Criterion

Formally, a matrix inversion is necessary in (2.20) to provide values for the next

iteration round, that is,

xγ+1 = xγ − [Jγ ]−1Rγ . (2.36)

with, to keep the notation short, Jγ ≡ J(xγ ,Tγ) and Rγ ≡ R(xγ ,Tγ). In

practice, it is not necessary to invert Jγ . Instead, define ∆xγ = xγ+1 − xγ . Then

Jγ ∆xγ = −Rγ (2.37)

is solved by, for instance, LU factorization (also a standard function in Matlab),

and the new xγ+1 is obtained from
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xγ+1 = xγ + ∆xγ . (2.38)

The iterations in (2.36) should be stopped when the average energy over one

switching period in one or more of the energy buffers in the converter reaches an

arbitrarily stable level. For instance, when

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣

Eγ+1 − Eγ

Eγ

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ < ε1 , (2.39)

where ε1 is the required ratio of energy flow between two sequential iterations, and

the symbol ‖. . .‖ denotes a quadratic norm. E is given by the sum of energies in

the reactive components of the circuit like

E =
1

2 Ts




NC∑

i=1

Ci

Ts∫

0

v2
Ci

(t) dt +
NL∑

i=1

Li

Ts∫

0

i2
Li

(t) dt


 , (2.40)

where L, C represent values of the inductances and capacitances, NL, NC are the

numbers of inductances and capacitances, v
Ci

(t), i
Li

(t) denote instantaneous

values of the i-th inductor current or i-th capacitor voltage.

2.3 Modeling of the Parallel Load Resonant

Converter (PRC)[51]

The methods with exact and with approximated Jacobian were implemented

in the Matlab environment. This environment has been chosen to compare the

methods, performance optimization for a specific computer platform was not the

aim. The test application was the parallel load resonant converter (see Fig. 2.7).

A PRC converter does not have a filter inductor at the output, thus resonant

and filter capacitors are connected in parallel during a conduction interval of the

output rectifier. The selected converter has six modes, each described by a piece-

wise linear circuit (see Fig. 2.8). The state vector of the converter is chosen

as

x(t) =




iLr(t)

vCr(t)

vCo(t)


 . (2.41)
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Figure 2.7. PRC circuit without the conventional filtering inductor.

The state and input matrices for each of the modes are:

A1 =




0 − 1
Lr

0
1

Cp
− 1

R Cp
0

1
Cp

0 − 1
R Cp


 A2 =




0 − 1
Lr

0
1

Cr
0 0

0 0 − 1
R C0




A3 =




0 − 1
Lr

0
1

Cp
− 1

R Cp
0

− 1
Cp

0 − 1
R Cp


 B1,2,3 =



− 1

Lr

0

0




A4 = −A1 A5 = −A2

A6 = −A3 B4,5,6 = −B1,2,3

Cp = Cr + C0

(2.42)

The converter has been modeled with the parameters: Lr = 31.7 µH, Cr =

37.6 nF , C0 = 1 µF , R = 27 Ω, fs = 195 kHz, Vi = 40 V , ε1 = 0.001, x0 =

[iLr , vCr , vCo ]
′
= [0, 0, 0]

′
.

Algorithms with the exact and the approximated Jacobian were implemented

and verified with the “brute-force” simulation. The flow diagram is shown in

Fig. 2.9. The algorithms are implemented with two stages: initialization and

“shooting”. The initialization starts with the specified values of the components
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Figure 2.8. PRC mode sequence.

of the circuit (see Fig. 2.7) and the initial conditions vector x0. The state and

input matrices A1, . . . ,A6 and B1, . . . ,B6 are calculated. From the state and

input matrices the integration matrices F and G are calculated as

Fm = eAmh, Gm = A−1
m (Fm − I)Bm (2.43)

for the method with the exact Jacobian, and as

Fm = (I− hAm)−1
, Gm = A−1

m (Fm − I)Bm (2.44)

for the method with the approximated Jacobian [67]. If the matrix Am is singular,

the solution is found according to Appendix A. During the initialization stage

“brute-force” simulations are performed until the sequence of modes becomes def-

inite, i.e. the sequence of modes of two consecutive periods is the same. Once
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Figure 2.9. Flowchart of the accelerated steady-state determination of the PRC

of Fig. 2.7.

that point is reached, the acceleration algorithm takes over. The operating mode

m for the given initial conditions is determined and the numerical integration for

a single step h (see Fig. 2.2) is performed as
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x〈i+1〉 = Fm x〈i〉 + Gm u〈i〉. (2.45)

The threshold condition for every switch is checked next by inspecting the appro-

priate entry of the constraint vector c. If a transition is detected the zero-crossing

is calculated, the values of the state vector x and the simulation marching time t

are registered, and the new set of the matrices Am,Bm,Fm,Gm is picked-up. If

the end of the period is not reached the simulation for a single integration step h

is repeated (see Fig. 2.2). If the opposite is valid, the check for the ratio of the

energy flow (2.39) is performed. If the statement (2.39) is not valid, the Jacobian

is calculated using (2.22) or (2.34) and the iterative equation (2.20) is applied to

determine the initial conditions vector x0 for the next “shoot”.

Both methods (exact and approximated Jacobian) were run with 50, 100,

150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 fixed integration steps; both with and without zero-

crossing detection, as shown by the corresponding block in Fig. 2.9. A number

of “shoots” above 25 has been considered as indicative for non-convergence of

the fast steady-state determination algorithm, because the “brute-force” method

converges in 22-25 sequential periods for this particular example. The results are

presented in Table 2.1.

Both “shooting” methods without zero-crossing detection show a non-con-

vergency for large integration steps h (underlined in Table 2.1). The method with

the approximated Jacobian converges badly without zero-crossing detection. The

method with the approximated Jacobian has a simpler implementation than the

method with the exact Jacobian, because the formulation of the derivatives of the

threshold conditions between the modes is not required. However, the method

with the approximated Jacobian has several drawbacks. The number of algorithm

iterations is larger, the convergency speed depends on the number of integration

steps in a rather unpredictable way, and the elapsed time of the approximated

Jacobian method is longer than that of the method with exact Jacobian, especially

for the higher number of integration steps. Thus, despite of the evident simplicity

the method with the approximated Jacobian does not have a significant advantage

over the exact Jacobian method. Therefore, the method with the exact Jacobian

has been chosen for further development.
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Without zero-crossing detection 

Initialization 
stage 

Shooting stage 
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s]
 

State-vector 

{ }
0r rL C Ci ′

v v
 

[A]   [V]   [V] 

50 4 0.016 5 0.031 2.958;23.080;23.080 
100 4 0.016 25 0.156 2.997;25.068;25.068 
150 4 0.031 4 0.032 2.922;24.953;24.953 
200 4 0.031 3 0.031 2.953;25.442;25.442 
250 4 0.047 3 0.031 2.972;25.677;25.677 
300 4 0.047 25 0.360 2.953;25.349;25.349 E

xa
ct

 J
ac

ob
ia

n 

350 4 0.062 4 0.063 2.953;25.718;25.718 

50 4 0.016 25 0.062 2.781;21.635;23.651 
100 4 0.015 25 0.141 2.908;23.651;25.239 
150 4 0.031 25 0.188 2.871;24.275;24.275 
200 4 0.047 25 0.234 2.901;24.752;25.529 
250 4 0.047 5 0.062 2.996;24.340;25.142 
300 4 0.063 5 0.062 2.984;24.143;25.039 A

pp
ro

xi
m

at
ed

 
Ja

co
bi

an
 

350 4 0.062 5 0.079 2.997;24.247;25.460 

With zero-crossing detection 

50 4 0.015 4 0.016 3.003;27.172;27.172 
100 4 0.015 4 0.032 2.973;26.514;26.514 
150 4 0.031 4 0.047 2.961;26.300;26.300 
200 4 0.031 4 0.047 2.969;26.213;26.213 
250 4 0.047 4 0.062 2.962;26.144;26.144 
300 4 0.063 4 0.062 2.957;26.095;26.095 

E
xa

ct
 J

ac
ob

ia
n 

350 4 0.063 4 0.078 2.954;26.060;26.060 

50 4 0.015 5 0.016 2.892;25.799;26.476 
100 4 0.016 6 0.031 2.925;26.255;26.328 
150 4 0.031 7 0.063 2.930;26.220;26.220 
200 4 0.047 5 0.046 2.993;24.994;26.166 
250 4 0.047 6 0.078 2.978;25.883;26.149 
300 4 0.062 6 0.094 2.976;25.836;26.114 A

pp
ro

xi
m

at
ed

 
Ja

co
bi

an
 

350 4 0.062 6 0.109 2.984;25.818;26.101 

 
Table 2.1. Results for PRC “shooting”.

2.4 M SIM Simulator

In the previous section the state-space matrices A, B, C and D, state vector

x, and threshold conditions c, i.e. the state-space model of the PRC, were ob-

tained by visual inspection of the circuit. The PRC topology is very well known

and extensively described in the literature [24, 56]. However, in many other cir-
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cuit topologies the switching sequence is not known in advance, and obtaining

the state-space matrices by visual inspection of the circuit requires a thorough

knowledge of the topology. Moreover, in case of a slight topology modification

(e.g. snubber presence or absence, equivalent series resistance (ESR) of inductors

L and capacitors C, series resistances of switches D and T, etc.) the complex-

ity of the state-space modeling increases significantly and the setting up of the

equations becomes very tedious. Therefore, it has been decided to give the job

of formulating a state-space description to a computer program, which should be

able to recognize standard network list files of popular schematic captures. The

‘Schematics’ package from Cadence r© has been chosen because of its wide use in

the engineering community.

Commercial simulation tools are capable of simulating power converters drawn

as a set of custom building blocks with the help of a graphical user interface (GUI).

However, as explained in the previous section, commercial simulation tools lack

the accelerated simulation method. Commercial simulators do not explicitly gen-

erate a description of the state-space model in the required form. For this reason

a custom simulator, called M SIM, was developed from scratch to be used along

Matlab.

A general view on simulation with M SIM is shown in Fig. 2.10. The

simulation starts with entering the circuit in ‘Schematics’. The user builds the

circuit diagram from the custom library cells and creates the netlist file. The

netlist file is a table which contains the names of the components with their values

and the nodes where the pins of the component are connected. When the netlist is

provided to M SIM, all possible combinations of the switches are considered and

the state-space matrices with the constraints are determined first. Secondly, the

state-space model is processed by the single-period simulator (see Fig. 2.10). The

single-period simulator determines the sequence of modes, transition times Tk,

state vector xk, constraint vector c(x(tk),Tk), and other information required for

performing the accelerated steady-state determination. Thirdly, the termination

criterion (2.39) is checked. If the energy difference between two sequential runs of

the acceleration algorithm is too large to satisfy the criterion (2.39), M SIM again

performs an iteration of the “shooting” method (2.20) and the process is repeated

until a steady state is found. Finally, when the criterion (2.39) is satisfied, the

algorithm is terminated and the results are presented.
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Figure 2.10. Simulation with M SIM.

A careful reader will notice that the algorithm in Fig. 2.10 requires much

more steps than the one shown in Fig. 2.9. This is because the status of the

switches determines the operating mode, which in its turn is linked with the cor-

responding state-space matrices and threshold conditions. The simulator should

correctly identify all those modes, identify the state variables, calculate the deriva-

tives of the threshold conditions, construct the Jacobian, evaluate the energy, etc.

At the same time all the actions should be performed for any arbitrary topol-

ogy which is given by the netlist. As such, Fig. 2.10 shows a general simplified

diagram, whose details will be explained further in the next sections.

2.4.1 Library Set of M SIM

The library consists of basic building blocks — basic library cells. While defining

a library, one should keep in mind the requirement that the library blocks should

be as simple as possible and, simultaneously, the blocks should be powerful enough

to solve the specified problems. Keeping this consideration in mind, the library

set of M SIM was designed. However, in Chapter 4 an extension of M SIM is
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Figure 2.11. General representation of a basic library cell a) Graphical represen-

tation, b) Values, c) Netlist pattern.

given that models the switching losses, thermal effects and transformer issues by

introducing a second level of library elements — the macro cells.

A library cell in terms of ‘Schematics’ definitions has three basic elements:

a graphical representation, values (including a name) and a netlist pattern. The

basic library cells are classified in three principal groups: passive components,

independent sources and switching components. The description of a basic cell

follows the pattern of Fig. 2.11. First, a graphical representation of the cell is

given. Secondly, the values are listed next to the cell. And, finally, the pattern of

the netlist is shown.

The first group, the ideal passive components, consists of a resistor R, ca-

pacitor C, inductor L, and coupled inductor M . The values of the components

are specified in Ohms, Farads and Henries, respectively.

1. Resistor R

A netlist tag for a resistor (see Fig. 2.12a) follows the pattern

R R1 1 2 10 .

2. Capacitor C

A netlist tag for the capacitor (see Fig. 2.12b) follows the pattern

C C1 1 2 100E-6 .
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Figure 2.12. Basic cells of passive components a) Resistor, b) Capacitor, c)

Inductor, d) Coupled inductor.

3. Inductor L

A netlist tag for the inductor (see Fig. 2.12c) follows the pattern

L L1 1 2 10E-6 .

4. Coupled Inductor M

A coupled inductor (see Fig. 2.12d) has at most 9 tags following the tags of

the component name and nodes. The first tag is the self-inductance value,

the second is the name of the first coupled inductor, the third one is the

mutual inductance value between the first inductor and the second, etc. In

this way all the values of mutual inductances must be entered twice for each

of the coupled inductors and must be the same. In total, coupling between

5 different inductors can be established (one tag for the self-inductance and

four times the names of the coupled inductors with the values of correspond-

ing mutual inductances). The circle on the graphical representation denotes

a positive node. The netlist tag looks like

M M1 1 2 20E-6 M2 1E-6 M3 2E-6 M4 3E-6 0 .

A final zero tag value tells to M SIM that there will be no tags anymore, i.e.
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Figure 2.13. Basic cells of independent sources a) Voltage source, b) Current

source.

only 4 inductors are coupled (so, a coupling of no inductors is not allowed).

The second group of basic cells, comprising the independent sources, contains

two types of sources (see Fig. 2.13), namely voltage and current sources. The

values of the sources are specified in volts and amperes, respectively:

1. Independent voltage source V

The netlist tag for an independent voltage source (see Fig. 2.13a) follows

the pattern

V V1 1 2 10 .

2. Independent current source J

The netlist tag for a current source (see Fig. 2.13b) follows the pattern

J J1 1 2 2 .

The third group of basic cells, the switching elements, contains controllable

(e.g. transistor) and non-controllable (e.g. diode) switches. Several possible im-

plementations of switches are described in literature [6, 62, 63, 10, 18, 9]. A

method for ideal switches [6] assumes that a switching element is modeled as an

open or a short circuit. The method described in [6] has the drawback that due

to inconsistent initial conditions in the new topology [10, 18] such representation

leads to Dirac impulses in the circuit. This difficulty is resolved by splitting the

system response into impulsive and non-impulsive parts and checking the response

of the impulsive part. The method described in [67] treats the switches as small

resistances during the “On” state and large resistances during the “Off” state

(see Fig. 2.14). The latter method is adopted in this thesis because it has the
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Figure 2.15. Basic switching cells a) Controllable, b) Non-Controllable.

positive feature of keeping the structure of the state-space matrices fixed. If this

was not done, a zero switch resistance will lead to a zero row and column which

must be removed from the matrix for it to be reversible. Only the entity in the

state-matrices that corresponds to the switch resistance is varied. The transistor

and diode library cells are shown in Fig. 2.15:

1. Transistor T

The switch is controlled by a timing pattern that is specified before the

simulation starts (see Fig. 2.15a). The pattern consists of two “Off” states

[0 . . . t1) and [t2 . . . Ts] during the switching period Ts. The switch is “On”

during [t1 . . . t2). The situation with three switching states “Off-On-Off” is

common in any converter where the switches work with 180◦ phase shift,

e.g. full-bridge, half-bridge, etc. The use of duty cycles δ1, δ2 instead of
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absolute time values benefits the implementation of a variable frequency

control scheme, because only a single parameter (switching period Ts) is

changed instead of all three (t1, t2, Ts), because the switching instants are

related with the duty cycles and the switching period as

δ1 =
t1
Ts

, δ2 =
t2 − t1

Ts
(2.46)

If the switching period is varied, then the instants t1 and t2 should be changed

according to a certain rule, which, in its turn, should be provided externally.

Using the relative values, i.e. the duty cycles, instead of the absolute values,

i.e. the switching instants, resolves the problem.

The values of the resistances Ron and Roff are specified in Ohms and the

value of the period Ts is specified in seconds. A netlist tag for Fig. 2.15a

looks like

T T1 1 2 1E-3 1E6 0.33 0.33 100E-6 .

2. Diode D

A diode (see Fig. 2.15b) is controlled by the electrical signals occurring in

the circuit, i.e. the diode is “On” when the voltage across the terminals 1−2,

vD, is greater than zero. The diode is “Off”, when the current through the

diode iD is less or equal to zero:

vD > 0; iD ≤ 0. (2.47)

A netlist tag for a diode (see Fig. 2.15b) includes Ron and Roff in Ohms as

D D1 1 2 1E-3 1E6 .

2.4.2 A Method for Deriving State-Space Matrices of Linear

Circuits

The library set of the previous section is the basic building material of any power

electronic circuit modeled by M SIM. The library contains six basic components:
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resistor R, inductor L, capacitor C, coupled inductors M , voltage source V and

current source J . Switches are modeled as low and high resistances. From a physi-

cal point of view all those elements have positive values and an inductive coupling

coefficient is never unity. The problem of finding the state-space description is

formulated as:

Given an independent source vector u, and defined state vector x and output

vector y of resistive branches of the circuit 7, find the state-space matrices A, B,

C and D of the equations

ẋ = Ax + Bu

y = Cx + Du.
(2.48)

The method for systematical derivation of state equations is described in Chapter 8

of [15], and is adopted in this section with small changes. The method has two

obvious special cases:

1. Loops only consisting of independent voltage sources are not allowed;

2. Cutsets 8 only consisting of independent current sources are not allowed.

If at least one of the conditions is violated, the network is either inconsistent

or has no unique solution. This situation can be resolved by introducing a resistive

branch to the cutset or a series resistance to the loop.

The derivation of a state-space model starts with selecting a proper tree 9 =
containing:

1. All independent voltage sources;

2. No independent current sources;

3. As many capacitors as possible;

4. As few inductors as possible;

7The output vector is by definition obtained as a linear combination of state and input vectors.
8All the branches which are connected to the node are called a cutset.
9The branches that form the pass through all the nodes without excursions enroute are called

a tree.
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node V1 L1 R1

1 +1 0 -1

2 0 -1 +1

3 -1 +1 0

Table 2.2. Incidence matrix of the circuit in Fig. 2.16a.

and a cotree 10 £.

Two algorithms for selecting the proper tree = are described in literature

[15, 67], namely reducing the incidence matrix 11 to echelon form, and a connection

table path search. The algorithm of reducing the incidence matrix to echelon

form was used because of the simple implementation in Matlab, an environment

focused on matrix operations.

The circuit is stored in computer memory in the form of a matrix, called an

incidence matrix Aincidence and defined as

Aincidence =

1
2
...

Nnodes




1
0

2
+1 · · ·

Nbranches−1

+1 −1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

−1 0 · · · +1




. (2.49)

The formulation of an incidence matrix is illustrated by a simple example (see

Fig. 2.16). The incidence matrix is nothing more than a table, the columns of

which represent the components of the circuit, and the rows represent the nodes

(see Table 2.2).

The entry of the incidence matrix is +1 if the arrow of the directed graph

is pointing away from the node; -1 if the arrow is pointing towards the node; 0

if the branch is not incident at the node. A matrix obtained from Table 2.2 by

deleting any one row (so-called ground node) is called a reduced incidence matrix
12, while the original matrix of Table 2.2 is called a complete incidence matrix.

The reduced incidence matrix is called an incidence matrix further in the text.
10The branches that are not included to the tree form the cotree.
11In the general case, when the number of nodes is not equal to the number of branches, the

incidence matrix is rectangular.
12This reduced incidence matrix has nothing to do with the reduction to the echelon form.
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Figure 2.16. Formulation of an incidence matrix a) Circuit, b) Directed graph,

c) Netlist.

An incidence matrix is constructed in M SIM as shown in Fig. 2.17. The

procedure of decoding the netlist starts with filling the component records with

the appropriate fields (see Fig. 2.17). Furthermore, the unique names of the

nodes are stored in the nodelist. Generally M SIM allows nodes with symbolic

names like “a1”, “b2”, numerical nodes which are not assigned in sequential order

like “1,2,3,5,77”, and auto-enumerated nodes in the format of ‘Schematics’ like

“$N0001”. Next, the numbers of branches, Nbranches , and nodes Nnodes are de-

tected. The “ground” node is assigned to the node coming first in the list, or to

the node with the explicit name “0”. The components are arranged in blocks in

the order {V, L, C,R, J}. Finally, the incidence matrix is constructed by looking

at the nodes of the records and the nodelist string.

At this stage it is important to emphasize that the values of the components

are not “in the game” yet. They will come into play after determining a proper

tree = and a cotree £. The incidence matrix is reduced to the echelon form to

exclude linearly dependent columns. The reduction is performed by elementary

column and row operations:

1. Interchange of two columns
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Figure 2.17. Procedure of incidence matrix formulation.

2. Multiplication of any row by a nonzero scalar constant

3. Replacement of the j-th row by the sum of the j-th row and α times the i-th

row, where j 6= i and α is any scalar constant.
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The algorithm is straightforward and is well-described in the literature [15].

The approach was directly implemented in M SIM, while keeping the array of

the nodes and the array of component names updated during the row and column

interchanges. This is necessary to keep the link between the topological structure

and the values of the netlist. This echelon matrix [15] has the form of

= £

A=£
incidence =




1 × × . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 1 × × . . . . . . . . .

0 0 1 × × . . . . . .

0 0 0 0 1 × ×
0 0 0 0 0 1 ×
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. . . ×

. . . ×

. . . ×

. . . ×

. . . ×

. . . ×




(2.50)

The echelon matrix (2.50) contains Nnodes − 1 entries of one, each being the first

nonzero element of some row. The columns containing ones form the tree of the

oriented graph. The information about the tree and cotree is used to reorder

the incidence matrix by picking up the columns of the original Aincidence with

the indexes of the A=£
incidence . This is done to keep the information about the

nodes, which was distorted when performing elementary row operations. Thus,

the matrix Aincidence is split into two parts, a tree = and a cotree £ by such as

A=£
incidence =

[
A=

incidence |A£
incidence

]
, (2.51)

where A=
incidence , A£

incidence are the parts of the incidence matrix reduced to the

echelon form corresponding to the tree = and to the cotree £, respectively.

The method for finding the state and input matrices A and B requires the

formulation of the fundamental cutset and loop equations, which are the matrix

forms of the Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL) and the Kirchhoff Voltage Law (KVL)

equations. The fundamental relations between the incidence matrix A=£
incidence ,

the cutset Dcutset and the loop Bloop matrices are

Dcutset =
[
I=|D£

cutset

]
= (A=

incidence)
−1A=£

incidence

Bloop =
[
B=

loop |I£
]

=
[
(−D£

cutset)′|I£
] , (2.52)
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where D£
cutset is the part of the cutset matrix corresponding to the cotree £,

B=
loop is the part of the loop matrix corresponding to the tree =, and I=,I£ are

the unity matrices of the size Nnodes − 1.

The fundamental cutset and fundamental loop equations for a linear network

[15] can be written as

Dcutset · i =




V=
IV=

C=
0

R=
0

L=
0 |

J£

Γ11

L£

Γ12

R£

Γ13

C£

Γ14

0 IC= 0 0 | Γ21 Γ22 Γ23 Γ24

0 0 IR= 0 | Γ31 Γ32 Γ33 0

0 0 0 IL= | Γ41 Γ42 0 0



· i = 0

Bloop · v =




−
V=

Γ′11 −
C=
Γ′21 −

R=
Γ′31 −

L=
Γ′41 |

J£

IJ£

L£

0
R£

0
C£

0
−Γ′12 −Γ′22 −Γ′32 −Γ′42 | 0 IL£

0 0

−Γ′13 −Γ′23 −Γ′33 0 | 0 0 IR£
0

−Γ′14 −Γ′24 0 0 | 0 0 0 IC£



×

× v = 0,

(2.53)

where V=, C=, R=, L= are the columns of the branches of the tree =
representing the V , C, R, L components, respectively; J£, L£, R£, C£ the

columns of the links of the cotree £ representing the J , L, R, C components,

respectively; Γ, Γ′ denote block matrices, corresponding to different blocks of the

components B=
loop or D£

cutset , respectively, and v, i are the vectors of the voltages

and the currents of the branches and links.

The matrices Γ are formulated by systematically inspecting the ordered tree

= and cotree £ and the cutset matrix D£
cutset (see Fig. 2.18). M SIM looks

through the branches and the links and compares the record type with the rules for

each component type. Five basic component types are considered (2.53), namely

V , J , R, L, C. M SIM generates the state vector x in symbolic format, including

the name of the component and the type of the variable, either a capacitor voltage v

or a inductor current i, for example {v C1, v C2, i L1, . . .}. The component value

of the corresponding vector element is mentioned as well, {1E − 6, 10E − 9, 1E −
3, . . .}. The record of the input vector u includes the names of the independent

sources and values: {V 1, V 2, J1, . . .}, {10V, 15V, 2A, . . .}. The record of the output
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dJ£
dL£

dR£
dC£

dV= Γ11 Γ12 Γ13 Γ14

dC= Γ21 Γ22 Γ23 Γ24

dR= Γ31 Γ32 Γ33 0

dL= Γ41 Γ42 0 0

Table 2.3. “Slicing” a cotree cutset matrix D£
cutset .

vector y contains the names of the components {R1, R2, R3, . . .}, the resistances

{1, 2, 4, . . .} and admittances {1, 0.5, 0.25, . . .}.
First the tree branches are inspected. The program records the number of

voltage sources, capacitors, resistors, and inductors in the tree {dV= , dC= , dR= , dL=}.
The capacitor voltages are included in the record of the state vector x and the volt-

age sources are included in the input vector u. After sorting the tree, the cotree

is sorted. The numbers of current sources, inductors, resistors, and capacitors in

the cotree are recorded as {dJ£
, dL£

, dR£
, dC£

}. The currents in the inductors are

included in the record of the state vector x and the current sources are included

in the record of the input vector u.

The matrices Γ are extracted by looking sequentially at the cotree cutset

matrix D£
cutset (see Table 2.3). The matrices Γ are extracted sequentially row-by-

row from the ordered tree and links. Thus, the matrices Γ are extracted as

Γ11 = D£
cutset(1 . . . dV= , 1 . . . dJ£

),

Γ21 = D£
cutset((dV= + 1) . . . (dV= + dC=), 1 . . . dJ£

),

. . .

(2.54)

The first equation of (2.48) is then [15]

M(0) d

dt

[
vC=

iL£

]
= A(0)

[
vC=

iL£

]
+ B(0)

[
vV=

iJ£

]
, (2.55)

where M(0), A(0), B(0) are the matrices of the coefficients (see Appendix B),

vC= , iL£
are the elements of state vector x (the voltages across the capacitive
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Figure 2.18. Determining the dimensions of the state-space model.

branches and the currents in the inductive links), and vV= , iJ£
are the elements

of independent input vector u (the voltages across the voltage source branches

and the currents in the current source links).
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The matrices A, B in the form

A =
[
M(0)

]−1

A(0), B =
[
M(0)

]−1

B(0). (2.56)

are obtained from the matrices Rres , Gadm , L, Ccap (see Appendix B). The

output equation of (2.48) is formulated as

[
vR=

i
R£

]
= C

[
vC=

iL£

]
+ D

[
vV=

iJ£

]
,

C =

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

]
,

D =

[
O11 O12

O21 O22

]
,

(2.57)

where vR= , iR£
are the elements of the output vector y, voltages across resistive

branches and currents in resistive links, the sub-matrices S and O are obtained

as described in Appendix B.

2.4.3 Deriving State-Space Matrices for Piece-Wise Linear

Circuits

In the previous section the derivation of the state-space matrices for a linear

circuit was discussed. However, a power converter is described as a piece-wise

linear system (see Fig. 2.2) by the set of state-space matrices and constraints:

{Am,Bm,Cm,Dm, cm}, m ∈ {1 . . . M}, (2.58)

where M is the number of modes within a single switching period.

The routine of the previous section was extended in such way that both

controllable and non-controllable switches are observed and manipulated resulting

in the number of possible modes of the converter

M = 2NT +ND , (2.59)
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Figure 2.19. Simulation flowchart of a piece-wise linear circuit.

where NT and ND are the numbers of controllable and non-controllable switches,

respectively.

To formulate the equations for a piece-wise linear circuit, M SIM decodes

the netlist to a set of records and formulates the incidence matrix Aincidence. The

matrix Aincidence is processed to the echelon form (2.50) producing the branches

and links as it was described in the previous section. However, the process is now

different from that described in the previous section because from this point on,

the so-called “switch toggling” is considered (see Fig. 2.19).
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Mode Tag State-Space Constraint Integration

matrices matrices

1 ’T1OnD1On’ A1,B1,C1,D1 c1 = {cOn
T1 , cOn

D1} F1,G1

2 ’T1OnD1Off’ A2,B2,C2,D2 c2 = {cOn
T1 , cOff

D1 } F2,G2

3 ’T1OffD1On’ A3,B3,C3,D3 c3 = {cOff
T1 , cOn

D1} F3,G3

4 ’T1OffD1Off’ A4,B4,C4,D4 c4 = {cOff
T1 , cOff

D1 } F4,G4

Table 2.4. Description of the piece-wise linear system generated by M SIM.

M SIM sequentially explores all transistors and diodes and formulates the

matrices (2.58) by placing the “On” resistance ROn and the “Off” resistance ROff

in place of the toggled switch (see Fig. 2.20). At the same time a tag which

describes the status of the switches is formulated. The tag is attached to the set

of matrices describing each mode. The controllable switches are listed first in the

tag, followed by the non-controllable ones. For example, the converter containing

one controllable switch (transistor T1) and one non-controllable switch (diode D1)

has 4 possible modes and is described by the columns of Table 2.4.

The information from Table 2.4 is provided to the simulation routine which

calculates the integration matrices F, G according to the equation (2.43) (see Fig.

2.19)

2.4.4 Single-Period Simulation of Piece-Wise Linear Circuits

M SIM starts the simulation by determining the initial mode that corresponds

to the supplied state vector x (see Fig. 2.21). This means calculating the output

vector y and determining the status of controllable and non-controllable switches.

A controllable switch is considered closed (“On”) if the simulation marching time t

satisfies t1 ≤ t < t2 (see Fig. 2.15). For the rest of the time the controllable switch

is open (“Off”). The status of the controllable switch is identified by inspecting

the time instants t, t1, t2, and is registered (see Fig. 2.22).

The idea behind the status determination of a non-controllable switch is

that the boundary conditions are checked at the transition between the modes.

The state vector x is assumed to be constant after changing the status of the

controllable switches, thus the inductor currents and the capacitor voltages are
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Figure 2.20. Toggling the switches in M SIM.

treated as current and voltage sources, respectively. As an example, consider a

buck converter.

Consider that at the instant t = 0 the switch T1 in Fig. 2.23 is closed,

introducing a low resistance R T1 = ROn to the circuit. The mode {T1OnD1On}
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Figure 2.21. Simulation of a single period in M SIM.

is picked up first. The routine calculates the output vector y and detects a negative

current through the diode (see Fig. 2.24). The mode {T1OnD1Off} is determined

and a set of the state-space matrices A, B, C, D, which has a high value for the

diode’s resistance R D1 = ROff , is used. The diode is kept being “Off” because
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Figure 2.22. Determining the status of the controllable switches.
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Figure 2.23. Determining the status of the switches a) Buck converter, b) Equiv-

alent circuit in M SIM.

the current through R D1 is negative when the switch T1 is closed. The vector y

is recalculated one more time to handle the situation where the status of another

non-controllable switch changes. The process is executed (see Fig. 2.24) until two

modes sequentially repeat while iterating.
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Figure 2.24. Determining the status of the non-controllable switches.

After the initial mode is determined the time-marching step-by-step simula-

tion starts. The time instant t is increased by the simulation step h and a check

for the end of the period is performed (see Fig. 2.21). When the end of the period

is reached, an auxiliary integration step hnew , smaller than the original step h, is

calculated. This auxiliary step hnew is used for correction of the exact switching

instant of both controllable and non-controllable switches.

The original routines of Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.24 are extended to handle an

exact switching moment of the controllable (see Fig. 2.25) and the non-controllable

switches (see Fig. 2.26), respectively. First, the controllable switches are explored

and the timing constraints are checked. If the instants t1 or t2 are just between the

preceding and the current time instants then the time-marching instant is adjusted

to t1 or t2 and the auxiliary integration step hnew is calculated. The status of the
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switch is considered to be “On” during

t1 ≤ t < t2. (2.60)

In the special case when the instant t2 coincides with the period Ts and the time-

marching instant

t = t2 = Ts (2.61)

the switch is considered to be “On” as well. During the rest of the time

0 ≤ t < t1, t2 ≤ t ≤ Ts (2.62)

the switch is “Off”.

If the auxiliary step variable hnew is not zero, i.e. the switching has occurred,

the matrices F and G are recalculated and the state vector x is determined.

Otherwise the pre-calculated matrices F and G are used, and the output vector y

is calculated (see Fig. 2.21).

Next, M SIM proceeds with determining the status of the non-controllable

switches. The non-controllable switches are sequentially explored and a possible

transition of the switch status is checked. If the switch is going from the “On”

state to the “Off” state this zero-crossing is detected by using the current of the

non-controllable switch. On the other hand, if the switch is going from “Off” to

“On” the voltage across the switch is used to detect the zero-crossing. All the

non-controllable switches are inspected and the zero-crossings are calculated as

suggested by (2.35). The smallest hnew determines the exact switching instant.

The state vector x and output vector y are recalculated at that instant (see Fig.

2.6).

Once the status of controllable and non-controllable switches is detected the

converter’s operating mode is identified. In case of a mode change, the new mode

together with time instant t and state vector x are registered. The simulation

proceeds “step-by-step” till the end of the switching period. Finally, the energy

E in the reactive components is calculated as defined by (2.40).
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Figure 2.25. Determining the status of the controllable switches and adjustment

of the switching instant.

2.4.5 Implementation of the Acceleration Algorithm

The method with exact Jacobian is implemented in M SIM, the flowchart of

it being shown in Fig. 2.27. The method starts by determining the integration

matrices F and G according to (2.43) and a switching period Ts. Then, the

converter is simulated starting from the initial condition x0 until the modes repeat

for two consecutive periods. At the same time the energy flow in the system,

(2.40), is calculated. This reduces unnecessary simulation overhead when the
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Figure 2.26. Determining the status of the non-controllable switches and zero-

crossing detection.

initial condition x0 leads to results that are close enough to the steady state. A

good choice of the initial conditions obviously avoids lengthy simulations.

The main loop of the acceleration algorithm starts after the pre-simulation

has determined the initial conditions. The rate of energy flow is evaluated (2.39),

and if it is small enough the simulation is terminated. Otherwise, a check for

the divergence of the rate of energy flow is performed. The idea behind finding

the steady state is that the rate of energy flow from iteration to iteration, (2.39),

is decreasing. If the steady state cannot be identified the algorithm will iterate

around the steady state resulting in a kind of “limit cycle”. At certain moments

a “jump” in the wrong direction can occur as a result of numerical effects. For

example in Fig. 2.28 at the fourth, seventh, etc. iteration the rate of energy flow is

rapidly increasing. These events will be detected and recorded by M SIM. If the

number of such divergencies is large enough the iterations will be terminated and

the steady state is determined by sequential simulation. However, in any practical

case studied, M SIM was capable of finding a steady state in the accelerated way.

The two loop breakers, the maximum allowed number of iterations and the energy

divergence, protect M SIM from looping forever.
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Figure 2.27. Accelerated steady-state determination in M SIM.

After determining a steady-state point the constraints c(x,T) are formu-

lated as in (2.9). The partial derivatives ∂x(TM )
∂x(0) , ∂x(TM )

∂T , ∂c
∂T , ∂c

∂x(0) as given in

(2.24)-(2.28) are calculated from the constraints, values of the state vector x and

matrices A,B. The Jacobian J(x,T) is then calculated according to (2.22). The

algorithm converges to the steady state when the rate of energy flow in the re-
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Figure 2.28. Fluctuations of the rate of energy flow in M SIM.

active components of the converter becomes small enough. If any loop breaker,

i.e. maximum iteration count or divergence breaker acts, the converter is simu-

lated sequentially until the steady state is reached. Finally, electrical quantities

describing the steady state are registered and stored.

2.5 Examples of Power Conversion Circuits

The accelerated simulation method as described in the previous section was

implemented in M SIM. The main simulation stages are illustrated in Fig. 2.29,

where the process starts from entering the circuit in the ‘Schematics’ editor. A

netlist file is provided to the simulator, which in turn determines a steady state and

plots the waveforms. In order to demonstrate the power of the accelerated method

compared to traditional sequential simulation tools, the operation of M SIM will

be illustrated by three examples.

Example 1. Buck converter (see Fig. 2.30)

The “On” and “Off” resistances of the transistor T1 are Ron = 1.6 Ω, Roff =

1 MΩ; for the diode D1 the resistances are Ron = 0.06 Ω, Roff = 1 MΩ. The

switching frequency fs = 100 kHz and the duty cycle δ = 0.5. The simulation

parameters are: the number of integration points per period Nintegr = 250, and

the termination precision ε1 = 10−5. The netlist of the buck converter is given in

Table 2.5.

The value of the state vector x(0) at the beginning of the period is used to

compare three methods (see Table 2.6). The results show a close match. The

“shooting” method converged in 7 iterations, while the “brute-force” needed 232
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Figure 2.29. Simulating a converter in M SIM.

iterations to achieve the same steady state (see Fig. 2.31). The waveforms of the

state variables are presented together with the mode sequence in Fig. 2.31a.

Example 2. PRC converter (see Fig. 2.32)

The “On” and “Off” resistances of the transistors T1, T2, T3, T4 are Ron = 1 mΩ,

Roff = 1 MΩ; for the diodes D1,D2,D3,D4 the resistances are Ron = 1 mΩ,
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Figure 2.30. Buck converter of Example 1.

V V1 1 0 20

D D1 0 2 60E-3 1E6

T T1 1 2 1.6 1E6 0 0.5 0 10E-6

L L1 2 3 200E-6

C C1 3 0 100E-6

R R1 3 0 10

Table 2.5. Netlist of the buck converter in the format of M SIM.

Roff = 1 MΩ. The switching frequency fs = 195 kHz and the duty cycle δ = 0.5.

The simulation parameters are: Nintegr = 250, ε1 = 10−5. The netlist of the PRC

converter is given in Table 2.7.

The value of the state vector x(0) at the beginning of the period is used to

compare the three methods (see Table 2.8). The results show a close match, but the

“shooting” method converges in only 10 iterations, while the “brute-force” method

needs 53 iterations to achieve the steady state (see Fig. 2.33). The waveforms of

the state variables are presented together with the mode sequence in Fig. 2.33a.

Example 3. LLC converter (see Fig. 2.34)

The “On” and “Off” resistances of the transistors T1, T2 are Ron = 1.6 Ω, Roff =

2 MΩ; for the diodes D1,D2 the resistances are Ron = 60 mΩ, Roff = 1 MΩ;

for the diodes D3, D4 the resistances are Ron = 50 mΩ, Roff = 2 MΩ. The

switching frequency fs = 83.3 kHz and the duty cycle δ = 0.4482. The LLC
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Method x(T ){vC1, iL1} Iterations

“Shooting” (9.199;0.803) 2+5=7

“Brute-Force” (9.216;0.806) 232

SPICE (9.218;0.807) -

Table 2.6. Simulation results of the buck converter.
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Figure 2.31. Simulation results of the buck converter a) Steady-state waveforms;

State vector trajectory x(0) in case of b) “Shooting”, c) “Brute-Force” simulation.
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Figure 2.32. PRC converter of Example 2.

V V1 1 0 40

R R1 5 6 27

D D4 6 4 1E-3 1E6

D D3 4 5 1E-3 1E6

D D1 3 5 1E-3 1E6

D D2 6 3 1E-3 1E6

C C1 3 4 37.6E-9

C C2 5 6 1E-6

L L1 2 3 21.7E-6

T T1 1 2 1E-3 1E6 0 0.5 5.128E-6

T T2 2 0 1E-3 1E6 0.5 0.5 5.128E-6

T T3 1 4 1E-3 1E6 0.5 0.5 5.128E-6

T T4 4 0 1E-3 1E6 0 0.5 5.128E-6

Table 2.7. Netlist of the PRC converter in the format of M SIM.
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Method x(0){vC1, vC2, iL1} Iterations

“Shooting” (-25.939;25.934;-2.953) 4+6=10

“Brute-Force” (-25.939;25.933;-2.953) 53

SPICE (-26.033;25.857;-2.939) -

Table 2.8. Simulation results of the PRC converter.
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Figure 2.33. Simulation results of the PRC converter a) Steady-state waveforms;

State vector trajectory x(0) in case of b) “Shooting”, c) “Brute-Force” simulation.
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Figure 2.34. LLC converter of Example 3.

operates with a dead-time between the two switches. The simulation parameters

are: Nintegr . = 250, ε1 = 10−5. The netlist of the LLC converter is given in Table

2.9.

The value of the state vector x(0) at the beginning of the period was used

to compare the three methods (see Table 2.10). Again, the results showed a

close match. The “shooting” method converges in only 13 iterations, while the
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C C4 1 2 660E-12

R R1 6 0 12

C C1 6 0 120E-6

V V1 1 0 400

C C2 3 0 16.4E-9

D D3 2 1 0.05 2E6

D D4 0 2 0.05 2E6

T T1 1 2 1.6 2E6 0 0.4482 12E-6

T T2 2 0 1.6 2E6 0.5 0.4482 12E-6

M M1 2 3 1000E-6 M2 140E-6 M3 140E-6 0

M M2 4 0 20E-6 M1 140E-6 M3 19.9E-6 0

M M3 0 5 20E-6 M1 140E-6 M2 19.9E-6 0

D D1 4 6 0.06 1E6

D D2 5 6 0.06 1E6

Table 2.9. Netlist of the LLC converter in the format of M SIM.

Method x(0){vC1, vC2, vC3, iM1, iM2, iM3} Iterations

“Shooting” (108.129;31.427;0;0;-3.808;0) 7+6=13

“Brute-Force” (108.096;31.424;0;0;-3.811;0) 188

SPICE (105.084;32.955;0;0;-3.723;0) -

Table 2.10. Simulation results of the LLC converter.

“brute-force” needs 188 iterations to achieve the steady state (see Fig. 2.35). The

waveforms of the state variables are presented together with the mode sequence

in Fig. 2.35a.

2.6 Conclusions

Achieving the steady-state solution of power electronic converters by means

of a sequential period-by-period simulation results in large simulation overhead.

Simulation time is of major concern in circuit optimization, where hundreds or

thousands of simulations are required. A method for the accelerated determination
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Figure 2.35. Simulation results of the LLC converter a) Steady-state waveforms;

State vector trajectory x(0) in case of b) “Shooting”, c) “Brute-Force” simulation.

of the steady-state operation of power electronic converters was introduced and

implemented. It is based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm with analytically

formulated exact Jacobian for solving nonlinear algebraic equations. A comparison

with an approach that uses the approximated Jacobian was done. The method

with the exact Jacobian demonstrates better convergence, while its simulation

speed is the same.

The abovementioned techniques were implemented in the custom-developed

electrical simulator M SIM. This simulator is capable of fast determining the
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steady-state operation of an arbitrary power electronic circuit that is described in

the form of a netlist file. The simulator utilizes the description of a power converter

using a set of libraries, which contains resistance, capacitance, inductance, cou-

pled inductances, current and voltage sources, controllable and non-controllable

switches.

M SIM automatically builds the state-space model description of the power

converter provided in netlist form, and determines all the modes and the thresh-

old conditions for the switches. The buck, PRC and LLC converters were used as

benchmarks, and M SIM shows an accuracy that favorably compares to SPICE,

while the simulation speed is 10 to 33 times faster than that of sequential simula-

tions.
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Chapter 3

Thermal Modeling

Thermodynamics is the only physical theory of universal content which, within the

framework of the applicability of its basic concepts, I am convinced will never be

overthrown.

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

71
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3.1 Introduction

As the name suggests, electrical power is processed by a power electronic con-

verter. Obviously, a certain amount of power is always lost during the conversion

process and, therefore, thermal effects play a significant role. To minimize the

loss of electrical energy to an acceptable level, the efficiency of power conversion

systems should be as high as possible. This is important because losses heat up

the converter components, causing temperature increase. The operating tempera-

ture of a component is restricted to a certain range to account for a rapid drop in

device reliability at higher temperatures.

Temperature increase is caused by electrical losses. Thus, by minimizing

losses the temperature rise of the components will decrease. By changing the

electrical operating points of the components a desired thermal performance can

be achieved. Conversely, increasing the packaging density is also possible. When

the projected converter is too “cold” a hint could be given to the designer, i.e.

either increase the packaging density or change the components (e.g. reduce the

costs by selecting MOSFETs with larger drain-source resistance in the “ON” state,

or a lower diameter of the winding wire, etc.).

A set of equations, which describes the relationship between losses and tem-

peratures is called a thermal model as shown by the functional dependency in Fig.

3.1. From a designer’s point of view, a thermal model quantifies what should be

changed in the converter design to obtain a desired performance.

A number of methods to obtain thermal models exists. For instance, the

shape of components can be transformed to equivalent surfaces by means of ana-

lytical equations [71], and heat convection together with radiation could be es-

timated. Conduction is estimated using the properties of the used materials.

Analytical equations for convection and radiation require coefficients which are

available only for simple shapes and situations [50]. Moreover, these coefficients

are shape, placement and orientation dependent. Unfortunately, the values of

thermal coefficients are not a common piece of information that is available from

the manufacturer’s data sheets.

An alternative approach is simulation with finite-element modeling (FEM)

software [93]. The material properties are normally defined in libraries. The

designer draws the converter using custom shapes and assigns material properties.

Then, a finite element solver is applied to the structure. This approach is quite
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Figure 3.1. Processing of electrical energy.

precise but it requires the properties of the materials, and an accurate evaluation

of electrical component losses. Unfortunately, FEM simulations are very time-

consuming and can hardly be used for iterative optimization purposes.

In this thesis a practical approach based on model parameter identification

is adopted for fixed positions of the components on the PCB. Thermal model pa-

rameters are directly extracted from the available prototype of the converter. The

method is based on the injection of a known amount of electrical power in certain

components and registering the resulting thermal response. The model is iden-

tified by fitting the experimental data to the model structure. This method has

the drawback that the data acquisition process takes a long time. However, once

the model has been identified, it is quite accurate and allows reasonable varia-

tions in the circuit operating conditions. Therefore, it favors a computation speed

when used in a thermal simulation and optimization software. The computational

complexity depends only on the chosen model order.

3.2 Theoretical Aspects of Heat Transfer

3.2.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms

It is well-known that heat is transferred in three ways: convection, conduction and

radiation.
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1. Convection

Convection is a combination of the bulk transportation and mixing of macro-

scopic parts of hot and cold fluid elements, heat conduction within the

coolant media and energy storage [71]. The basic relationship of convec-

tion from a surface to a coolant medium is linear and is described by

qc = hcAc(Ts − Tm), (3.1)

where qc is the convection heat flow rate from the surface, Ac is the surface

area, Ts is the temperature of the surface, Tm is the coolant medium

temperature, and hc denotes the coefficient of convective heat transfer.

2. Conduction

Conduction is the transfer of heat from an area of high energy (temperature)

to an area of lower relative energy. Conduction occurs by the energy of

motion between adjacent molecules, and to varying degrees, by the movement

of free electrons and the vibration of the atomic lattice structure [71]. The

equation describing conduction in the one-dimensional case is

qcond = kθAcond
T2 − T1

ÃL
, (3.2)

where qcond is the conductive heat flow rate, Acond is the cross-sectional

area of the heat transfer path, ÃL is the length of the heat transfer path, T2,

T1 are the temperatures at the points between which the heat is transferred

and kθ denotes the coefficient of conductive heat transfer.

3. Radiation

Radiation is a heat transfer mechanism by means of electromagnetic waves

and photons, emitted from the surface of an object. Radiation is the only

type of heat transfer that can occur through a vacuum and is dependent

on the temperature of the radiating surface [71]. The equation describing

radiation is

qr = εσ◦ξ12Ar(T 4
1 − T 4

2 ), (3.3)
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where qr is the radiative heat flow rate, ε is the emission coefficient

(emissivity) of the radiative surface (0 ≤ ε ≤ 1; 0 is fully reflective, 1 is

fully absorptive), σ◦ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant

(5.67 · 10−8 W/
[
m2K4

]
), ξ12 is the shape factor between the surface area

of body 1 and body 2, Ar is the surface area of radiation, T1 is the surface

temperature of body 1, and T2 is the surface temperature of body 2.

3.2.2 Modeling Aspects

In practice the three abovementioned mechanisms of heat transfer occur either

separately or simultaneously. The contribution of each of them to the total heat

transfer will be illustrated by means of a simple example with a flat heatsink.

Heatsinks are one of the most common cooling devices in power electronics and are

available in different shapes. In this section, an example of a thin plane heatsink

is presented.

A thin metal square sheet with dimensions of 5x5 cm is standing in open air

(see Fig. 3.2). The sheet is cooled by still air, i.e. natural convection takes place.

The effects of thermal radiation and their contribution to cooling are investigated

for the cases of polished (ε = 0.095) and black anodized (ε = 0.86) aluminium

[88] given an ambient temperature of 20◦C. The range of operating temperatures

of the heatsink for a common power electronic application is 21◦C . . . 70◦C. The

method of estimating the convection coefficient as proposed in [71] is applied to

evaluate the heat transferred according to (3.1). The temperature offset of the

heatsink above ambient temperature, Θ, is varied between 1 K and 50 K, and

the convection coefficient hc is obtained (see Appendix C). Heat transferred by

convection is shown in Fig. 3.3. It can be seen that the process is weakly nonlinear.

For the same heatsink, heat transferred by radiation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4

for two different surface types. Fig. 3.5 shows the two mechanisms of heat transfer

together, convection and radiation.

It can be seen that the two mechanisms together have a weakly nonlinear

dependence on the temperature and, therefore, the heat transfer could be approx-

imated by a linear equation of the form

qc + qr = q = a1 + a2Θ (3.4)
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Figure 3.2. Cooling of the heatsink.
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Figure 3.3. Heat transfer by convection.

using a least-squares method to fit the coefficients to the obtained values. Coeffi-

cient a2 determines the slope of the line and coefficient a1 determines the initial

offset. The resulting errors of the fit for each Θ of the two cases were calculated

as

δmodel =
| qappr − qmodel |

qmodel
(3.5)

and plotted in Fig. 3.6. From the graphs of Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 it is clear that

radiation is comparable to convection for the black anodized heatsink. Thus, the
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Figure 3.4. Heat transfer by radiation in case of ξ12 = 1 and a) ε = 0.86, b)

ε = 0.095.
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Figure 3.5. Heat transfer by radiation and convection in case of ξ12 = 1 and a)

ε = 0.86 (a1 = −0.19, a2 = 0.07), b) ε = 0.095 (a1 = −0.13, a2 = 0.04).

effect of thermal radiation can not be disregarded. Moreover, heatsinks should

be anodized or painted in order to remove as much heat by radiation as possible.

This will increase the efficiency of the heatsinks and decrease their dimensions.
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Figure 3.6. Error of temperature prediction in case of a) ε = 0.86, b) ε = 0.095.

3.3 Experimental Derivation of Model Parameters

3.3.1 Derivation Method

The difficulty of estimating convection coefficients in practice makes the meth-

ods in the published literature only limitedly useful [50]. The theoretical approach

of the previous section can only be applied to simple shapes and standalone com-

ponents. Groups of components influence each other and the previous theoretical

description does not hold anymore. Considering the abovementioned limitations

it has been decided to apply the approach suggested in Fig. 3.7. Heat-dissipative

components 1, 2, 3 . . . n are located on the printed circuit board (PCB) and elec-

trical dissipation (power P1 . . . Pn ) is injected into them. Thus, the components

are heated up and at the same time the resulting surface temperatures of all com-

ponents are measured and registered. A linearized thermal model is proposed

as

Θ = Rθ(P−P0) + Θ0, (3.6)

where P is the vector whose n inputs are the actual losses, P0 is the vector

representing the losses at a particular operating set point, Θ0 is the vector of

the initial temperature offsets (above ambient temperature) corresponding to P0,

Θ is the vector of the resulting temperature offsets (above ambient temperature)
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Figure 3.7. Experimental method for deriving the thermal model.

corresponding to P, Rθ is the matrix of thermal resistances, the inverse of it being

the thermal admittance matrix Gθ defined as

Gθ =




Gθ11 Gθ12 · · · Gθ1j · · · Gθ1n

Gθ21 Gθ22 · · · Gθ2j · · · Gθ2n

...
...

. . .
...

Gθi1 Gθi2 Gθij Gθin

...
...

. . .
...

Gθn1 Gθn2 · · · Gθnj · · · Gθnn




, (3.7)

for which holds that if i = j then Gθij = 1
Rθi

+
n∑

j=1

1
Rθij

else Gθij = − 1
Rθij

.

The model consists of a set of thermal resistances Rθi from all nodes to

the ambient, and internode resistances Rθij . The matrix Rθ considers all three

mechanisms of heat transfer: conduction, convection and radiation. The internode

thermal resistances are not necessarily symmetrical in the general case because of

the coefficient ξ12 in (3.3). The coefficient ξ12 has the meaning of the amount

of radiated energy picked-up by body 2 from body 1, which is not necessarily

symmetrical.

The model is identified by applying dissipations P created by currents of ex-

ternal power supplies. Therefore, these losses can be directly measured, in contrary
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Figure 3.8. LLC converter: a) Photograph, b) Schematic diagram.

to the method of running the converter at different power levels and estimating the

losses in every component from the efficiency of the converter and manufacturer’s

data sheets. In the proposed approach, the thermal behavior can be studied for

each component separately. The losses P1 . . . Pn are measured, and at the same

time the temperature offsets Θ1 . . . Θn are registered. The measurements were

performed several times for each component with different fixed loss values to col-

lect the necessary amount of data for identification of the matrix Rθ in (3.6). By

doing so, not only the numerical values are obtained, but the type of dependency

(e.g. linear, quadratic, etc.) can be identified and, if necessary, another model

order can be chosen.

3.3.2 Practical Example

A commercial power supply was chosen as a test prototype (see Fig. 3.8a).

It contains several converters, but only the LLC (see Fig. 3.8b) was used. The

24V output is loaded with a maximum current of 2.5A; the converter switches at

100kHz. The sources of heat dissipation (MOSFETs T1,T2, diodes D1,D2 and

transformer Tr) are indicated in Fig. 3.8a with arrows. Both winding and core

losses of the transformer are taken into account (see Section 4.4).

The proposed method suggests injecting directly measurable power in the

investigated components. For this purpose the PCB of the converter was modified

in such a way that electrical power could be injected directly in each modeling

point. Such an approach is more fundamental than the one suggested in [93]
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Figure 3.9. Generation of losses in the winding and the core of the transformer.

where the estimate of losses is done for the so-called “black-box” converter by

externally varying directly measurable values of voltages and currents.

For this purpose the transformer was unsoldered from the PCB and modified

as in Fig. 3.9. The core with airgap was replaced with the same type of the core

without airgap to facilitate the magnetization of the ferrite material. Two extra

windings, one for excitation and one for dissipation, were wound over the main

windings. Then the modified transformer was placed back on the PCB; by this

way the thermal configuration remains the same. High-frequency AC current was

applied to the excitation winding, thus emulating core losses. DC current was

applied to the high-ohmic dissipation winding to emulate conduction losses. The

high-ohmic wire is wound in such a way that the EMF generated by the excitation

winding is cancelled (see Fig. 3.9).

The losses in the components of the LLC converter are emulated as shown

in Fig. 3.10. DC current is flowing through the diodes, the transistors and the

windings. The dissipated power of the corresponding component is computed in

the multichannel multimeter Agilent 34970A by measuring the voltages and the

currents of the component. The core losses are emulated by injection of a high-

frequency sinewave AC current (25kHz) from a Philips PM5132 signal generator

connected to a power amplifier. Measures should be taken to avoid saturation of

the core, as this can increase the THD of the voltages and currents, leading to a

higher measurement error of the power analyzer used to monitor the active power.
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Figure 3.10. Extraction of the thermal model.

An oscilloscope Philips PM3217 with a Tektronix AM503 current probe was used

to verify the shape of the current.

The test setup for the extraction of the thermal model is shown in Fig. 3.11.

The converter board is painted black to guarantee the same emissivity coefficient

for all surfaces. The temperature measurements are performed by an Flir S40

IR camera. The setting of emissivity coefficient of the camera was adjusted by

a single measurement of the temperature with a calibrated thermal couple. The

experimental procedure was improved with respect to the one described in [53].

The measured board is placed inside a closed chamber (Clima T40/1000 ) where

the temperature is controlled with 0.1 degree precision, and where a stable constant

airflow during the entire run of the experiment (30 minutes per measured point)

is supported.

The vector of losses is defined as

P =




PT

PD

PW

Pcore




, (3.8)
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Figure 3.11. Setup for the experimental identification of a thermal model a)

Converter under investigation, b) General view of the setup.

where:

PT are the losses in the transistors T1 and T2;

PD are the losses in the diodes D1 and D2;

PW are the losses in the winding of the transformer Tr;

Pcore are the losses in the core of the transformer Tr.

The vector of temperature offsets (with respect to ambient temperature) is defined

as

Θ =




ΘT

ΘD

ΘW

Θcore




, (3.9)

where the subscript denotes the corresponding component as in (3.8).

The derivation of the model is done for a certain range of dissipated power

around a set point P0. The powers at the set point are determined from the design

calculations at I0 = 4.25A (nominal LLC output current), and are

P0 =




0.671

2.465

1.142

2.681




W (3.10)

for the transistors, the diodes, the transformer winding and the core, respectively.
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c1 = 2.430 c1 = 1.776 c1 = 1.000 c1 = 1.353

c2 = 7.754 c2 = 0.255 c2 = 1.278 c2 = 0.434

c1 = 2.542 c1 = 2.773 c1 = 2.501 c1 = 1.329

c2 = 0.339 c2 = 8.284 c2 = 0.324 c2 = 0.557

c1 = 19.894 c1 = 18.203 c1 = 20.507 c1 = 5.620

c2 = 0.986 c2 = 0.984 c2 = 7.111 c2 = 5.605

c1 = 9.309 c1 = 7.996 c1 = 4.817 c1 = 9.761

c2 = 0.559 c2 = 0.679 c2 = 4.289 c2 = 7.291

Table 3.1. Coefficients of the approximating functions for the curves in Fig. 3.12.

This leads to the vector of measured offset temperatures at the set point

Θ0 =




7.6

23.2

28.6

29.3




K (3.11)

In a previously conducted study [53] the load current was changed within

±25% from its nominal value, resulting in a −44% . . . + 56% change in dissipated

power because of the quadratic dependency of losses on current. In order to extract

the thermal model the applied power was varied in the specified range for a single

component while keeping the power of the three other components fixed. The

range of specific power variation is

P =




0.376 . . . 1.047

1.380 . . . 3.845

0.640 . . . 1.782

1.501 . . . 4.182




W. (3.12)

In total 4 × 4 = 16 dependencies were obtained as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The

points of the graphs in Fig. 3.12 were approximated by linear dependencies

Θ = c1 + c2P (3.13)

using a least-squares fit (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.12. Dependencies of temperature offsets vs. corresponding powers.

3.3.3 Measurement Errors

The points of the graphs in Fig. 3.12 deviate from the approximation because

of the nonlinear thermal behavior and measurement errors. The latter are caused

by the electrical and thermal measurement equipment. The errors due to the

equipment are discussed in this section.

A diagram of the DC power measurement is shown in Fig. 3.13. The current

is registered by measuring the voltage over the shunt resistor which has 0.25%

tolerance and 3ppm/K thermal stability [72]. The absolute value of the resistance

does not influence sequential measurements. Thus, the error in the exact value

of the resistor is systematic. The thermal instability of the resistance caused by

dissipation influences the measurements and should be evaluated.

The current does not exceed 3A. Thus the relative change of resistance be-

cause of heating is
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Figure 3.13. Measurement of DC power.

εshunt = (TCR) ·Rθ · I2 ·Rshunt = 12 · 10−6, (3.14)

where TCR = 3× 10−6 1/K is the thermal coefficient of resistance, Rθ = 2 K/W

is the thermal resistance from the resistive conductor to the surface of the

package, I is the current that flows through the resistor, Rshunt = 0.2 Ω is the

value of the resistor. It is assumed that I = 3 A (see Fig. 3.13).

The method of [2] is used to evaluate the relative error of the voltmeter V1

in Fig. 3.13. The measurement error is determined as the sum of two errors: the

reading error and the range error. The reading error is determined as

Reading ErrV1 = 0.0020% I Rshunt = 12× 10−6 V. (3.15)

The range error is determined as

Range ErrV1 = 0.0006%1V = 6× 10−6 V. (3.16)

The total relative error is found to be

εV 1 =
Reading ErrV1 + Range ErrV1

I Rshunt
= 30 · 10−6. (3.17)
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The relative error of the current measurement is determined as

εI = εshunt + εV 1 ≈ 42 · 10−6. (3.18)

The relative error of voltmeter V2 is determined in the same way as the error of

V1, which is

εV 2 = 35 · 10−6. (3.19)

So, the relative error of the DC power measurement is approximately the sum of

the εV 2 and εI , that is,

εP = εI + εV 2 ≈ 77 · 10−6. (3.20)

The relative error of the AC power measurement is determined in the same way

as the error of V1 using the data of NORMA 5135 AC power meter [1]

εAC = 12.7 · 10−5. (3.21)

The error of the thermal measurement equipment is determined by the res-

olution error of the IR camera [5] (0.1 K) and the climatic chamber [4] (0.1 K).

The total absolute error is the sum of the two absolute errors and is

∆Θ = 0.2 K. (3.22)

The relative error of determining the temperature is

εΘ =
∆Θ

Θ
. (3.23)

The smallest error εΘ occurs for the largest temperature offset Θ, which is 40 K

(see Fig. 3.12), and is

εmin
Θ = 0.005. (3.24)
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σc111 = 0.071 σc112 = 0.115 σc113 = 0.064 σc114 = 0.087

σc211 = 0.073 σc212 = 0.043 σc213 = 0.051 σc214 = 0.030

σc121 = 0.033 σc122 = 0.084 σc123 = 0.165 σc124 = 0.087

σc221 = 0.033 σc222 = 0.031 σc223 = 0.132 σc224 = 0.030

σc131 = 0.211 σc132 = 0.143 σc133 = 0.364 σc134 = 0.150

σc231 = 0.215 σc232 = 0.053 σc233 = 0.292 σc234 = 0.052

σc141 = 0.103 σc142 = 0.151 σc143 = 0.145 σc144 = 0.102

σc241 = 0.106 σc242 = 0.056 σc243 = 0.116 σc244 = 0.035

Table 3.2. Standard deviations of coefficients c1 and c2.

The error of the temperature measurement (3.24) is much larger than the errors of

the power measurement (3.20), (3.21). Thus, the error of the power measurement

is negligible and the method [12] for evaluating the errors of the coefficients c1, c2

is applied. The variance is determined as

σ2 ' 1
N − 2

N∑

i=1

(Θi − c1 − c2Pi)2, (3.25)

where N is the number of experimental points.

The standard deviation for determining c1 and c2 is

σc1 =

√√√√σ2

∆

N∑

i=1

P 2
i , (3.26)

σc2 =

√
N

σ2

∆
(3.27)

where the coefficient ∆ is calculated as

∆ = N

N∑

i=1

P 2
i −

(
N∑

i=1

Pi

)2

. (3.28)

The standard deviations are summarized in Table 3.2.
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3.3.4 Thermal Model

The linearized model is built around the set point P0 given in (3.10) and tem-

perature set point Θ0 given in (3.11), according to (3.6). The matrix of thermal

resistances (see Table 3.1) is found to be

Rθ =




c211 c212 c213 c214

c221 c222 c223 c224

c231 c232 c233 c234

c241 c242 c243 c244




=




7.754 0.255 1.278 0.434

0.339 8.284 0.324 0.557

0.986 0.984 7.111 5.605

0.559 0.679 4.289 7.291




. (3.29)

As can be seen from Table 3.2, e.g. the 3σ interval for the coefficient c211 is

(3σc211/c211)×100% = 2.8%. Errors of the same order occur for the main diagonal

of the matrix Rθ. The most critical 3σ intervals are the ones for the coefficients

c223, c231 and c241, e.g., for c223 it is (3σc223/c223) × 100% = 122.2%. This error

does not disturb the correctness of the model because the ratio of the coefficients

c223 and c222 is only (c223/c222) = 0.039, or 3.9%.

3.4 Verification of the Thermal Model

The validity of the obtained model was verified with a set of independent mea-

surements. The experiments of the previous section were repeated by applying

electrical power independently selected from the modeling range (3.12), and reg-

istering the temperatures of the modeling points (the surface temperatures of the

components). Then, the same powers were supplied to the model (3.6) and the rel-

ative modeling errors for every component (T, D, Winding, Core) were calculated

as

δT =
|Θmodel −Θmeas|

Θmeas
· 100%. (3.30)

The verification points together with the measured Θmeas, the modeled Θmodel

temperatures and the relative modeling error are listed in Table 3.3.

Mean, maximum and minimum values of the errors for each component were

calculated and are summarized in Table 3.4. The modeling errors are within 10%

for the transistors and within 4.5% for the rest of the components. The average

modeling error is within 2.6% and 1.85%, respectively.
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Table 3.3. Verification of the thermal model.

3.5 Conclusions

Thermal modeling is a major issue of power electronic design. Temperature rise

influences the parameters of components and restricts the operation of the power
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Component Mean, [%] Min., [%] Max.,[%]

Transistors 2.57 0.25 9.03

Diodes 1.18 0.02 4.43

Winding 1.82 0.02 4.30

Core 1.83 0.01 4.37

Table 3.4. Relative modeling errors of each component (T, D, Winding, Core).

converter. Thus, the component temperatures act as a limiting factor in the power

converter performance and an estimate of these temperatures is required to achieve

an optimal design.

The existing analytical methods for estimating the thermal behavior are only

applicable to simple forms and shapes. This is almost never the case in the practice

of power electronics. Methods which use finite element simulation require material

properties which are not always available, and result in lengthy simulations that

are not desirable for computer-aided optimization.

An experimental approach to obtain a thermal model was suggested. Di-

rectly measurable power is injected in modeling points and the thermal response

is registered. The obtained data is fit to a linearized thermal model. One such

model was obtained for the prototype of an industrial power supply, and verified

by a set of independent measurements. The maximum relative error of the model

is within 10%, and the average value is about 2%. The obtained linearized model

can therefore be used for an accurate temperature prediction of a given power

converter. The suggested approach demonstrates a good match between model-

ing and experiment and is more rigorous than the methods based on an indirect

estimate of the losses [93].
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Chapter 4

Combined Electrical and

Thermal Modeling

The sciences do not try to explain, they hardly even try to interpret, they mainly

make models. By a model is meant a mathematical construct which, with the

addition of certain verbal interpretations, describes observed phenomena. The jus-

tification of such a mathematical construct is solely and precisely that it is expected

to work.

Johann Von Neumann (1903-1957)

93
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4.1 Introduction

Analysis of the combined thermal and electrical behavior of power converters

is an essential tool for power converter design. Converters are designed with re-

strictive specifications and must provide an effective solution. For instance, it is

desirable that the total component cost is low and the converter size is small. In

most cases heat dissipation acts as a limiting factor.

A converter is usually designed considering an approximate thermal model.

A test prototype is measured and the thermal behavior is studied. If the design

constraints are not satisfied, the designer tunes parameters of the converter to

improve the temperature distribution. In many cases it is quite difficult to see the

correlation between distributed heat sources and electrical losses in different parts

of the circuit.

Losses are correlated with temperatures. For example, the resistance of a

copper wire increases with temperature. In this respect the current which starts

to flow through the cold wire causes losses, which in turn heat-up the wire. Next

the resistance of the wire increases, thus even more power is dissipated. The

process develops until the power loss and the heat transferred to the ambient

come to an equilibrium. If the current slightly changes, the wire comes to a new

electrical and thermal operating point. This simple example illustrates how losses

and temperature are coupled together.

A systematic design flow that considers combined electrical and thermal be-

havior is developed and presented in this chapter, employing the experimentally

extracted thermal model of Chapter 3. A combined electrical and thermal simu-

lation is performed to calculate electrical losses and temperatures. The tempera-

tures are used to correct the parameters of the thermally dependent components,

e.g. transistors, diodes and copper windings. The simulation continues as long

as variations of the temperature caused by the change of the component values

are not negligible. In this respect M SIM handles thermal and electrical models

together.
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4.2 Temperature-Dependent Electrical Parameters

of Common Power Electronic Components

The resistance of copper wires, the forward resistance of diodes, the drain-source

resistance of MOSFETs - all exhibit positive temperature coefficients. However,

the forward voltage drop of diodes exhibits a negative temperature coefficient.

Models for the temperature dependency of these power electronic circuit compo-

nents are discussed next.

• Copper wires

A well-accepted relationship between copper wire resistance and

temperature [66] is given by

Rcu = Rcu0 · (1 + α Θ), (4.1)

where Rcu0 denotes the resistance at 300 K (27◦C), α = 3.9 · 10−3K−1 is

an empirical coefficient for copper, and Θ is the temperature increase above

300 K.

• Diodes

The forward resistance of a diode, RD, depends on the temperature as [61]

RD = RD0 ·
(

1 +
Θ + 2
298

)
, (4.2)

where RD0 denotes the diode differential resistance in conduction state at

298 K.

The diode forward voltage drop, VD, may be modeled as function of the

temperature as [66]

VD = VD0 − 2 · 10−3 · (Θ + 2) (4.3)

where VD0 denotes the forward voltage drop at 298 K.

• MOSFETs

The temperature dependency of the drain-source resistance in conduction

state, RDSon , can be described as [61]
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Component Copper Diode MOSFET MOSFET MOSFET

wire 50V 200V 600V

Rcu RD,VD RDSon RDSon RDSon

δparam 0.390 0.333, -0.310 0.583 0.843 1.078

Table 4.1. Circuit parameter deviations for Θ = 100 K.

RDSon
= RDSon 0

{
(25 + (Θ + 2))

F − 1
100

+
5− F

4

}
with F = 1.024·V 0.1124

DS ,

(4.4)

where RDSon 0 is the value of the drain-source resistance in conduction state

at 298 K, and VDS is the rated drain-source voltage of the transistor.

An indication of how the temperature influences the electrical circuit param-

eters is illustrated in Table 4.1, obtained by applying an increase of Θ = 100 K

(a typical operating range for power electronic components). The deviation of the

corresponding parameters is defined as

δparam =
Param(400) − Param(300)

Param(300)
, (4.5)

where Param(300) and Param(400) are the circuit parameters at 300 K and

400 K, respectively, in (4.1) - (4.4).

From the results of Table 4.1 it is evident that the change in copper resistance

Rcu is large. The diode forward resistance RD, the diode forward voltage drop

VD, and, especially, the MOSFET drain-source resistance RDSon are significantly

impacted, and, therefore, may not be neglected. However, in most commercial

simulation tools [64, 65] the cross-coupling between temperature and circuit losses

is ignored.

4.3 Combined Simulation Approach

A method that links the two physical domains, electrical and thermal, is sug-

gested in Fig. 4.1. The method employs M SIM and starts with the circuit
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diagram and the initial values of temperature dependent parameters (e.g. winding

resistances, RDSon
of MOSFETs, etc.). An accelerated simulation is performed

to achieve the steady-state operating point of the electrical circuit (the control

circuit is also considered). After that, the electrical loss vector, P in Fig. 4.1, is

determined from the obtained waveforms. Then the thermal simulator calculates

the resulting temperature increases based on P by using (3.6); that is, according

to the thermal model equations of Section 3.3.1. The correction for the values

of the temperature-dependent electrical circuit parameters is then determined ac-

cording to the rules (4.1) - (4.4), after calculating corresponding die temperatures
13, and the next iteration for finding a new steady-state operating point is per-

formed. When the estimated temperature, which changes from one iteration to

another, remains within specified boundaries, the iteration process is terminated.

The termination criterion (usually 1%− 2%) can be set as

max
∣∣∣∣
Θj−1 −Θj

Θj

∣∣∣∣ ≤ εΘ, (4.6)

where Θj−1 and Θj are the temperatures at the (j − 1)-th and the j-th iteration.

4.4 Calculation of Electrical Losses

Once the electrical circuit steady-state operating point is found, the resulting

waveforms that are stored by M SIM allow calculating the losses associated with

each circuit component. For this purpose, it is necessary to have modeling equa-

tions to describe the different loss mechanisms, as discussed in the following.

• Copper wires

The power dissipation in the wires is given by

Pcu = I2
RMS Rcu, (4.7)

where IRMS is the RMS value of the current flowing through the wire.

• Diodes

Conduction losses PDcond are determined as
13The temperatures of p-n junctions of semiconductor devices
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Figure 4.1. Flowchart of the combined electrical and thermal simulation.

PDcond = I2
RMS RD + IAV G VD, (4.8)

where IRMS and IAV G are the effective and average values of the current

flowing through the diode, RD denotes the differential resistance in

conduction state (available from data sheets), and VD is the forward

voltage drop (also a data sheet parameter).

Switching losses are calculated from the applied current and voltage wave-

forms. For instance, the energy stored in the diode cathode-to-anode capac-

itance just before turn-on is given by [58]

Esw =
2
3

CKAdts
[VKAdts

]0.5 · [VKA]1.5
, (4.9)

where VKA is the value of the reverse voltage before the turn-on instant,

CKAdts
denotes the measured value of the diode cathode-to-anode

capacitance as given in data sheets, and VKAdts
is the voltage value for

which CKAdts
has been measured.

Reverse recovery phenomena associated to diode turn-off have a major im-

pact not in the diode itself but in the switching losses of the controllable
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switch which is taking over the current from the diode. For later use, it is

necessary to estimate the accumulated reverse recovery charge Qrr at each

switching action. An acceptable approximation is found to be [58]

Qrr = Qrrdts

√
IF VR

IF dts VRdts

, (4.10)

where IF (see Fig. 4.2) and IF dts are the values of the forward current

before the turn-off (actual and data sheet values), VR (see Fig. 4.2) and

VRdts denote the value of the reverse voltage after the turn-off (actual and

data sheet values), and Qrrdts
is a data sheet value of a reverse recovery

charge. In fact Qrr is also related to the rate di/dt at which the diode

current changes, which in turn depends on the switching speed and stray

inductances. It is assumed that the layout of the circuit is as good as in the

test conditions of the manufacturer’s data sheets, therefore no correction

for di/dt is applied.

The reverse recovery time trr should also be available for calculating losses.

An estimation based on the current flowing through the diode before the

turn-off is [58]

trr = trrdts

4

√
IF

IF dts

, (4.11)

where trrdts
denotes reverse recovery time as provided by the data sheets.

Summarizing, by disregarding reverse recovery effects in the diode itself, the

total diode losses are calculated as

PD = PDcond + Esw
1
Ts

(4.12)

where Ts is the switching period.

• MOSFETs

Conduction losses are determined as
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Figure 4.2. Characteristic quantities related to diode switching.

PT cond = I2
RMS RDSon , (4.13)

where IRMS is the effective value of the current flowing through the

transistor, and RDSon is given by (4.4).

The energy dissipation that is related to MOSFET turn-on can be approxi-

mated as [39]

Eon =
2
3

VDSon ITon ton, (4.14)

where VDSon and ITon are the values of the drain-source voltage and drain

current, respectively, just before the turn-on process starts, and ton denotes

the turn-on time (see Fig. 4.3).

It should be emphasized that in M SIM a switch is modeled as a series

connection of an ideal switch with a low “ON” resistance or a high “OFF”

resistance, depending on the conduction state of the switch. The transition

between “ON” and “OFF” states is considered to occur instantaneously.
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In fact, M SIM does not calculate the switching transient, and uses the

corresponding data sheet values of turn-on time, ton, and turn-off time, toff ,

to estimate the switching losses. The cases of hard switching (black solid

lines), ZCS and ZVS (gray dashed lines) are shown in Fig. 4.3. Transition

between “ON” and “OFF” states occurs during a single integration step h.

In case of hard switching, the voltage over the switch and the current through

the switch change instantaneously within a single integration step. However,

in the cases of ZCS and ZVS the current or (and) the voltage changes slowly

with a time constant that is determined by the appropriate snubber circuitry.

In this way, the appropriate multiplier in (4.14) and (4.17), whether current

ITon
or voltage VDSoff , is zero. Thus, the corresponding turn-off or turn-off

energy dissipation is zero.

Also during transistor turn-on the recovery charge of the diode that is being

turned off, Qrr in (4.10), causes losses in the MOSFET, the dissipated energy

being [58]

Err = VDSon (Qrr + ITon trr ) . (4.15)

If there are more than one diode or one MOSFET in the circuit, the reverse

recovery charge of the diodes, which are turned off, is added together. And

it is assumed that every transistor, which turns on, delivers an equal portion

of the charge.

Furthermore, the energy stored in the drain-source capacitance of the MOS-

FET is also dissipated during turn-on switching. Similarly to (4.9) it is

possible to write

EDS =
2
3

CDSdts
[VDSdts ]

0.5 [VDSon ]1.5
, (4.16)

The energy dissipation that is related to turn-off switching is described as

Eoff =
2
3

VDSoff IToff
toff , (4.17)

where, similar to (4.14), VDSoff is the drain-source voltage just before

turn-off, IToff
the drain current, and toff the turn-off time (see Fig. 4.3).
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All together, the transistor switching loss is determined as

PTsw =
EDS + Eon + Err + Eoff

Ts
, (4.18)

where Ts is the switching period.

Summarizing, the loss in the transistor is found to be

PT = PT cond + PT sw . (4.19)

• Magnetic cores

Core losses can be approximately calculated on the basis of the Generalized

Steinmetz Equation (GSE) [45]

Pcore = Vol · 1
Ts

∫ Ts

0

c∗m

∣∣∣∣
dB

dt

∣∣∣∣
x

|B(t)|y−x
dt, (4.20)

where Vol is the volume of the core; c∗m, x, y are coefficients that describe

the properties of the ferromagnetic material (available from data sheets).

The flux density B(t) is given by

B(t) =
Lm im(t)
nturns Ae

, (4.21)

where Lm is the magnetizing inductance of the winding associated with the

core, im(t) is the magnetizing current, nturns is the number of turns of the

primary winding, and Ae denotes the cross-section area of the core.

4.5 Extension of M SIM

4.5.1 Component Models

The basic library set described in Section 2.4.1 was extended to cope with

parasitic elements (that lead to dissipation) in the ideal component models. For

this purpose, extensions were introduced: winding resistances, capacitor and in-

ductor’s models with equivalent series resistances (ESR), diode model including
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Figure 4.4. Extended cells of passive components a) Resistance of a copper wire,

b) Capacitor, c) Inductor.

forward voltage drop and switching losses, MOSFET model with switching losses,

and transformer model with core losses.

• Passive components

– Copper wire resistance U

Wire resistances are temperature dependent as given by (4.1). The

value of the resistance is modified by the thermal simulator according

to the calculated operating temperature. In M SIM the netlist tag for

resistances of a copper wire (see Fig. 4.4a) follows the pattern
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U U1 1 2 0.1.

– Capacitor with ESR

A practical approximation for the ESR of an electrolytic capacitor [66]

(see Fig. 4.4b) is

ESR =
65 · 10−6

C
. (4.22)

Therefore, the netlist tag for capacitors (see Fig. 4.4b) follows the

pattern

C C1 1 2 10E-6 1.

An extra field is added to the netlist notation (compared to Section

2.4.1) to show the presence or absence of the ESR. If this record is 0,

the capacitor is ideal.

– Inductor with ESR

In the inductor model (see Fig. 4.4c) an ESR is included [66], being

estimated as

ESR =
105 · L

Q
, (4.23)

where Q is the quality factor of the inductor at 16 kHz [66].

The netlist tag for inductors (see Fig. 4.4c) follows the pattern

L L1 1 2 100E-6 20,

where the value of Q has to be specified. If the field is 0, the ESR is

ignored.

• Switches

Conduction losses for the switches are implicitly included into the electrical

circuit netlist through the conduction state resistances RDSon , RD (MOS-

FETs, diodes) and forward voltage drops VD (diodes). However, in order to

incorporate implicitly the switching losses in the electric circuit, a sophisti-

cated combination of voltage sources, current sources, inductors, capacitors

and resistors in parallel or in series with the switches would be required. Be-

cause many new state variables are introduced, the complexity of the electric
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Figure 4.5. Extended cells of switches a) Diode, b) MOSFET.

circuit would increase. As a consequence, the simulation overhead would in-

crease, and the advantages of the accelerated simulation method would be

compromised. Therefore, in M SIM the switching losses are not modeled

by an equivalent electric circuit, but are calculated afterwards on the basis

of the registered voltage and current waveforms. Finally, the temperatures

are calculated from electrical losses using the thermal model (3.6).

However, the suggested method for estimating the switching losses has a

small drawback in what concerns the calculation of the conduction losses.

In a physical circuit the energy dissipated during the switching transients

also has to flow through the energy conversion elements before being deliv-

ered to the point of dissipation. This energy flow increases the conduction

losses in the elements that are in the flow path. Since M SIM calculates

the switching losses after the circuit waveforms have been determined, the

resulting energy flow based on the simulated circuit waveforms is somewhat

lower than it is in the physical converter. Thus, the estimated conduction

losses are also somewhat lower.

– Diodes

The diode model is extended to include a voltage source in series (see

Fig. 4.5). Conduction losses, switching losses and diode reverse recov-

ery charge and recovery time are calculated according to (4.8) - (4.12)

from the parameters that are specified in the netlist. The tag now has

the form

D D1 1 2 0.01 1E6 0.65 50E-9 30E-9 200 5 200E-12 40

{Type Name pins RD Roff VD Qrrdts trrdts
VRdts IF dts CKAdts

VKAdts
}
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– MOSFETs

These transistors are modeled as variable resistors (see Section 2.4.1).

The value of the resistance in the conduction state is varied with the

temperature according to (4.4). An extra timing parameter, tdead , is

added to the netlist tag in order to emulate dead times introduced by

the control circuitry. The timing pattern in (2.46) is then

t1 = δ1 Ts + tdead , t2 = δ2 Ts + t1 − tdead . (4.24)

The parameters ton , toff , CDSdts
and VDSdts are employed to calculate

the switching losses as given by (4.14) and (4.16)-(4.18). The value of

the drain-source voltage VDS is used for evaluating the coefficient F in

(4.4). An example of the extended netlist tag is

T T1 1 2 0.1 1E6 0 0.5 10E-6 500E-9 10E-9 10E-9 600 35E-12

480

{Type Name pins RDSon Roff δ1 δ2 Ts tdead ton toff VDS CDSdts

VDSdts}

• Transformers

As an illustration, the model of a transformer with 4 windings is shown in

Fig. 4.6. The model consists of 4 coupled inductors whose values of self- and

mutual inductances are specified in the netlist tag, being summarized in the

form of a matrix of inductances

MW1 =




M1 M12 M13 M14

M12 M2 M23 M24

M13 M23 M3 M34

M14 M24 M34 M4




. (4.25)

The equivalent AC and DC resistances of each winding are connected in

series with the corresponding inductor. If the corresponding winding(s) is

(are) not used, M SIM automatically adjusts the size of the matrix MW1

to the number of used output taps of the transformer W1. The number of

turns Nturns1 of the primary winding and the turns ratio with respect to the

primary n1, n1n2, n1n3, n1n4 characterize the windings of the transformer.
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Figure 4.6. Extended cell of a transformer.

The model includes the strings that describe the dimensions of the core and

the ferrite type, which are treated by M SIM as references to the database

with parameters of ferrites and coil geometries. The netlist tag that describes

the transformer has the form

W W1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3F3 ETD29 100E-6 0.1 0.05 200E-6 0.15

0.07 300E-6 0.15 0.07 0 0 0 50E-6 25E-6 0 75E-6 0 0 40 1 10 10 0

As it can be seen from Fig. 4.6 core losses are emulated by resistor Rcore ,

which is placed in parallel to the primary winding. The value of Rcore is

adjusted iteratively in order to produce an equivalent dissipation Pcore as

given by (4.20). The process of adjusting the value of Rcore takes place

together with the thermal corrections in the combined thermal and electri-

cal simulation loop (Fig. 4.1): starting from an initial value (for instance,
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Figure 4.7. Representation of a power converter without control.

Rcore = 1 MΩ), the RMS value of the voltage across Rcore , say Vcore , and

the value of Pcore are calculated from the simulated waveforms; for the next

simulation round the value Rcore is readjusted as Rcore = V 2
core/Pcore , and

so on.

4.5.2 Control System Modeling

A consequence of the change in the component values due to temperature varia-

tions is that the operating voltages and currents also change. Usually, the deviation

of one or other output variable of the converter with respect to the desired value

(the output voltage, for instance) is compensated by some control action. There-

fore, an algorithm for describing compensators is also incorporated in M SIM.

For this purpose, the converter is treated as a “black-box”, as in Fig. 4.7, with

V0 = f(χ) (4.26)

where V0 is the converter output voltage and χ denotes some control variable

(the switching duty ratio, for instance).

The value of the control variable that leads to the desired reference output is

adjusted iteratively in M SIM, as follows.

At the n-th iteration, the deviation from the reference is calculated as

∆V0(χn) = V0ref
− V0(χn). (4.27)

Then, the value of the control variable for the next iteration is determined numer-

ically by the secant method [40] as
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Figure 4.8. Flowchart of the control parameter adjustment.

χn+1 = χn −∆V0(χn) · χn − χn−1

∆V0(χn)−∆V0(χn−1 )
(4.28)

The iterations are repeated as long as a termination criterion is not satisfied:

∣∣∣∣
∆V0

V0ref

∣∣∣∣ ≤ εctrl (4.29)

where εctrl is an acceptable tolerance.

The flowchart of Fig. 4.8 illustrates the iterative process to reach a desired output

value.

4.6 Estimating Temperatures for the LLC Converter

In this section the method of combined electrical and thermal simulation is

verified for the LLC converter described in Section 3.3.2. The schematic diagram

of the converter in M SIM format is shown in Fig. 4.9, the parameter values of
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Figure 4.9. Schematic diagram of the LLC converter prototype (see Appendix

D).

the components are listed in Appendix D. In the following, the results from

simulations with M SIM are compared with measurements as taken from the

prototype, both in the electrical and the thermal domains.

The LLC converter in Fig. 4.9 was simulated with the parameters as given

in Table 4.2. The simulated voltage waveform related to node “2”, together with

the simulated primary and secondary winding currents are shown in Fig. 4.10b

with the same scale as the measured ones in Fig. 4.10a. The values of several
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Name Parameter Value Definition

Number of integr. steps per period Nintegr 250 Fig. 2.2

Steady-state precision ε1 10−4 (2.39)

Controlled voltage VC3AVG
V0ref

23.5 V (4.27)

Control tolerance εctrl 0.005 (4.29)

Controlled parameter χ Ts [5 µs . . . 25 µs] (4.28)

Thermal precision εΘ 0.01 (4.6)

Table 4.2. Simulation parameter values.

Quantity Measured Simulated

Point (1) iW1sec , [A] 7.40 7.40

Point (1) t, [µs] 3.48 3.43

Point (2) iW1pri , [A] 1.03 1.09

Point (2) t, [µs] 4.28 4.28

Point (3) iW1pri , [A] 0.99 1.09

Point (3) t, [µs] 10.16 10.14

iW1pri(RMS), [A] 0.69 0.77

iW1sec(RMS), [A] 3.30 3.50

fs , [kHz] 83.5 84.5

Table 4.3. Simulated and measured quantities related to Fig. 4.10.

characteristic points in both figures, together with RMS values, are listed in Table

4.3 for comparison.

As can be deduced from Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.10, the simulation shows a

good match with the measurements taken from the prototype. However, a small

discrepancy (c.a. 10%) is observed for the RMS values of the currents. This

could be explained by the small distortion in the measured current waveform

around the fast dv/dt switching transients, which is not adequately forecasted by

the simulations. The prototype operates in slightly asymmetrical mode, while

the simulation predicts symmetrical operation. The distortion is most probably a

result of the non-linear behavior of the MOSFET drain-to-source capacitances that
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Figure 4.10. Waveforms of the LLC converter( voltage of the node 2 v2

(100 V/div), current of the primary winding iW1pri (0.5 A/div) and current of

the secondary winding iW1sec (2 A/div)) a) Measured, b) Simulated.

changes the values during the switching transients, and these capacitances are not

included in the MOSFET models of the M SIM (only the snubber capacitances,

and they are constant).

After verification of the electrical behavior of the converter the quality of

the thermal simulation was evaluated. The converter load was varied according to
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Figure 4.11. Thermal snapshot of the converter for Iload = 4.25 A and Tamb =

27◦C.

Table 4.4, and the losses for each relevant circuit component and the corresponding

temperature increase were calculated. Then, temperature measurements using an

IR camera were performed on the prototype under the same operating conditions

(see Fig. 4.11). The final results are listed in Table 4.4. The relative errors

between measured and simulated results are listed in Table 4.4 as well, with

δΘsim =
Θsim −Θmeas

Θmeas
, (4.30)

where Θsim and Θmeas are the simulated and measured temperature increases,

respectively.

From Table 4.4 it follows that the combined thermal and electrical simulation

resulted are in good match with the measurements. However, some small discrep-

ancies are still present. For instance, the temperature estimate for the diodes

and transistors is somewhat lower than in the measurements but for the core and

the windings the estimate is somewhat higher. The discrepancy is moderate and

acceptable (c.a. 10%).

As an illustration of the iterative simulation process, the convergence of the

temperature estimates with respect to steady-state operation,

εΘsteady−state
=

Θ−Θsteady−state

Θsteady−state
, (4.31)
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Load current Component Simulation Measurement Error

Iload , [A] P , [W] Θsim , [K] Θmeas , [K] δΘsim

Transistors 1.23 11.5 12.4 -0.072

4.00 Diodes 3.54 32.2 34.5 -0.067

Windings 0.55 26.7 24.6 0.085

Core 2.80 28.7 26.2 0.095

Transistors 1.33 12.5 13.7 -0.088

4.25 Diodes 3.81 34.5 34.6 -0.003

Windings 0.62 27.5 24.7 0.113

Core 2.81 29.2 26.2 0.115

Transistors 1.45 13.5 14.7 -0.082

4.50 Diodes 4.12 37.1 39.6 -0.063

Windings 0.69 28.6 26.7 0.071

Core 2.83 30.0 27.8 0.079

Transistors 1.69 15.8 17.7 -0.107

5.00 Diodes 4.69 42.0 45.6 -0.079

Windings 0.83 30.6 29.1 0.052

Core 2.85 31.3 29.7 0.054

Transistors 1.99 18.4 20.7 -0.111

5.50 Diodes 5.32 47.4 52.3 -0.094

Windings 1.00 32.8 31.3 0.048

Core 2.88 32.8 31.4 0.045

Table 4.4. Simulated and measured temperature increases at different operating

conditions of the LLC converter.

is shown in Fig. 4.12. The temperature increases of the transformer windings and

core were predicted very well (≤ 0.5%), at the first iteration already. However,

the temperature estimates for the MOSFETs and the diodes were quite poor at

the first iteration (−10% for the MOSFETs and +4% for the diodes). As it

is demonstrated by the results of Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.12, if the temperature

correction for MOSFETs is not included, the error would exceed 20%.
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Figure 4.12. Temperature convergence during the simulations for a) Transistors

T1,T2 and diodes D1,D2, b) The windings and the core.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, a fast simulation method for combined electrical and thermal

modeling was introduced and verified through experiments. The proposed ap-

proach leads to a close match with the measured results (around 10% in most

cases). The small discrepancies in the temperature estimations can be explained

by a number of factors. First, in order to allow a fast simulation time, the modeling

approach does not incorporate extra circuit components to represent the switching

losses in the electric circuit, but processes losses after simulating the circuit. Sec-

ondly, again for the sake of simulation speed, the non-linear behavior of MOSFET

capacitances is not included. These choices impact the simulated total power flow,

leading, however, to acceptable discrepancies when estimating temperatures.
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Chapter 5

Multi-Objective

Optimization of Power

Converters

Man’s longing for perfection finds expression in the theory of optimization. It stud-

ies how to describe and attain what is Best, once one knows how to measure and

alter what is Good or Bad . . .Optimization theory encompasses the quantitative

study of optima and methods for finding them.

C.S. Beightler, D.T. Philips, D.J. Wilde, Foundations of Optimization, (1968)

117
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5.1 Introduction

Existing power converter design techniques incorporate computer-aided design

(CAD) tools aiming at reducing prototyping time. Those tools generally consist of

a library set and a numerical simulator. Usually the designer performs simulations

and checks whether the results are fulfilling the specifications. If this is not the

case, the designer manually changes the converter parameters and repeats the

simulation. Obviously, the abovementioned design process is inefficient in terms of

time. Such CAD tools allow performing analysis, but synthesis is still a challenge.

A better approach is to exclude manual tasks from the design process as much

as possible. However, the current CAD tools are not powerful enough to perform

synthesis tasks automatically.

In a typical situation the topology of the converter under study is a pri-

ori given by a designer. The performance of this converter is determined by the

parameter values. In order to obtain the required performance these parameters

have to be identified in one way or the other. Or, in other words, the converter

should be synthesized. Power converter synthesis can be seen as an optimization

assignment with respect to certain objectives, objectives which are specified to-

gether with constraints. The constraints can be explicit (e.g. the range of the

components) or implicit (e.g. the values of temperatures, currents and voltages)

[52]. The objectives, in turn, can be of different nature, e.g. currents, voltages,

losses, temperatures, etc. In the most general case there are several objectives,

rather than a single one, as considered by studies like [13].

Optimization studies with several objectives have been performed in the field

of electric drives [70, 41]. The optimization of combined power conversion system

is presented in [92]. However, the abovementioned approaches are formulated only

for a single specific converter or drive. If the converter under optimization is

changed, e.g. a new converter topology is considered, the routine should be modi-

fied. Such a need for manual modification of the routine is against the philosophy

of CAD tools. The routine and the optimization method should be general enough

to handle optimization of any converter topology, given a wide range of objectives

[73]. Moreover, it should be allowed that the search variable space is discrete [35],

because electronic components are produced in accordance to lists, e.g. E6, E12,

E24, E48, E192, etc. To summarize, an ideal power electronic optimization tool

must comply with the following requirements:
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1. It is general enough to handle any topology

2. Handles any number of objectives and variables (multi-objective, multi-

variable)

3. Handles any number of constraints

4. Considers variables, objectives and constraints from electrical, thermal and

electromagnetic domains

5. Handles discontinuities of variables.

In this work the assignment of optimization of power converters is formulated

and solved by means of truly multi-objective optimization techniques. Multi-

objective optimization represents power converter objective functions by means of

multi-dimensional plots that are called Pareto fronts. Such a representation gives

to the designer a set of solutions rather than the single solution that results from

single-objective optimization. The optimal designs have a competing objectives

quality. It is up to the designer to decide which objective is most important. In

this way, the designer has the freedom to choose the solution after the optimization

phase, rather than giving the preferences beforehand. By doing so, trade-offs be-

tween the solutions can be immediately noticed and considered. It is also possible

to perform optimization with an incomplete variable or specification.

A formal and general approach that employs genetic algorithms (GAs) to opti-

mize a power converter is developed and presented. The approach has an advan-

tage over gradient optimization methods in that it finds concave Pareto fronts and

can handle discontinuities.

5.2 Multi-Objective Optimization

5.2.1 Fundamentals

The process of finding feasible solutions corresponding to extreme values of

objectives is called optimization. Such optimal solutions are required when de-

signing a power converter that has to meet extreme requirements, e.g. small size,

maximum efficiency, high operating temperature, the lowest RMS current, or any

combination of these.
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Two fundamental types of optimization problems should be distinguished,

single-objective optimization and multi-objective optimization. When the problem

has only one objective it is called a single-objective optimization problem. When

there are several objectives involved, the problem is a multi-objective optimization

problem. Obviously, most real-world optimization problems are multi-objective.

Lets consider an example: a customer is willing to buy a power supply for

his product. Careful analysis of the market indicates that the price increases

significantly with decreasing the volume of the power supply. There are eight

power supplies with acceptable specifications available (presented as the points

in Fig. 5.1). Two of them are extremes: one is incredibly small but is extremely

expensive (point 5), and another one is fantastically cheap but is very bulky (point

1). In other words, point 1 represents the cheapest choice and point 5 represents

the most advanced technology. Both points 1 and 5 satisfy only a single criterion,

either the lowest price or the technologically most advanced, illustrating the single-

objective optimization problem of finding either the cheapest power supply or the

smallest one. Obviously, in practice the situation is not this “black-and-white”.

The supplies 2,3 and 4 correspond to the combined criterion of a reasonable volume

and a low price. The points 1,2,3,4,5 are all equally good with the respect to the

volume and the price. However, several more power supplies, like 6,7 and 8, exist.

As can be deduced from Fig. 5.1, the supplies 6,7 and 8 are worse than 1,2,3,4

and 5 with respect to both objectives and are not optimal therefore. Only points

1,2,3,4 and 5 form the set of optimal solutions, which is called Pareto front. The

front is formed by the solutions that make both objectives (price and volume)

look better than any other solution from the set. Without extra information any

point of the Pareto front can be said to be better than any other, and all Pareto-

front solutions should be considered as a possible choice. This is the fundamental

difference between single-objective and multi-objective optimization.

5.2.2 Multi-Objective Optimization vs. Single-Objective

Optimization

In the case of multi-objective optimization, an effort is made to find a set of

trade-off optimal solutions by considering all objectives to be equally important.

After the set of such trade-off solutions is found, higher-level qualitative consider-

ations are applied by the designer to make a choice. The process is performed in
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Figure 5.1. An example of a multi-objective problem.

two steps (see Fig. 5.2a)

• Step 1: Finding a Pareto front.

• Step 2: Selecting a single solution from the front.

Such a procedure is called an ideal multi-objective optimization procedure.

However, another approach is possible. Preferences are expressed up front

using the knowledge of experts. The knowledge is expressed in the form of a vector

w = [w1, w2, . . .]
′, which is called the vector of weights. As the second step, some

single-objective optimization technique is applied to the resulting weighted func-

tion (see Fig. 5.2b). Such a procedure is called preference-based multi-objective

optimization. The trade-off solution that is obtained by using the preference-based

approach is of course dependent on the choice of the relative preference vector used

to form the composite function. A slight change in this preference vector results

in a different trade-off solution. Moreover, a choice of the preferences is highly

subjective, not straightforward and, of course, a priori. In many cases the selec-

tion of the preferences requires an analysis of non-technical and experience-driven

information.
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Figure 5.2. Two approaches of solving multi-objective optimization problem a)

Ideal, b) Preference-based.

The ideal multi-objective procedure, as suggested before, is not sensitive to

subjective weighting because in Step 1 additional information is not required and

all possible trade-off solutions are found. Then, in Step 2 additional information

about the problem is used to evaluate each of the obtained trade-off solutions.

It is important to highlight that if the designer changes his opinion about the

preferences, no re-run of the optimization algorithm is required. Moreover, the

designer can directly see all possible trade-offs.

A common multi-objective optimization problem has a number of objective

functions, which are to be minimized, maximized, or minimized and maximized

simultaneously, like





min/max fm(x), m = 1, . . . , Nobj

gj(x) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , Jneq

hk(x) = 0, k = 1, . . . ,Keq

xlo
i ≤ xi ≤ xup

i , i = 1, . . . , Nvar

(5.1)

where x = [x1, . . . , xNvar ]
′
is the vector of the variables; fm(x) is the m-th

objective function; gj(x) represents the j-th non-equality constraint; hk(x)

denotes the k-th equality constraint; Nvar , Nobj , Jneq and Keq are the number of

variables, objectives, non-equality and equality constraints, respectively; and xi,
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xlo
i and xup

i represent the i-th variable, and the lower and upper boundaries of

the i-th variable, respectively.

One of the differences between single-objective and multi-objective optimization

is that in multi-objective optimization the objective functions constitute a multi-

dimensional space in addition to the decision variable space. The objective func-

tions fm(x), m = 1, . . . , Nobj map the decision variable space to the objective

space (see Fig. 5.3). For each point A in the decision variable space a point A′ in

the objective space exists. A case with three variables and two objectives is shown

in Fig. 5.3. The shape of the decision variable space is determined by the bound-

aries for the variables and the constraints (5.1). The functions f1(x1, x2, x3) and

f2(x1, x2, x3) map the decision variable space to a region in the objective space. In

this particular situation, Fig. 5.3 shows that four types of optimization problems

exist

• minimize f1, minimize f2

• maximize f1, minimize f2

• maximize f1, maximize f2

• minimize f1, maximize f2

The optimal solutions are located on the contour of the feasible objective space. If

a certain sorting procedure according to any of the four above mentioned criteria

is performed in the objective space, the corresponding Pareto front is discovered.

This sorting procedure is called non-dominated sorting. The non-dominated sort-

ing procedure checks how one solution “is optimal” with respect to any other ones.

For this purpose the concept of domination is used [16].

Definition: The solution 1 is said to dominate the solution 2 if both conditions

1 and 2 are true:

1. The solution 1 is no worse than solution 2 in all objectives

2. The solution 1 is better than solution 2 in at least one objective

The concept is illustrated with the example of Fig. 5.4. The assignment is to find

minima of both f1 and f2. There are 7 points that form the objective space. The

non-dominated sorting is applied to the points 1, . . . , 7 sequentially. For example,
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Figure 5.3. Decision variable space and corresponding objective space.

point 1 dominates point 4, because point 4 is worse than point 1 in both objectives

f1 and f2. Point 2 is worse than point 1 in objective f1 but is better in f2. Thus,

points 1 and 2 are non-dominant. The same statement is valid for points 1 and 3, 2

and 3. The points that are not dominated by any other, form a non-dominated set,

or Pareto front (see Fig. 5.4). The complete population could be sorted set-by-set.

As the first step, the Pareto front is identified. Then the points, which form the

front, are excluded from the population and are called the first non-dominated

set. As a second step, the non-dominated sorting is performed again, and the

second non-dominated set is identified and excluded from the population. The

process is repeated until all points have been considered and all non-dominated

sets are obtained. The described process is called domination-level sorting. A

number of techniques to perform non-dominated sorting exists [17], and one of

these techniques was implemented in M SIM. The concept of domination level

will be used in this chapter to introduce the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic

Algorithm of the second generation (NSGA-II).

5.2.3 Drawbacks of the Weighted Sum Method

The weighted sum method scalarizes a set of objectives into a single objective

by pre-multiplying each objective with a user-supplied weight [16]. The method

is the simplest approach that comes to mind, and, therefore, the most widely
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Figure 5.4. Non-Dominated sorting of an arbitrary population.

used. However, the question of choosing the proper weights arises. The weights

characterize the importance of one or another objective of the specific problem. In

many cases the knowledge of the problem is intuitive, subjective and qualitative.

Translation of this information requires a thorough knowledge of the problem. In

particular, the weight for each objective depends on the scaling of each objective

function. In order to avoid problems coming from the different scales, the objective

function should be normalized. Such normalization, in its turn, requires maximum

values that each objective can take, and these values are usually not known in

advance.

After the objectives are normalized, a composite function F (x) can be formed

by summing the weighted normalized objectives [16] resulting in a single-objective

optimization problem





min F (x) = ΣNobj

m=1 ± wmfm(x) m = 1, . . . , Nobj

gj(x) ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , Jneq

hk(x) = 0, k = 1, . . . ,Keq

xlo
i ≤ xi ≤ xup

i , i = 1, . . . , Nvar

(5.2)

where the ± signs correspond to finding the minimum or maximum of the m-th

objective, respectively. The weights wm ∈ [0, . . . , 1] are selected such that the

sum of the weighting coefficients is always ΣNobj

m=1wm = 1 and the vector of the
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Figure 5.5. Weighted sum method being applied to a minimization problem having

a) Convex front, b) Concave front [16].

weighting coefficients is w = [w1, w2, . . . , wm]′.

The method is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 for both convex and concave problems of

minimization with two objectives. The feasible objective space and Pareto front

of the convex problem are shown in Fig. 5.5a. According to (5.2) there are two

weights w1 and w2 = 1 − w1. The function F (x) is a linear combination of both

objectives f1 and f2. A contour line of F (x) is therefore a straight line. It is clear,

that any solution on the contour line has the same value of F (x), but the effect of

lowering the contour line from a to b is “jumping” from solutions of higher F (x)

values to lower ones [16]. The slope of the contour line is determined by the choice

of the weight vector and is −w1/w2. The minimization assignment (5.2) is to find

the contour line with the minimum F (x) value [16]. Obviously, this occurs at the

lowest part of the feasible objective space, where the contour line is tangential.

The appropriate contour line is marked d. The point, where the contour line

is tangential to the feasible objective space, is the Pareto-optimal solution that

corresponds to the specified weight vector w. If another weight is used, a different

point of the Pareto-front is discovered. The complete Pareto front AB (see Fig.

5.5a) is discovered by varying the coefficients w1 and w2 as mentioned before.

However, this weighted sum method can not discover some points in the case
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of a concave feasible objective space (see Fig. 5.5b). A weight vector is chosen

such that the minimum of F (x) corresponds to one of the tangent lines a or b.

The points A, B or C become the solutions of the problem (5.2) respectively.

As shown in Fig. 5.5b, the points of the Pareto front BC can not be identified

because before the contour line becomes tangent to any point of BC the line is

already tangent to any point either on AB (see Fig. 5.5b). In general, it is not

known beforehand whether the feasible objective space is concave or convex and

the measures to overcome the difficulties of concave fronts can not be taken. This

is the fundamental drawback of the weighted sum method.

The application of the weighted sum method is illustrated by two exam-

ples. In both examples the minimum of two objective functions of two variables

f1(x1, x2) and f2(x1, x2) should be found. The assignments are constrained only

by the values of variables x1 and x2, and is given by

1. Convex front





min f1 = x1
2 + x2

2

min f2 = 5− x1 + x2
2

−5 ≤ x1 ≤ 5

−5 ≤ x2 ≤ 5

(5.3)

2. Concave front





min f1 = x1
3 + x2

2

min f2 = 5 · (x2
2 − x1)

−3 ≤ x1 ≤ 3

−3 ≤ x2 ≤ 3

(5.4)

The examples were solved first by applying “brute-force” search technique.

This is an ideal multi-objective approach that is performed by doing excessive

calculations (“brute-force”). The decision variable space was divided using a step

of 0.5 resulting in 21 × 21 = 441 points (example 1) and 13 × 13 = 169 points

(example 2). Functions f1 and f2 of both examples were evaluated at the nodes of

the grid and plotted in Fig. 5.6. The Pareto fronts of the problem were identified

by the non-dominated sorting routine and are marked by the circles in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Feasible objective space of the problem having a) Convex front (5.3),

b) Concave front (5.4).

The weighted sum approach was applied to the problems as well. The coef-

ficients w1 and w2 were varied with steps of 0.1, resulting in 10 points that have

been identified by a constrained nonlinear optimization routine (a library func-

tion of Matlab). Functions f1 and f2 are normalized by the factors [50, 35] and

[36, 60] for the first example and the second example, respectively. The obtained

optimal points are re-scaled and are plotted next to the Pareto front, which were

produced by the “brute-force” method (see Fig. 5.7). As expected, the weighted

sum method failed to discover the concave part of the Pareto front of the second

example. Additionally, the density of solutions is different in the different parts of

the fronts. If more points are needed in the less populated part of the front, more

weighting vectors w are required, resulting in more evaluations of the objective

functions, without guarantee of the desired result, because the exact correlation

between the weights and the points of the front is not known.

5.3 Genetic Algorithms

The “brute-force” approach of the previous section always produces the Pareto

front, but it requires excessive calculations. However, the optimization can be

accelerated by using stochastic methods.

As shown in [16, 30], two basic types of optimization methods, classical
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Figure 5.7. Pareto front discovered by “brute-force” and weighted sum method of

the problem having a) Convex front, b) Concave front.

ones and evolutionary ones, are commonly used for optimization of engineering

systems. The classical methods use a single solution update in every iteration and

a deterministic transition rule [16]. Two main groups of these classical optimization

methods are distinguished: direct methods and gradient-based methods. Direct

methods make use of an objective function and constraint values, while gradient-

based methods use the derivatives of the objective function and constraints to guide

the search [16, 30]. Direct search methods are usually slower than gradient-based

ones. However, the direct search methods can be applied without major change

to different optimization problems. In contrast, the gradient-based methods are

faster but are not applicable to non-differentiable or discontinuous problems. The

common drawbacks of classical methods are reported to be [16]:

1. The convergence to an optimal solution depends on the initial conditions,

2. The algorithm can get stuck on a suboptimal solution,

3. The efficiency of the algorithm depends on the problem type,

4. Algorithms are not efficient in handling discrete and discontinuous search

space,

5. Algorithms are not efficient for parallel computing.
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The first two limitations make applying the classical methods to systems with lo-

cal optima (such as “noisy” functions) meaningless. The third limitation requires

the knowledge of the problem in order to choose a proper algorithm. The fourth

limitation conflicts with the fact that electrical components are produced in dis-

crete sets, e.g. E12, E24, E96, etc., and the approximation of the solution to the

nearest feasible value disturbs the objectives. And lastly, the classical methods use

the results of the previous iteration as the initial conditions for the next iteration,

resulting in poor utilization of parallel processing hardware.

5.3.1 Introduction to Genetic Algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search algorithms that mimic natural

evolutionary principles to perform search and optimization procedures [16, 85]. A

number of approaches to evolutionary optimization exists, such as genetic algo-

rithms (GAs), ant-colony optimization, simulated evolution, DNA computing, etc.

However, in this thesis GAs are used to perform the synthesis of a power converter.

In order to override the aforementioned drawbacks of the classical optimiza-

tion methods, GAs differ fundamentally from classical approaches [30]:

1. GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves,

2. GAs search a population of points, not a single point,

3. GAs use payoff (objective function) information, not derivatives or other

auxiliary knowledge,

4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic rules.

GA researchers clearly distinguish two types of algorithms depending on how the

variables are coded, namely binary-coded and real-coded algorithms. Binary-coded

algorithms perform bit operations over binary strings, each representing a certain

value of the variable. In contrary, real-coded algorithms manipulate real members

by means of mathematical operations. Binary-coded algorithms are used in this

work, because real-coded algorithms do not handle discrete search spaces. The

algorithm starts from encoding a search variable space into binary strings. The

binary string that represents a single point in the search space is called a chro-

mosome. A single bit of the binary string is called a gene. A number of genes in

the chromosome, or the length of the chromosome Ngen , is defined first. Then, a
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n Binary coding x1 ∈ [1 . . . 1.3] x2 ∈ [−2.6 . . .− 2]

1 00 1.0 −2.6

2 01 1.1 −2.4

3 10 1.2 −2.2

4 11 1.3 −2.0

Table 5.1. Example of encoding of two variable space with the two-gene chromo-

some.

decision space is specified using a certain encoding scheme. In the simplest case of

equal space between the encoded variables the variable space may be defined as

xn
i = xlo

i +
xup

i − xlo
i

2Ngen
n, n = 0, 1, . . . , 2Ngen , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nvar , (5.5)

where n denotes the encoded position in the variable space and xlo
i , xup

i are the

lower and the upper boundary of the i-th variable, respectively.

For the case of 2 variables x1 and x2 and chromosome length Ngen = 2, the en-

coding scheme is presented in Table 5.1. In total, 4 points are created to represent

each variable.

After each variable is encoded, the binary strings are glued together to form

the combined chromosome which represents the point in the variable space. The

length of the resulting chromosome is Nvar ·Ngen . For example, point (1.0,−2.2)

is encoded as ′0010′, point (1.2,−2.4) as ′1001′, etc. In general, the number of

bits that are allocated to encode each variable can be different. An encoding with

the same chromosome length per variable is used in this work.

As mentioned before, a GA works with a population of members. The size of

the population Nmemb is one of the parameters of the GA, while the termination

criterion is another important parameter. A GA is usually executed a pre-defined

number of times, called number of runs Nruns of the GA, when genetic operations

are performed. The obtained solution is considered to be statistically good enough

after the GA executes for Nruns times. The length of the chromosome Ngen , the

population size Nmemb , and the number of runs Nruns are parameters of the GA

that are provided by the electronic designer. A discussion about choosing the
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parameters will be given in Section 5.3.2 considering the specific algorithm.

The structure of a typical binary-coded genetic algorithm is presented in

Fig. 5.8. The procedure starts with specifying the GA parameters at Step 1. At

Step 2 the binary coding is assigned to the variables as described above. Dur-

ing the GA initialization phase, random numbers are generated from the range[
1 . . . 2Nvar ·Ngen

]
, and equivalent binary strings are created. Then, these strings are

split into sub-strings, which in their turn are converted to the integer numbers

n. These numbers represent the position of each variable x in the binary-encoded

space. The variables x1, x2, . . . , xNvar are used for evaluating the objective func-

tions as it is required by the algorithm.

At Step 3 a run counter is reset. At Step 4 Nmemb chromosomes of the

initial population are created randomly. The chromosomes are then split in parts

for evaluating the objective function(s) at Step 5. However, the objective function

does not yet take into account the equality and non-equality constraints hk and

gj . The objective function therefore should be adapted. The adapted value of

the objective function is called “fitness” and is calculated at Step 6. Constraint

handling differs for each specific GA [16].

At Step 7 the termination criterion, current run < Nruns , is checked. If

the algorithm continues, three genetic operations, namely selection, crossover and

mutation, are performed over the entire population.

At Step 8 selection is performed by evaluating the fitness according to a

certain rule. The selection operator creates an offspring population from a parent

population. The offspring population has the same size as the parent population.

At Step 9 crossover is performed for the chromosomes of the offspring pop-

ulation. The crossover operator picks-up the selected two strings of the offspring

population that was already created by the selection operator, and shuffles the

parts of the chromosomes of both members. In this way the two members are cre-

ating the two new members. The old members are excluded from participation in

the next crossover, and the two freshly created members are placed in a modified

offspring population, which is created as the result of this step.

At Step 10 the mutation operator is applied to the modified offspring popu-

lation. Mutation randomly flips a gene of a randomly selected chromosome. The

member which was selected for the mutation is replaced by the modified copy of

it.
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Figure 5.8. Typical GA flowchart.

At Step 11 the run counter of the algorithm is increased. At this stage, the

offspring population contains strange binary strings the fitness of which is to be

evaluated at Step 5 and Step 6. When the algorithm finishes at step 7, the results

are registered.

Next, the genetic operations of steps 8, 9 and 10 are explained in details.
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Figure 5.9. Tournament selection.

• Selection

The primary objective of selection is to make duplicates of good solutions

and to eliminate bad solutions, while keeping the population size unchanged.

The main idea is to create the offspring population by identification of good

solutions and making multiple copies of the good solutions to the offspring

population. A number of methods, such as tournament selection, propor-

tionate selection, ranking selection, etc., exists [16]. In this work tournament

selection is used. In tournament selection, tournaments are played between

two solutions and the better solution is chosen and placed in the mating

pool. Next, two other solutions are picked and another slot in the mating

pool is filled with the superior solution. Each solution participates in exactly

two tournaments. The best solution in a population wins both times and

two copies of it come in the mating pool. The worst solution looses both

tournaments and will be eliminated from the population. In this way, any

solution from the old population will get zero, one or two copies of itself in

the new population.

A hypothetical initial population that consists of 6 members with different

fitness values, is considered in Fig. 5.9. Each member of the population

is chosen twice and competes with another member, which is picked up

randomly. The better members win the tournament and come to the mating

pool and the worse ones are discarded.

The selection operator does not create new solutions. It only makes more
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Figure 5.10. Single-point crossover.

copies of good solutions at the expense of worse solutions. Crossover and

mutation are responsible for the creation of new solutions.

• Crossover

The crossover operator is mainly responsible for the searching aspects of the

genetic algorithm. Lets consider the objective function f = x1 + 2x2 with

the variables x1, x2 ∈ [0 . . . 15]. The chromosome length is 6 bits, or 3 bits

per variable. Two arbitrary members of the population, produced by the

selection operator, are selected and the crossover is applied as shown in Fig.

5.10. Arbitrarily, a third gene is chosen along the chromosome. The content

at the right side of the chromosomes are exchanged and so two new strings

are created. If a single cross-point is used, the crossover operator is called a

single-point crossover operator; if more crossover sites are used, the operator

is a multiple-point crossover operator.

The operator aims at creating a solution which is better in cost function

than both of the parent solutions. It is true that a crossover between any

two solutions from the new population is not likely to find a offspring better

than both parent solutions, but the chance of creating better solutions is

higher than a random approach. The parent strings being crossed are not

two arbitrary random chromosomes because they have survived tournaments

that are played with other solutions during the earlier selection phase. Thus,

the strings are expected to have some good bit combinations in their string

representations [16]. When bad solutions are created, they will get eliminated

in the next selection operation.

In order to preserve at least some of the good strings selected during the re-

production operation, not all strings in the population are used in a crossover.
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Figure 5.11. Mutation operation.

A crossover probability pc = 0 . . . 1 is used and only Nmemb · pc strings are

modified. The other Nmemb · (1 − pc) strings are simply copied to the new

population. Usually pc is chosen from the range 0.8 . . . 1 [16, 30].

• Mutation

The crossover operator, because of its nature, performs a kind of directed

search. Conversely, the mutation operator introduces random large-scale

”jumps” far away from the already discovered optimal points. Mainly be-

cause of mutation, the GA has the ability to find a global optimum. The

bit-wise mutation operator changes a ’1’ to a ’0’, and vice versa (see Fig.

5.11). All the chromosomes together are treated as one long bit stream. For

each bit of this stream a random number is generated. If it falls into the

mutation probability range, the bit is changed. The probability of mutation,

pm, is usually kept very low (pm = 0.01 . . . 0.1).

All three operators - selection, crossover and mutation - are straightforward.

The selection operator selects good strings, while the crossover operator

combines substrings of two good strings to, hopefully, form a better solution.

The mutation operator alters a string to, hopefully, create a better string.

Since none of these operations are performed deterministically, these claims

are not guaranteed, nor explicitly tested, during a single run of the GA.

However, it is expected that if bad strings are created, they will be eliminated

by the selection operator [16].

The power of a genetic algorithm is illustrated with the simple example of finding

the global maximum of a function with many local maxima as given by

f = −
(

1 + 0.1 cos(10 · x) +
cos(x)

1 + 0.01 · x2

)
, x ∈ [0, . . . , 10] . (5.6)
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Runs of GA 1 10 25 50

Average fitness 〈f〉 −1.011 −0.110 −0.029 −0.017

Table 5.2. Average fitness.

A single-objective genetic algorithm with the parameters

• Population size: Nmemb = 10

• Number of runs: Nruns = 1, 10, 25 or 50

• Crossover probability: pc = 0.8

• Mutation probability: pm = 0.08

is applied to the problem (5.6).

In the first run the population is initialized by random values that are spread

over the whole range of the variable x (see Fig. 5.12). With the algorithm run-

ning, bad points are excluded from the population by the selection operator. The

crossover operation explores a region near an existing point. The mutation oper-

ator is responsible for the global search. It can be visualized how more and more

points appear around the final solution with each run of the algorithm (see Fig.

5.12). Convergence to the optimal solution is characterized by the progress of the

average fitness 〈f〉 (that is, the average value of f(x) considering all the resulting

values of x after Nruns , see Table 5.2). The average fitness value improves with

every run and converges to the maximum. Finally, all of the population is con-

centrated in the region marked with the diamond marker (see Fig. 5.12). The

resulting population is

x = [2.843, 2.842, 2.843, 2.842, 2.843, 2.842, 2.843, 2.842, 2.842, 2.843] ,

while the exact global maximum value is f = −0.017, x = 2.845.

5.3.2 Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm NSGA-II

An ideal multi-objective optimization procedure should produce Pareto-front

solutions that approach the exact solutions as close as possible and, at the same

time, should generate multiple solutions that are equally spread over the entire
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Figure 5.12. Application of the GA to a single-objective single-variable problem

a) Complete region, b) Zoomed region.

front. In other words, convergence to the optimum, while maintaining diversity

of solutions, is the basic requirement for a multi-objective optimization algorithm.

The main difference between a classical optimization method and a genetic al-

gorithm (GA) is that in the GA a population of solutions is processed in every

generation. This gives the GA a huge advantage when solving multi-objective op-
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timization problems. A population of Pareto-optimal solutions can be captured

in one single simulation run of the GA. Therefore, the need of repetitive use of

a single-objective optimization method for finding one different Pareto-optimal

solution in each run is eliminated. The need for parameters such as weight vec-

tors, ε-vectors, target vectors and various other problem-specific parameters that

transform a multi-objective optimization problem to a single-objective optimiza-

tion problem is eliminated as well.

A truly multi-objective approach assumes that no knowledge of any weight

vector is available beforehand. A population-based optimization algorithm is used

then to find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions. The multi-objective optimization

problem is not converted to multiple single-objective optimization problems, but

the concept of domination with diversity-preserving mechanisms is used.

The field of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms emerged in 1984 by in-

troducing the Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA). VEGA proved to be

efficient, but in some cases failed to maintain the diversity of the population, bias-

ing towards individual objective champions. Although the first task of approaching

an optimal solution was successfully completed, the second task of maintaining a

diversity of solutions was not entirely accomplished.

The assignment of approaching an optimal solution requires a single metric

from a number of objective functions to judge the “optimality” of the solutions.

Therefore, the concept of domination was introduced. The diversity is maintained

using a niche strategy with respect to solutions of a non-dominated class. Niche

Pareto GA (NPGA) and non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA) use the niche strat-

egy. The algorithms differ in the way how a fitness is assigned to each individual.

Currently the Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm of Second Gener-

ation (NSGA-II) shows the best results [17]. Contrarily to its predecessor NSGA,

which is non-elitist, NSGA-II belongs to the family of elitist multi-objective GAs.

As the name suggests, an elitist GA uses an elite-preserving operator that favors

the elite of a population by directly copying it to the next generation [16, 95]. In

the case of single-objective optimization, elites are easy to identify by the best

objective function values. In the case of multiple objective functions a solution is

evaluated by a non-dominated rank (a number of non-dominated sets) in the pop-

ulation (see Fig. 5.4). The solutions within a non-dominated set are considered

equally important.
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Figure 5.13. Procedure of NSGA-II[16].

NSGA-II uses an explicit elite-preserving mechanism. The offspring popu-

lation Q is created by using the parent population P . Then, both P and Q are

combined together to form the population R = Q ∪ P of total size 2Nmemb (see

Fig. 5.13). Non-dominated sorting is applied to classify the entire population

R, thus performing a non-dominated check over the offspring and parent solu-

tions. After the non-dominated sorting, a new population Pnew is created from

solutions of different non-dominated fronts F1, F2, etc. [16]. The creation starts

with the best non-dominated front and continues with solutions of the second non-

dominated front, followed by the third non-dominated front, and so on. Not all

2Nmemb members of R may be accommodated in the Nmemb slots available in the

new population Pnew . Fronts which can not be accommodated are simply deleted.

When the last allowed front is being considered, there may exist more solutions

in this front than there are remaining slots in the new population Pnew . Instead

of arbitrarily discarding some members from the last front, a “crowding distance”

sorting is used to choose the points from the least crowded region of the front.

A local “crowding distance” is defined as the estimate of the density of solu-

tions surrounding a particular solution in the population. The quantity d serves as

an estimate of the perimeter of the cuboid formed by using the nearest neighbors
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Figure 5.14. Calculation of a crowding distance.

as the vertices [17]. The crowding distance is calculated as follows:

1. Assign to each member a crowding distance d = 0

2. Sort the set in worse order of any single objective (see Fig. 5.14) and assign

numbers to every point j = 1 . . . Nset

3. The crowding distance of the first and last solution in the set is considered

to be d1 = ∞ and dNset = ∞. For the rest of the points j = 2 . . . (Nset − 1),

the crowding distance is calculated as

dj = ΣNobj

m=1

fm(j + 1)− fm(j − 1)
fmax

m − fmin
m

, j = 2 . . . (Nset − 1), (5.7)

where fm(j + 1), fm(j − 1) are the m-th objective functions of the (j + 1)

and (j − 1) points of the set respectively, and fmax
m and fmin

m are the

minimum and maximum values of the m-th objective function because the

crowding distance is a normalized parameter.

To form the parent population of the next generation Pnew as explained before

(see Fig. 5.13), the crowding distance and the domination level are used to select

elite members of the population during the selection phase of Nmemb .
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The selection operator of NSGA-II considers two of the above mentioned

attributes of each solution: the non-dominated rank in the population and the

“crowding” distance within a non-dominated set. The selection operator is called

the crowded tournament selection operator. The tournament selection of Section

5.3.1 is extended to handle those two attributes. If two solutions A and B are

selected to participate in the tournament, solution A dominates solution B if the

domination rank of solution A is lower than the domination rank of solution B.

If both A and B belong to the same non-dominated set (domination rank is the

same), the solution with the highest crowding distance d is dominant, and thus it

wins the tournament.

The flow of the algorithm is the same as for the single-objective GA (see

Fig. 5.8). The only difference is that the elite-preserving techniques are added

and the selection operator is modified to work with elites. The algorithm starts

with providing initial parameters and assigning binary codings at Step 1 and Step

2 (see Fig. 5.15). The run counter is reset at Step 3. A random parent population

P and an empty offspring population Q are created at Step 4. The fitness of the

parent population and the offspring population are evaluated at Step 5 and Step

6. At Step 7 the parent and offspring populations are united to a single population

R and non-dominated sorting is performed over the combined population at Step

8. Crowding distance sorting is performed at Step 9. Then, the first Nmemb values

of the combined population are chosen and a parent population P is created, and

the rest of the members are disposed (see Step10). Next, the parent population

P is used in the genetic operations. The termination criterion (i.e. a number of

runs) is the same as in the case of the single-objective optimization (see Step 11).

The flow of NSGA-II from this step on is the same as for the single-objective

GA. First, crowded tournament selection is applied at Step 12; secondly, binary

crossover with probability pc is applied at Step 13; finally, mutation with proba-

bility pm is applied at Step 14. The GA run counter is increased at Step 15. This

ends a single run of NSGA-II and the resulting offspring population Q is ready for

the fitness evaluation at Step 6.

NSGA-II was implemented in Matlab and applied to the example in (5.4)

with the parameters:

• Population size: Nmemb = 50 (see Section 5.3.3)

• Number of runs: Nruns = 50 (see Section 5.3.3)
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Figure 5.15. Flowchart of the NSGA-II.

• Crossover probability: pc = 0.85 (recommended by [16])

• Mutation probability: pm = 0.015 (recommended by [16])

The results of the optimization are presented in Fig. 5.16. Contrary to the
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Figure 5.16. Application of NSGA-II to the two-objective optimization problem

(5.4).

weighted sum approach (see Fig. 5.2), the NSGA-II discovered the front.

5.3.3 Selecting Parameters of the NSGA-II

The choice of parameters of the NSGA-II such as population size Nmemb , number

of runs Nruns , length of the chromosome Ngen , should be determined depending on

the application. The GA parameters are correlated with the number of objectives

Nobj and number of variables Nvar [30, 16, 31, 75]. In this study the number

of variables and the number of objectives are restricted to Nvar = 2, 3, 4 and

Nobj = 2, 3, 4, respectively, thus representing an optimization assignment for a

typical power electronic circuit.

It is required that the size of the population Nmemb is always an even number,

e.g. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, etc., because the tournament selection requires a pair of solutions.

An important issue of the population sizing is that, on one hand, the population

should be large enough to discover small details of a Pareto front; and, on other

hand, the population should not be too large in order to keep the optimization

within a reasonable time budget. Furthermore, a too small initial population

contains many non-dominated members, limiting the search capabilities of the

crossover operation, forcing the algorithm to rely on mutation to explore the search
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Figure 5.17. Part of non-dominated members pnd in the initial population.

variable space.

Cases of 2, 3 and 4 objectives were considered and the proportion of non-

dominated members in the population was obtained for even population sizes

Nmemb = 2, 4, . . . , 40. A population size of 2 corresponds to the case when the

extreme points of the Pareto front are obtained, while 40 possible converter de-

signs should be enough to make a good choice in almost any practical situation.

Because the population is initialized randomly, the probability of obtaining a non-

dominated value should be considered. Although the probability distributions

are determined by the objective functions, these are usually not known before-

hand. Therefore, a uniform distribution of the objective functions in the range of

fi ∈ [0 . . . 1] is used [16]. Populations of the abovementioned sizes were created

105 times for all numbers of members and for the case of 2, 3 and 4 objectives.

Non-dominated sorting was applied to determine the Pareto front and the mean

value of the part of non-dominated members pnd = Nnon−dom

Nmemb
for every population

size and all numbers of objectives was determined (see Fig. 5.17).

The ratio of non-dominated members should be kept below 0.5 to ensure

statistically that every non-dominated member is mated with a dominated one

[16]. The sizes of the population that are below the 0.5 level in the graphs of Fig.

5.17 comply with the abovementioned restriction. As can be seen from Fig. 5.17,
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the minimum population size is 6 members for two objectives, 12 members for

three objectives and 28 for four objectives.

Likewise the population size is correlated with the length of the combined

chromosome [31]. Considering the recommendations [30, 31], the case of uniform

convergence and sequential (non-parallel) hardware is of particular relevance for

this study.

The encoding of the decision space is restricted to a minimum of 2 bits per

variable to allow the crossover operation for half of the chromosome, and to a

couple of hundreds points at maximum. In practice, electronic components are

produced in standardized series E6, E12, E24, E48, E96, E192. Therefore, it

is useless to have very long chromosomes. Furthermore, in the case of binary

encoding of a continuous decision space, the eight-gene chromosome (28 = 256)

already results in a relative distance between neighboring points of 0.39% with

respect to full scale. This is good enough for practical purposes. To summarize, the

minimum length of a combined chromosome is Ngen = Nvar×Ngen
indiv . = 2×2 = 4

genes in the case of 2 variables and a chromosome of 2 genes. The maximum length

of the combined chromosome is Ngen = 4 × 8 = 32 genes for 4 variables and an

8-gene chromosome.

The convergence of the GA to a solution largely depends on the population

size and search space encoding. A small population and a low number of genes to

encode the search variable space will result in fast convergence and poor resolution.

To improve the resolution the length of the chromosome and the population size

can be increased. However, the speed of convergency of a GA depends on a partic-

ular combination of the population size and the dimensions of the search variable

space (chromosome length). The study [31] determined the optimal relation be-

tween the length of a chromosome and the number of members. The equation

for the optimal average schemata processing rate (convergence speed) was derived

[31]. The equation binds the population size and the length of chromosome, as il-

lustrated by Fig. 5.18. For the specified values the GA has the fastest convergency.

The relation is sketched in Fig. 5.18 for a length of the combined chromosome

between 4 . . . 32. The graph has a distinctive zone for Ngen > 23. The optimal

length of the chromosome is bound by the population size constraint. In other

words, optimal processing of chromosomes longer than 23 members is achieved if

the population contains more than 40 members.
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Figure 5.18. Optimal population size for the given size of the chromosome.

By using Fig. 5.17 or Fig. 5.18, one can choose the population size based on

Nmemb
min or Nmemb

opt , respectively, as

Nmemb =





Nmemb
opt where Nmemb

opt ≥ Nmemb
min in Fig. 5.17

or

Nmemb
min where Nmemb

min > Nmemb
opt in Fig. 5.18

, (5.8)

The number of runs of the GA is another important parameter. Studies

suggest that the GA should be executed for a fixed number of runs, while classical

optimization methods are interrupted when the progress of approaching the solu-

tion slows down [11, 29]. Attempts to set the same criterion for a single-objective

GA were reported [30]. Indeed, the rate of change of the average fitness could act

as the measure of convergency, and a successful application of the technique was

reported [30, 85]. However, the situation is not that clear for the multi-objective

GA. The criterion of approaching the solution can not be directly applied, because

the multi-objective optimization algorithm should maintain the diversity of the so-

lutions as well. Moreover, every specific GA needs its own measure of convergency.

The inventors of NSGA-II prefer just to use a fixed number of runs [95]. However,

an improved termination criterion that is based on stabilization of a maximum

crowding distance was suggested and verified [75]. The criterion has a drawback
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in that it is only applicable to problems having two objectives. Because cases of

three and four objectives are considered while developing M SIM, the results of

[75] have only a limited value. Therefore, it was decided to use a fixed number of

runs as suggested by [16, 95].

5.4 Multi-Objective Optimization in Power

Electronics

5.4.1 Multi-Objective Optimization Using M SIM

M SIM handles power converter synthesis process. The structure of an opti-

mization assignment is summarized in Fig. 5.19. A converter topology is given,

and the final results of the optimization are the sets of component values that

guarantee the required performance. An initial (broad) range of possible values

for the circuit parameters is specified on the basis of engineering common sense.

A time budget is also provided. The optimization assignment, i.e. the objectives

and constraints for certain variables, is specified beforehand. A thermal model to-

gether with specified parameters of real components are provided to estimate the

electrical losses and the temperatures (see Section 3.3.4). M SIM is capable of

designing magnetic components. The parameters of NSGA-II, i.e. the number of

members in the population, number of runs, crossover and mutation probabilities,

and chromosome lengths, are also supplied beforehand.

The circuit description contains the information about the component in-

terconnections and the values of the components including all information for

calculating electrical losses. The information is provided in the form of a netlist

with appropriate records. The details are described in Section 2.4.1 and Sec-

tion 4.5.1. Parameters of the electrical simulation, like the number of integration

points per period, the termination criteria of various simulation loops, etc. are

provided as well (see Section 2.2.7 and Section 4.3). Parameters of magnetic

components, related to cores and wires, are given in the form of databases. Mod-

eling of core losses was explained in Section 4.4, and the approach for designing

magnetic components and estimating the winding resistances is presented in this

chapter. The thermal model of the converter is presented in Section 3.3.1. Most

of the above mentioned parts of the optimization assignment have already been

discussed in the previous chapters. This chapter brings all the parts together, and
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Figure 5.19. Multi-Objective optimization using M SIM.

details the missing issues, as marked by the dashed box in Fig. 5.19.

1. Variables

The values of certain component parameters are considered to be the vari-

ables of the multi-objective optimization assignment. Therefore, the names

of the components together with the positions of the string records in the

netlist related to possible changes are supplied in the section that describes
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the variables. It is important to stress that only the information contained

in this list is considered as potential design variables. For instance, in the

particular case of transformers, the number of turns, the turns ratio, and the

core type are also part of the design variables.

2. Objectives

M SIM handles the objectives from both electrical and thermal domains,

namely currents, voltages, powers and temperatures. All the objectives are

calculated by M SIM every time a combined electrical and thermal steady-

state operating point is determined. The data calculated for a steady-state

operating point is typically the following:

• State variables (voltages or currents)

– Minimum value over the switching period

– Maximum value over the switching period

– Average value

– RMS value

• Resistive branches

– Average value of the current or voltage

– RMS value of the current or voltage

– Dissipated power

• Controllable and non-controllable switches

– Average value of the current or voltage

– RMS value of the current or voltage

– The sum of the conduction and switching losses

– Boolean record, which denotes ZVS of the controllable switches

(however, this is mainly used as a constraint)

• Nodes of the provided thermal model

– Temperatures

• Other objectives

– Ferrite losses of the magnetic component

– Magnetizing current of the magnetic component (peak, RMS, av-

erage)
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– Switching frequency

Specifying the objectives is rather straightforward. Two records that charac-

terize the objective are provided by the designer in the corresponding section

of the optimization assignment. For example, the average voltage over ca-

pacitor C1 is described as vC1 in the objective name record, while the record

of the type of the objective contains the abbreviation Mean. The temper-

ature of the 4-th modeling point should be described as 4 in the objective

name record and abbreviation Tempr in the objective type record, etc. The

details can be found in the texts of M SIM scripts.

3. Explicit constraints

The explicit constraints are just the upper and lower boundaries of the vari-

ables as stated by the fourth equation in (5.2). The constraints are provided

together with the variables (a name of the component and the position of

the record in the netlist).

4. Implicit constraints

The implicit constraints are chosen from the same list as the objectives and

are specified in the constraint handling section of the optimization assign-

ment. A control loop is equivalent to an extra implicit constraint (see Sec-

tion 4.3), because any practical power converter design should provide the

desired constant output. The desired value of the output parameter and

the control action are specified in the control section of the optimization

assignment in order to emulate PWM, PFM or a variable frequency control

scheme.

5. Parameters of NSGA-II

The parameters of NSGA-II such as the length of the chromosome, the popu-

lation size, and the number of runs are specified in the corresponding section

of M SIM.

6. Assignment of transformer design

The transformer is designed according to the specified magnetizing induc-

tance and specific constraints like the allowable flux density, turns ratio, fer-

rite and core types, etc. The transformer design procedure will be explained

in detail in Section 5.4.2.
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A flowchart of the optimization process is shown in Fig. 5.20. The optimization

assignment is input together with the converter circuit, the latter described by a

netlist and a thermal model. An initial population of design variables is randomly

generated within the specified range of values and sequentially explored. If a

magnetic component should be designed, the appropriate branch of the algorithm

is executed. After designing the component, the equivalent circuit parameters are

inserted into the netlist. For each set of variables the converter is simulated by

the accelerated algorithm to determine the electrical steady-state. The output

is checked as to whether the desired output level is obtained. If this is not the

case, iterations are performed as described in Section 4.5.2. After the electrical

steady state is found, the temperatures are calculated from the electrical losses

by means of the provided thermal model. Iteration (see Fig. 5.20) is used here,

as the temperatures are influenced by the electrical losses, and the losses, in their

turn, are influenced by the temperatures. After a few iterations the converter is

completely characterized, as explained in Section 4.3. If a constraint violation

occurs during this iteration, the fitness of that possible solution is downgraded.

When all members of the population are explored, genetic operations - selection,

crossover and mutation - are performed over the population. The above mentioned

process is repeated for a pre-specified number of runs.

Optimization is performed in two stages: coarse and fine. At the coarse

stage the variable space is explored and the objectives are obtained. Therefore,

the population size and the length of the chromosome are set to relatively low

values, that are just enough to get an idea how the Pareto front looks, and that

do not disturb the convergency of the algorithm. After performing the coarse

optimization, the designer adjusts the parameters of the GA based on this obtained

experience. An estimate of the optimization time tGA is obtained before the fine

optimization is executed. If the optimization time is too high, the parameters of

the GA (mainly population size Nmemb) have to be adjusted to keep the execution

time reasonable. The result is presented as the Pareto front of the problem.

• Coarse Optimization

When choosing parameters of the coarse optimization, it is important to

keep in mind that the emphasis of the coarse optimization run is to explore

the objective space rather than to discover all the details of the Pareto front.

First, the minimum population size is chosen from the known number of
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Figure 5.20. Optimization flowchart of a power converter.

objectives Nobj (see Fig. 5.17). It is recommended to take the minimum

number of members, i.e. 6 members for two objectives, 12 members for three

objectives, and 28 for four objectives. Then, the length of the chromosome,

Ngen , is chosen from the known population size using Fig. 5.18. The length
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Nobj 2 3 4

Nmemb
min 6 12 28

Ngen 7 8 9 13 20

Nvar 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4

Ngen I - - - 4 - 2 - 3 - 6 4 3 10 7 5

Npnt - - - 16 - 4 - 8 - 64 16 8 1024 128 32

Table 5.3. Choice of the chromosome length for the coarse optimization stage.

of the chromosome per variable, Ngen I , is determined from the number of

variables, Nvar , as

Ngen I =
[
Ngen

Nvar

]
(5.9)

and is summarized in Table 5.3. The table is built for the cases Nvar = 2, 3, 4

and Nobj = 2, 3, 4, as mentioned in Section 5.3.3. If the result of the

division in (5.9) is not integer, the result is rounded to the closest integer,

while considering equation (5.8) and Fig. 5.18. The resulting number of

points per variable is determined as 2NgenI and summarized in the last row

of Table 5.3. For instance, the numbers of 8 or 16 should be enough to

get an idea of the Pareto front. Another important parameter of NSGA-II,

namely the number of runs Nruns , is set to a fixed value of 50, as suggested

in the literature [16] and used in other examples of this chapter. One of the

important results of the coarse optimization is the time that is required for

a single fitness evaluation

tse =
tcoarse

Nruns Nmemb
, (5.10)

where tcoarse is the elapsed time of the coarse stage.

• Fine Optimization

The results of the coarse optimization are evaluated and the parameters

of the GA are adjusted. The obtained front is evaluated for the required
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Figure 5.21. Determining the number of points of the Pareto front.

spread of the solutions ∆i over each objective i, the absolute difference over

the i-th axis between two neighboring points of the Pareto front (see Fig.

5.21). Luckily, the multi-objective GA tends to spread the points evenly over

the Pareto front, giving a good idea of the required number of points per

objective, expressed as

Nmemb i =
fmax
i − fmin

i

∆i
, i = 1, . . . , Nobj , (5.11)

where fmax
i and fmin

i are the maximum and minimum values of the i-th

objective function (see Fig. 5.21).

The idea is to obtain a certain minimum distance ∆(1,2,...)
i < ∆i over the

front. Therefore, the maximum number of points per objective is considered

as

Nmemb = max (Nmemb i) , i = 1, . . . , Nobj . (5.12)

The obtained number of members (5.11), (5.12) is used to determine the optimal

chromosome length, as suggested by equation (5.8) and Fig. 5.18. If the obtained
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chromosome length is too short, or too long, the length of the chromosome should

be changed. The designer should recognize that the GA could then converge

prematurely or not approach the Pareto front. The estimate of the time that is

needed to perform the fine optimization is

tfine = tse Nruns Nmemb , (5.13)

where Nruns and Nmemb are the parameters of the fine optimization.

If the obtained time (5.13) is too high, the number of members (and the chromo-

some length) can be adjusted (again, with possible detrimental effects).

5.4.2 Optimization of Transformers

The possibility of optimizing transformers is included in M SIM. The tool con-

siders that the transformer geometry, i.e. core type and coil former, are fixed. In

other words, only the transformer winding can be designed. This means: choosing

the proper wire and number of turns in order to utilize the core to the highest ex-

tent while keeping the temperature within the range that is allowed for the ferrite

material, wires and coil former. It is evident that the power processing component

should operate close to the highest allowable temperature, in order to utilize the

material in the best way 14. The temperature of the transformer is determined by

the core losses and the winding losses. The core losses depend on the flux density

in the core and on the switching frequency, as in (4.20), while the winding losses

depend on the resistance of the winding and the current that flows there. There-

fore, the flux density B is considered as the primary design parameter and it is

varied within a limited range to obtain the highest temperature of the transformer.

The magnetizing inductance, Lm, and the turns ratio between primary and sec-

ondary windings, nx , are parameters that are determined by the optimized power

converter circuit. The maximum allowable core temperature Tlim , maximum al-

lowable transformer dissipation Plim , saturation flux density Bsat , and width of

the transformer window hwindow , restrict the feasible transformer designs. The

necessity of having two single constraints, one for the dissipated power and one for

the temperature, which are correlated by means of the heat transfer mechanisms,
14However, at this point it is important to recognize that the cases of high temperature caused

by a poor design, are out of the scope of this research
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is justified by two different design requirements. Namely, the restriction on the

losses comes from the efficiency of the converter, while the restriction on the tem-

perature comes from the maximum core and wire operating temperature (available

from data sheets); the transformer window size determines the maximum allowed

width of the windings.

It is convenient to estimate the maximum temperature of the transformer

parts using the approximation of an imaginary “hot box” around the transformer.

If the surface temperature of this hot box is kept below a certain value, this means

that the maximum allowed core and winding temperatures are not exceeded. In

formal language the transformer optimization assignment is given as





Find max(Θ) = f(B)

Given Lm, nx

B < Bsat

(Θ + Tamb) < Tlim
(Pcore + Pwinding) < Plim

hwinding < hwindow

, (5.14)

where Θ is the temperature increase on the surface of the imaginary hot box over

the ambient temperature Tamb , Pcore and Pwinding are the losses in the core and

in the windings, respectively, and hwinding is the width of the winding.

Determination of design parameters like the flux density, the losses in the

core and in the winding, requires the values of the currents and the switching

frequency of the power converter. These parameters are not known to M SIM

in advance. Therefore, the converter is simulated first with an ideal transformer

(see Fig. 5.22) and the resulting winding currents and the switching frequency

are registered. The losses in the core are determined by the flux density, and, in

turn, the flux density B is determined by the magnetizing current. In M SIM

a model with coupled inductors is used. Therefore, the magnetizing current is

not obtained explicitly. However, the magnetizing current is calculated as the

superposition of the currents of the primary and the secondary sides. The optimal

transformer is designed afterwards according to (5.14). After the transformer

is completely characterized, the winding resistances and the equivalent core loss

resistance are inserted into the netlist. The combined electrical-thermal simulation

is then performed as described in Section 4.3.
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Figure 5.22. Transformer design and converter simulation by M SIM.

Temperature Θ of the transformer is expressed as a function of flux density B

(see Fig. 5.22). The number of turns and the airgap are determined first. Secondly,

the winding is designed using the required wires. Therefore, the number of layers,

the number of turns per layer, winding width, etc. are calculated and electrical
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parameters of the windings, i.e. the DC resistances and the AC resistances at the

specified switching frequency are determined. This is only done for the windings

that can fit the window. Finally, electrical losses and the relative manufacturing

effort (see Appendix E) of the wire are calculated, because M SIM considers

the trade-off between these to obtain the optimal winding design. Next the leakage

inductance and the coupling coefficient are determined. The leakage inductance

and the coupling coefficient are used to calculate the parameters of the coupled

inductors model (see Fig. 4.6). Finally, the estimated core losses and tempera-

ture of the transformer are obtained, and the constraints are checked afterwards.

The termination criterion of achieving the maximum Θ is checked and the next

iteration of the transformer optimization loop is performed, or, alternatively, the

transformer is considered to be designed, and M SIM simulates the converter

with the non-ideal transformer.

The steps of the assignment in (5.14) are explained in Appendix E and

follow the scheme in Fig. 5.22.

5.4.3 Optimization of the LLC converter [54]

Usually, when optimization of a power converter is performed, the objective is

usually the minimization of the total volume. Decrease of the volume is restricted

by the heat dissipating capabilities of the components that are mounted on the

PCB. The volume of the power converter is determined in first instance by the

heatsinks and the magnetic components. The volume of a magnetic component

is determined by the core type. The core type, in its turn, is selected on the

basis of the flux density, the switching frequency and the criterion of fitting the

windings to the window. This means that the heat dissipative capabilities of the

magnetic components are not always utilized completely. Therefore, finding a

trade-off between the power that is dissipated in the components mounted on the

heatsinks and the power loss in the volumetric components, like transformers and

inductors, looks reasonable. In other words, a designer usually aims at finding

a balance between the losses in the magnetic components and in the transistors,

diodes, etc. mounted on heatsinks. To illustrate the abovementioned approach,

the LLC converter in Fig. 4.9 was used as a testbench. The losses in the transistors

and the diodes should be minimized in order to maintain the heatsink sizes small,

while the losses in the transformer can be increased if the component temperature
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stays within the allowed range.

The values of the magnetizing inductance Lm of the transformer W1 , the ca-

pacitance of the resonant capacitor C2 and the turns ratio nx are chosen as design

variables (see Fig. 4.9). The values of these variables are varied within certain

ranges in order to obtain a desirable converter performance. The RMS value of

the primary current iW1pri of the transformer is chosen as one objective, because

the losses in the transistors are determined by the primary current. The losses

in the diodes of the output rectifier are determined mainly by the load current.

Also the temperature ΘW1 of the transformer should be kept within the required

range. The LLC input and output voltages, V 1 and vC3(AV G), are specified,

and, at the same time, the converter should maintain the required level of the

output voltage ripple vC3(∆). The switching frequency fs of the LLC has to be

varied within a given range to control the transferred power. The optimization

assignment is constrained by the required ZVS of transistors T1 ,T2 . The opti-

mal transformer should be designed according to (5.14). In formal language, the

optimization assignment for the LLC is formulated as





min ΘW1, iW1pri(RMS)

Lm ∈ [500 µH . . . 1500 µH]

C2 ∈ [10 nF . . . 30 nF ]

nx ∈ [8 . . . 12]

vC3(AV G) = 23.5 V

vC3(∆) ≤ 0.5 V

fs ∈ [40 kHz . . . 200 kHz]

ZVS T1 ,T2

Opt . transformer

(5.15)

The core type and the ferrite material are given beforehand and do not change

during the optimization run. The windings are designed using pre-determined

wire types. The saturation flux density Bsat , the ambient temperature Tamb , the

maximum allowed temperature Tlim and losses Plim are also specified (see Table

5.4).

The optimization assignment is solved by applying NSGA-II, as described in

Section 5.4.1. A coarse optimization is performed first. The minimum number

of points and chromosome length were determined as Nmemb = 6, Ngen = 9 with
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Core type Ferrite Windings Bsat Tamb Tlim Plim

U-type 3C94 see Table E.1 0.3 T 333 K 363 K 3.5 W

(60 ◦C) (90 ◦C)

Table 5.4. Parameters of transformer optimization related to (5.14).
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Figure 5.23. Pareto fronts of the coarse and fine optimization of the LLC con-

verter.

Nvar = 3 (see Table 5.3). The algorithm was executed for the specified number of

runs Nruns = 50 and produced the coarse Pareto front as shown in Fig. 5.23.

The values of the objective functions and the variables of the corresponding

points are listed in Table 5.5. In the coarse optimization stage, the time that is

required for evaluation of one single point is tse = 185.8 s ≈ 3 min.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.23, the coarse optimization resulted in almost

negligible differences of the RMS value of the primary current (about 70 mA),

but the difference in the core temperatures is somewhat higher, about 15 K. The
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Point Variable Objective function Switching frequency

Lm C2 nx ΘW1 iW1pri(RMS) fs

[µH] [nF ] [K] [A] [kHz]

C1 500 21.43 9.71 15.07 0.740 185.4

C2 643 15.71 10.29 17.17 0.703 136.9

C3 1214 30.00 9.71 20.60 0.689 68.2

C4 1071 15.71 11.43 24.35 0.681 65.1

C5 1357 24.29 12.00 24.57 0.677 44.8

C6 929 10.00 12.00 29.35 0.671 78.0

Table 5.5. Optimal LLC converter designs of Fig. 5.23 (coarse optimization).

maximum difference between two neighboring points is ∆1 = 4.78 K. At this

point the designer should evaluate the quality of the front and decide if for one or

other reason more points are necessary. For example, the designer could wish the

difference between the points to be ∆1max = 2 K. The points in the objective

space are equally spaced (see Fig. 5.23) and this leads to the idea that there are

simply not enough points in the variable space. Therefore, the number of points,

i.e. the length of the chromosome, should be increased. For example, Ngen = 12, or

4 genes per variable, is expected to produce a good result, because the graph of the

optimal schemata processing rate (see Fig. 5.18) gives Nmemb = 10 for the specified

chromosome length. At the same time, the range of the obtained temperature is

roughly 30 K − 15 K = 15 K; so the expected distance in temperature between

two neighboring points is 15 K/10 = 1.5 K. The estimated time of the fine

optimization stage is tfine = 92900 s, or 25.8 hours. The simulation was executed

and produced the Pareto front given in Fig. 5.23, with the final results listed in

Table 5.6. It follows from Fig. 5.23 that the distance in temperature between the

neighboring points is bigger than the expected 2 K. This can be explained by

discontinuities in the front.

The quality of the GA optimization results will be evaluated by comparison

with the outcome of a “brute-force” simulation over all the points in the search

variable space. Since the variables are represented by a 4-bit chromosome, the

resulting number of points per objective is 24 = 16, and 163 = 4096 possible
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Point Variable Objective function Switching frequency

Lm C2 nx ΘW1 iW1pri(RMS) fs

[µH] [nF ] [K] [A] [kHz]

F1 567 19.33 9.87 16.95 0.736 148.0

F2 567 28.67 9.07 17.57 0.724 141.7

F3 633 16.67 10.13 17.87 0.704 130.6

F4 1167 27.33 10.13 19.79 0.681 69.9

F5 1033 26.00 10.67 20.25 0.681 67.5

F6 1300 15.33 12.00 25.53 0.681 54.8

F7 1233 18.00 11.73 28.60 0.678 51.8

F8 1100 11.33 11.73 35.14 0.671 63.1

Table 5.6. Optimal LLC converter designs of Fig. 5.23 (fine optimization).

combinations of the three variables. As a result, the estimated time for calculating

all the possible combinations of variables is 7.61 × 103 s or 8.8 days. The search

over the grid was performed in this time span and the final results are presented

in Fig. 5.24 and Table 5.7.

The results of the “brute-force” simulation and the GA optimization are plot-

ted together in Fig. 5.25 and they are quite close. The GA method discovered two

points of the “brute-force” Pareto front, namely points F2 and F3. The extreme

points of the “brute-force” Pareto front, points 1 and 17, are also approached very

closely by the fine GA optimization, namely F1 and F8. The maximum deviation

of the points produced by the fine GA algorithm from the “brute-force” Pareto

front is about 10 mA and 2 K for both point F1 of the GA method and point 2

of the “brute-force”, but the switching frequency is different.

Every point of Fig. 5.23 has its own optimal transformer. Actually, a more

fundamental approach would include an extended list of transformer parameters,

like the number of turns, airgap, the type of wire, the flux density etc. as the

parameters of the GA. Such an approach is even more fundamental than the

proposed one, because it employs the full power of the NSGA-II. The problem of

this approach is that the number of parameters is too large to be verified by the

“brute-force” method. The number of “brute-force” evaluations is 4096 points,
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Figure 5.24. Results of the “brute-force” optimization of the LLC converter.

resulting in approximately 9-day simulation. In the case of Nvar = 6, Ngen = 4

the number of points is 16777216 and that results in 20480 days or a optimization

that takes 56 years. Therefore, the optimization assignment has been split in two

parts — first, optimization of the transformer and second, optimization of the

converter with the optimal transformer.
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Point Variable Objective function Switching frequency

Lm C2 nx ΘW1 iW1pri(RMS) fs

[µH] [nF ] [K] [A] [kHz]

1 566 30.00 8.80 14.31 0.744 200.0

2 567 27.33 9.07 15.08 0.735 176.3

3 567 28.67 9.07 17.57 0.724 141.7

4 567 19.33 10.13 17.62 0.722 136.2

5 633 18.00 10.13 17.65 0.706 132.3

6 633 16.67 10.13 17.87 0.704 130.6

7 700 16.67 10.40 18.09 0.696 121.1

8 700 19.33 9.87 18.44 0.695 122.2

9 1167 30.00 9.87 19.33 0.681 74.0

10 1033 30.00 10.13 19.47 0.679 73.5

11 1167 22.00 11.47 21.2 0.677 57.5

12 1033 14.00 12.00 23.00 0.677 68.2

13 1167 16.67 12.00 27.12 0.675 55.5

14 1233 16.67 12.00 27.31 0.674 53.5

15 900 10.00 12.00 29.35 0.672 79.7

16 1033 10.00 12.00 30.65 0.668 70.7

17 1167 11.33 11.73 35.03 0.668 60.8

Table 5.7. Optimal LLC converter designs by “brute-force” method (see Fig.

5.24).

5.4.4 Verification of the Results

The results of the proposed GA optimization method were verified by taking two

points of the Pareto front in Table 5.6 or Fig. 5.25, namely points F3 (where the

results of both methods coincided) and F7 (a point on the right-hand side of the

front). The corresponding optimal transformers were also verified by constructing

them (see Fig. 5.26) with the chosen wires and number of turns (see Table 5.8).

Then, the converters with the resulting transformers and specified resonant tank

capacitor C2 were built, and the obtained waveforms were captured and compared

with the calculated results of Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.25. Results of the fine GA and the “brute-force” optimization of the

LLC converter.

The DC and AC resistances of the transformer windings at the frequencies

that are specified in Table 5.8 were measured and registered in Table 5.9. The

frequencies of Table 5.9 are obtained by simulating the converter with the ideal

transformer (see Section 5.4.2) while the frequencies of Table 5.6 are obtained

by simulating the converter with a transformer that incorporates losses and satu-

ration. After placing the magnetic core in the coil former, the airgap was adjusted

by measuring the primary inductance Lppri at the corresponding frequency with

a Hewlett Packard HP 4149A impedance analyzer. During this measurement the

terminals of the secondary winding were left open. After the primary inductance

was adjusted, the half-cores were glued together. The measurements of the sec-

ondary inductance with open primary terminals, and the mutual inductance be-

tween the primary and the secondary windings were performed using the method
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of [32]. The coupling coefficient k between primary and secondary windings was

calculated from (E.34), and compared with the targeted one (see Table 5.9). The

targeted and the realized parameters are compared by calculating the discrepancy

as

δprm =
|Paramrealized − Paramtargeted |

Paramrealized
× 100%, (5.16)

where Paramrealized and Paramtargeted are realized and targeted values of the

parameter, respectively.

For the optimization of the LLC circuit, the resonant tank capacitor C2 is a design

variable. The obtained value of this capacitance 15 (see Table 5.6) is implemented

using KP/MKP 375 type film capacitors [91]. When physical components are

used, manufacturing tolerances should be considered. The capacitors were mea-

sured with the impedance analyzer and are listed in Table 5.9. For design F3 the

discrepancy is 3.3% and for design F7 it amounts to only 0.5%. The discrepancy

between the realized and targeted parameters of the transformers is within the

range of 10% to 15%.

The converter designs F3 and F7 were implemented by modifying two custom

power supplies. The original transformers and capacitors were replaced with the

ones listed in Table 5.9. The original control IC was replaced by external circuitry

to drive the MOSFETs from a Philips PM3217 signal generator (see Fig. 5.27).

An external driver IC, IR2104 [36], was selected because it has comparable pa-

rameters, i.e. driving current and dead time, with the original controller TEA1601

[60], and the gate circuitry (diode-resistive networks) was left unchanged. Hence,

the drive circuit of the MOSFETs was kept as close as possible to the original

circuit.

15By the fine GA optimization method
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Parameter name Notation Value Definition

Transformer of point F3 (see Table 5.6)

Number of primary turns nturns 36 (E.1)

Number of secondary turns nturns(sec.) 4 (E.2)

Wire – 0.2x10 Table E.1

Airgap `gap 0.23 mm (E.3)

Primary inductance Lp 675 µH (E.33)

Leakage (magnetizing) Ls (Lm) 42 (633) µH (E.29), (E.30)

inductance

Design switching frequency fs 97.3 kHz (E.1)

Transformer of point F7 (see Table 5.6)

Number of primary turns nturns 48 (E.14)

Number of secondary turns nturns(sec.) 4 (E.2)

Wire – 0.2x10 Table E.1

Airgap `gap 0.21 mm (E.3)

Primary inductance Lp 1279 µH (E.33)

Leakage (magnetizing) Ls (Lm) 46 (1233) µH (E.29), (E.30)

inductance

Design switching frequency fs 55.1 kHz (E.14)

Table 5.8. Data of the optimal transformers in the optimized LLC converters.

Converter Parameter Notation Targeted Realized δprm , [%]

Transformer W1

Primary Lppri 675.0 663.0 1.8

inductance, [µH]

Primary DC RDC pri 114.1 117.0 2.4

resistance, [mΩ]

Primary AC RAC pri 208.6 194.0 7.5

Design resistance, [mΩ]

F3 Secondary DC RDC sec 12.7 15.0 15.3

resistance, [mΩ] (*)

Secondary Lpsec 8.1 8.3 2.4
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Converter Parameter Notation Targeted Realized δprm , [%]

inductance, [µH]

Mutual M 72.7 68.1 6.8

inductance, [µH]

Coupling k 0.982 0.918 7.0

coefficient

Capacitor

Capacitor, [nF ] C2 16.67 16.14 3.3

Transformer W1

Primary Lppri 1279.0 1335.0 7.0

inductance, [µH]

Primary DC RDC pri 152.1 176.6 13.9

resistance, [mΩ]

Primary AC RACpri 203.9 241.3 15.5

Design resistance, [mΩ]

F7 Secondary DC RDC sec 12.7 15.0 15.3

resistance, [mΩ] (*)

Secondary Lpsec 8.8 8.6 2.3

inductance, [µH]

Mutual M 104.7 95.7 9.4

inductance, [µH]

Coupling k 0.986 0.893 10.4

coefficient

Capacitor

Capacitor, [nF ] C2 18.00 18.09 0.5

Table 5.9: Targeted and realized parameters of the optimal trans-
formers of the LLC converter designs.
(*) The secondary AC resistance is very low and is difficult to measure therefore

The converter now operates as an open-loop system with manually controlled

output voltage vC3. A digital voltmeter, Philips PM2517X, was used to measure

the output voltage directly on the board, in order to eliminate the voltage drop

over the resistances of the connectors and the connecting wires through which
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Figure 5.26. Transformer of Table 5.8.

relatively high current (4.25 A) is flowing. A modification of the converter control

was required because the tolerance of the control loop of the original power supplies

was observed to be ±0.5 V . The original tolerance is above the requested value

of 0.5% (i.e. ±0.12 V ) as specified in Table 4.2. Therefore, a modification of the

control loop is required.

The primary current was registered with a wire loop soldered over the PCB

(see Fig. 5.27) using a Tektronix AM503 current probe and a Tektronix TDS340

digital oscilloscope. The temperatures were registered by painting the converter

surface to have the same emissivity coefficient, and the surface temperatures were

measured with a Flir S40 IR camera inside a closed chamber (see Fig. 4.11).

As it was mentioned before, the discrepancy between the realized and tar-

geted parameters is of the order of 10% . . . 15%. However, it is difficult to predict

beforehand the sensitivity of the converter to the parameters of the transformer

and the capacitor. Therefore, the converters of designs F3 and F7 were simulated

with the realized values as described in Section 4.3. The targeted results (the

points of fine optimization of the Pareto front of Fig. 5.23), the realized results,

and the simulated results (based on the realized values) are listed together in Table

5.10.

The switching frequency was adjusted to achieve the nominal output voltage

of vC3(AV G) = 23.5 V . The core temperature ΘW1 and the RMS value of the
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Figure 5.27. Modified converter board for designs F3 and F7.

primary current iW1pri(RMS) were registered. The discrepancy between targeted

and realized values, and between simulated and realized values are registered for

all three parameters. As it can be seen from Table 5.10, the realized and sim-

ulated values match closely. For design F3 the largest discrepancy is 15.7% for

the core temperature, and it is 10% for the RMS value of the primary current.

However, the discrepancy between realized and targeted values is large (35.2% for

the temperature of the core).

This high discrepancy can be explained by analyzing the errors introduced by

the measuring instruments, as follows. The measurement errors of the used digital

oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 340 ) are of the order of ±5% for the RMS value of

the current and within ±3% for measuring the frequency [3]. This results in a

variation of the measured values in the range 0.855 A . . . 0.945 A and 101.9 kHz
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. . . 108.2 kHz. Therefore, the primary current and, consequently, the magnetizing

current (because the output power is the same for all three values) is at least

0.855/0.704 = 1.21 and at most 0.945/0.704 = 1.34 times higher than the target 16.

The higher magnetizing current creates a 1.21 . . . 1.34 times higher flux density in

the core. For the case of sinusoidal excitation 17, the core losses are approximately

given by [88]

Pv = cm fx
s By, (5.17)

where Pv are losses per unit of volume, cm denotes the material coefficient, and

for the used ferrite material x = 1.46 and y = 2.75. Since the measured switching

frequency lies within 0.78 . . . 0.83 of the targeted value, the core losses should

be then at least 0.78 1.46 1.21 2.75 = 1.17, and at most 0.83 1.46 1.34 2.75 = 1.68

higher than the target. As a consequence, the forecasted temperature of the core

should be also 1.17 . . . 1.68 times higher, because the thermal model is linear [53].

As registered in Table 5.10, the realized temperature is 1.54 times higher than

the targeted one, which is within the expected range of deviation. Therefore, the

results for the design F3 are feasible.

The same conclusions can be drawn for design F7. The predicted dissipated

power in the core could be 1.38 . . . 1.99 times higher than the targeted one. Con-

sequently, the temperature is expected to be 1.38 . . . 1.99 times higher as well.

The measured value is 1.55 times higher and is within the expected range of

1.38 . . . 1.99. Therefore, the results for the design F7 are feasible as well. At the

same time, the simulated and the realized values of design F7 match within 10%.

Considering that the simulated and the realized values show a good match,

the large discrepancy between the realized and the targeted values is explained by

the large sensitivity of the primary transformer current to the values of the resonant

tank capacitors and the transformer. If the transformer can be manufactured more

precisely, the values of the objective functions will match better.

16The ratios are determined by dividing the boundary values of the measurements by the

targeted value of Table 5.10.
17In the case of LLC the current waveforms are almost sinusoidal (see Fig. 4.10)
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Value Switching Core RMS value of the

frequency temperature primary current

fs ΘW1 iW1pri(RMS)

Design F3

Targeted 130.6 kHz 18.6 K 0.704 A

Realized 104.7 kHz 28.7 K 0.90 A

Simulated 117.2 kHz 24.2 K 0.807 A

Discrepancy 24.7% 35.2% 21.5%

Targ.-Real.

Discrepancy 11.9% 15.7% 10.0%

Simul.-Real.

Design F7

Targeted 51.8 kHz 28.6 K 0.678 A

Realized 49.4 kHz 44.2 K 0.84 A

Simulated 53.9 kHz 44.5 K 0.792 A

Discrepancy 4.9% 35.3% 19.3%

Targ.-Real.

Discrepancy 9.1% 0.7% 5.8%

Simul.-Real.

Table 5.10. Targeted, realized and simulated values of the objective functions in

the LLC designs F3 and F7.

5.4.5 Acceleration Techniques

A study was performed to determine the “bottlenecks” of the optimization al-

gorithm (see Fig. 5.28). For this purpose the NSGA-II optimizer was executed

in the Matlab Profiler, a special tool for investigating the execution of *.m-files,

and the execution times of representative steps of the algorithm were registered

(see Table 5.11). As can be noticed in Fig. 5.28, the algorithm has several loops,

which repeat the same step a number of times during the entire optimization run.

The cumulative execution time for each step, the number of times each step is

executed, and the ratio with respect to the total calculation time characterize the

computational effort that is required to run the algorithm (see Table 5.11).
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It can be seen that, the execution time of the initialization (the first step)

is negligible with respect to the total execution time. During the next three steps

the optimal transformer is designed (see Fig. 5.22). Therefore, the converter is

simulated with a lossless transformer in Steps 2 and 3. The execution of Step 2

takes 8.1% of the total time, but in Step 3 29.6% of time is spent. Both steps

are significant contributors to the simulation time. Furthermore, the optimal

transformer is designed within only 256 s at Step 4, or 0.28% of total time. The

transformer design routine produces 16 non-feasible transformers, and the fitness

of those points in the variable space is decreased.

The converter with the “lossy” transformer is simulated at Step 5 and Step 6.

Those steps are also big contributors to the total simulation time, 9.7% and 26.3%,

respectively. The constraint violations, i.e. on output voltage, output ripple and

ZVS of transistors T1 and T2, are checked in this stage. It follows from Table

5.11 (number of calls of Step 2 - number of calls of Step 7) that 500− 389 = 111

violations occur. In this way the combined electrical and thermal steady state of

only 389 members is evaluated.

Determination of the component temperatures and adaptation of thermally

dependent parameters is performed in Step 7 and takes only 0.05% of the total

time. However, determination of the electrical steady state at Step 8 takes 24.0%

of the simulation. Luckily, the output voltage does not change too much with the

temperature, and, for this reason, the control parameter is adjusted only 45 times

at Step 9 out of 1245 times at Step 8. Therefore, the contribution of Step 9 is only

1.95 %.

A number of works reports the non-dominated sorting itself being the most

time consuming operation [17]. This is a valid statement in the case where the

objective function is an algebraic equation, which can be calculated very fast.

But, in our case, the objective functions are calculated by simulating a power

converter. The execution speed of the GA in Step 11 can therefore be neglected.

For example, all the genetic operations, with the non-dominated sorting being the

largest contributor, were performed during 0.91 seconds (0.001% of the total time).

As it is evident from Table 5.11, the evaluation of the objective function

at Step 2, Step 3, Step 5, Step 6, Step 8, and Step 9 on the basis of steady-

state quantities, i.e. the determination of the steady state, is the most time-

consuming operation. Therefore, a study of the simulator routine was performed.
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Figure 5.28. Flowchart of M SIM optimization.
(*) The accelerated steady-state determination (see Fig. 5.29) is performed at these steps.

The structure of the routine is shown in Fig. 5.29, and the results are listed at the

right-hand side of Table 5.11.

The accelerated steady-state determination routine was called 5549 times

during the entire optimization run (see Step 1 at the right side of Table 5.11
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Step Optimization Steady-state calc.

Calls Time, [s] Ratio, [%] Calls Time, [s] Ratio, [%]

1 1 0.187 2× 10−4 5549 6956 7.68

2 500 7402 8.14 74043 59465 65.68

3 500 26921 29.62 74043 294 0.32

4 500 256 0.28 5549 23825 26.31

5 484 8760 9.67 1 4 4× 10−3

6 467 23856 26.25 - - -

7 389 49 0.05 - - -

8 1245 21852 24.04 - - -

9 45 1770 1.95 - - -

10 111 1.90 2× 10−3 - - -

11 500 0.91 1× 10−3 - - -

12 1 20 2.2× 10−2 - - -

Total 90889 100.00 90544 100.00

Table 5.11. Execution time of the original routines shown in Fig. 5.28 and Fig.

5.29.

and Fig. 5.29), and (90544/90889) · 100% = 99.6% of the time was spent in

calculating the electrical steady state. The routine decodes the netlist description

to the form of the state-space model of a power converter in Step 1. The decoding

of the netlist takes 7.68% of the routine’s execution time. At Step 2 (see Fig.

5.29) the converter is simulated over a single period and at Step 3 the accelerated

shooting algorithm is applied as described in Section 2.2.4. These two steps

take 65.68% and 0.32% of the routine execution time, respectively. At Step 4

calculation of the electrical losses is performed (see Section 4.4). As expected,

this also takes a long time because here the losses, and the average and RMS

values of the voltages and currents are calculated by post-processing the steady-

state results of the simulation. Almost nothing can be done to speed up the post-

processing, except using pre-compiled code 18 written in, e.g. C, Pascal, Fortran,

etc. However, parts of the sequential simulation can still be improved.

18Matlab *.m-files are not compiled, but interpreted during the execution of the code.
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Figure 5.29. Structure of the routine for determining steady-state operating

points.

A special method was developed to accelerate the steady-state determination

by applying the Newton-Raphson algorithm (see Section 2.2.4). But, because

the simulation is started from zero initial conditions, it will take quite a number of

iterations to achieve the steady state (see Fig. 2.5). Therefore, it was decided to

accumulate the information about the previous solution in a database, and then

to use this information in the simulation process as the initial condition for the

next simulation.

Fig. 5.30 shows this acceleration idea, when the values of the search variables

Lm, C2 and nx , the control parameter χ and the instantaneous values of the state-

space vector x = [iL vC ]′ are being stored together with the component values and

the control parameter χ in a database. After creation of new values for the search

variables Lm, C2 and nx by the genetic algorithm, the closest point k in the

database is picked up according to
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k = index


 min

i=1...NDB

√(
Lmi − Lm

∗

Lmmax

)2

+
(

C2 i − C2 ∗

C2max

)2

+
(

nx i − nx
∗

nxmax

)2



(5.18)

where i denotes a database entry; Lmi, C2 i, nx i are the search variables stored

in the database; Lm
∗, C2 ∗, nx

∗ are the search variables created by the genetic

algorithm, for which the search is performed; Lmmax, C2max and nxmax are the

maximum values of the search variables, and NDB is the current size of the

database.

The initial conditions are picked up from the database (see Fig. 5.30) and

are used to find the steady state during the converter simulation as

x0 = DB(k).x, χ0 = DB(k).χ, (5.19)

where DB(k).x, DB(k).χ are the database k-th records of the state vector and of

the control parameter, respectively.

In fact, two databases the one shown in Fig. 5.30 should be handled, because

two converters, one with “lossless” and another with “lossy” transformers are

simulated.

The optimization was performed again by using the above mentioned tech-

nique. The optimization time decreased to 29233 seconds (8.1 hours) compared to

90889 seconds (25.3 hours) before. This means an improvement of 3.1 times over

the case without the database. The detailed results of the simulations for each

particular part of the algorithm are summarized in Table 5.12.

It follows from Table 5.12 that the steady-state calculations at Step 2 and

Step 3 were performed faster, as expected. At the same time, the number of

control parameter adjustments at Step 3 decreased to 176 out of 500 evaluations

of the steady state. In the original routines this adjustment was required for every

simulated converter. The transformer design takes the same time as before. In

this simulation only 478 designed transformers are feasible, because 478 points

were evaluated at Step 5. As one can see, at this step an improvement has been

achieved. The step is performed in 4333 s, compared to 8760 s before. At the

same time, a significant improvement is achieved at Step 6. Now only 4712 s,
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Figure 5.30. Database of the components and the initial conditions.

instead of 23856 s, are spent for identifying the steady state of the converter with

the “lossy” transformer. For 265 designs (number of calls of Step 5 - number of

calls of Step 6, 478 − 213 = 265) the control parameter was not adjusted, and

500− 327 = 173 (number of calls of Step 2 - number of calls of Step 7) constraint

violations (transformer design, ZVS, output voltage and output ripple) occurred

in contrary to the 111 violations of the simulation with zero initial conditions.

The thermal simulation and adjustment of the thermally dependent param-

eters took only 41 s and 49 s in both cases. Again, a tremendous improvement is

achieved at Step 8. A slightly lower number of 1087 determinations of the electri-

cal steady state occurred (1245 determinations before). But the simulation time

reduced tremendously. In particular, it took only 8522 s instead of 21852 s before.

The adjustment of the control parameter at Step 9 occurs only 7 times, compared

to 45 adjustments in the previous situation.

The observed improvement is also true for the steady-state calculation part

of Table 5.12. The overall computation time has decreased, the average number

of iterations to achieve steady state (entry in Step 2 divided by entry in Step 1)

is 5.6, compared to 13.3 iterations in Table 5.11.

The Pareto front produced by the accelerated optimizer is plotted in Fig.
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Step Optimization Steady-state calculations

Calls Time, [s] Ratio, [%] Calls Time, [s] Ratio, [%]

1 1 0.187 6.4× 10−4 3038 3842 13.30

2 500 5536 18.94 16995 11429 39.55

3 176 5682 19.44 16995 70 0.24

4 500 266 0.91 3039 13354 46.90

5 478 4333 14.82 1 2 7× 10−3

6 213 4712 16.12 - - -

7 327 41 0.14 - - -

8 1087 8522 29.15 - - -

9 7 118 0.40 - - -

10 178 2.96 0.01 - - -

11 500 0.91 3× 10−3 - - -

12 1 19 6.5× 10−2 - - -

Total 29233 100.00 28897 100.00

Table 5.12. Execution time of the accelerated routines related to Fig. 5.28 and

Fig. 5.29.

5.31, together with the Pareto front produced previously by the “brute-force”

method. The points are detailed in Table 5.13. The accelerated optimizer pro-

duced a front mostly below the front obtained from “brute-force” simulations.

This is caused by the changed initial conditions used in the accelerated optimizer,

which means that the steady-state termination criterion band (see Section 2.2.7)

is entered from another “side”. In the “brute-force” simulations, the initial condi-

tions that were used for the state variables stayed the same, namely zero (this is

also the case for the different fronts in Fig. 5.25). Points 1, 2 and 3 form the Pareto

front produced by the GA. However, the next 6 points 4 . . . 9 fall into the 2-nd non-

dominated set (see Fig. 5.4), while point 10 belongs to the 3-rd non-dominated

set. As one can see, the front of Fig. 5.31 is distorted because different (from zero)

initial conditions were used. To verify this assumption, the designs of the points

1, 3 and 9 were simulated using zero initial conditions. The obtained points are

shown with triangles in Fig. 5.31 and the correspondence is shown with arrows.
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Figure 5.31. Pareto front of the accelerated optimizer.

Point Variable Objective function Switching frequency

Lm C2 nx ΘW1 iW1pri(RMS) fs

[µH] [nF ] [K] [A] [kHz]

1 500 24.67 9.60 17.15 0.687 141.7

2 567 27.33 9.87 18.88 0.609 110.0

3 1233 23.33 11.47 19.77 0.565 58.7

4 967 27.33 10.93 19.30 0.617 66.0

5 767 15.33 11.20 20.79 0.612 89.8

6 700 23.33 9.87 20.81 0.596 96.2

7 1033 16.67 10.67 21.97 0.590 78.9

8 1033 10.00 10.67 29.56 0.590 78.9

9 1033 11.33 11.73 35.99 0.583 69.8

10 1433 24.67 9.87 35.45 0.601 44.7

Table 5.13. Optimal LLC converter designs using the accelerated optimizer (see

Fig. 5.31).
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As expected, the resulting points lie above the Pareto front which is produced by

“brute-force”. Therefore, the “brute-force” simulations have a preference to reach

the steady-state termination criterion from a particular direction. A smaller value

for the termination boundary would lead to fronts closer to each other; however,

this also results in much longer computation times.

5.5 Conclusions

The NSGA-II multi-objective optimization algorithm outputs several solution

points, the so-called Pareto front, which avoids formulating design preferences

beforehand. Also, discontinuities in the variable space are efficiently handled by

this method.

A computer-aided approach for power converter synthesis based on NSGA-II

was developed and verified by applying it to an LLC converter. Three design do-

mains, the electrical, thermal and magnetic one, are handled by a single synthesis

tool. The simulator was customized to explore multiple objectives and multiple

trade-offs. The results of the optimization are presented in the form of Pareto

fronts, and these were verified by means of “brute-force” simulations over the

nodes of an n-dimensional grid in the variable space. The NSGA-II-based opti-

mization algorithm is able to approach the front quite closely but with about 9

times less simulation effort (8.8 days for the “brute-force” optimization versus 25.8

hours for the GA optimization as shown in Section 5.4.3).

Each point of a Pareto front requires its own optimal magnetics design. For

this purpose, a set of design rules is presented (see Appendix E), and parameter

measurements show a close match with calculations (Table 5.9). The results from

measured waveforms are close to the simulated ones with M SIM.

The calculation of the electrical steady state is the most time-consuming op-

eration in the entire optimization process. Therefore, an approach that uses smart

initial conditions was proposed to accelerate the simulation. The total time to

perform optimization was reduced 3.1 times. This was accomplished by starting

the electrical simulation from initial conditions that were selected by using knowl-

edge of the converter behavior. This knowledge was obtained during preceding

simulations and stored in a database. Extra attention should be payed to the

termination criteria when approaching the steady state.
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Conclusions and

Recommendations

And spite of pride, in erring reason’s spite,

One truth is clear: Whatever Is, is right!

Alexander Pope (1688-1744)
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The objectives that were targeted and achieved in this work are:

• Development of a formal and general approach to power converter synthesis,

• Modeling and fast simulation of power converters in the electrical domain,

• Obtaining an accurate thermal model of a PCB-assembled converter,

• Coupling of electrical and thermal behaviors in simulations,

• Optimization of a power converter, including the magnetic components,

• Obtaining a front of equally valuable design solutions, a so-called Pareto

front, for the above converter.

A general approach to power converter synthesis was developed, which allows

adjustment of converter parameters according to specified objectives. Synthesis

is performed by a custom tool, M SIM, that starts with a netlist description

of the converter and handles a wide range of topologies. Design objectives and

constraints can be formulated in the electrical, thermal and magnetic domains.

M SIM utilizes the multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA-II for optimization

and explores multiple tradeoffs without actually predefining the preferences.

In the electrical domain the power converter is modelled as a piece-wise linear

system. This description simplifies calculations and saves simulation time, while

accurately describing the converter behavior. The acceleration technique used for

the steady-state determination is a time-domain “shooting” method. This tech-

nique is based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm with analytically formulated

exact Jacobian for solving non-linear algebraic equations. The accelerated simula-

tor shows an accuracy comparable to a sequential simulator, e.g. (SPICE), while

the simulation speed increases 10 to 33 times for several common power converter

benchmarks.

In the thermal domain the behavior of the converter is described by a lin-

earized thermal model which is experimentally extracted from the power converter

PCB. The method and the setup for the experimental extraction of the thermal

model were developed and applied to a practical converter. This model was verified

by means of independent measurements and showed a good match with deviation

in the order of 2%. The suggested approach is more rigorous than methods based

on indirect estimates of the losses.
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A bidirectional link between the electrical and thermal domains is established

by means of temperature-dependent elements and an iterative algorithm that finds

both electrical and thermal steady states. The proposed approach was applied to a

practical example for predicting the temperatures of an LLC converter and showed

a good match with the measured results (around 10% error in the estimated Θ).

When performing power converter synthesis, multiple objectives and design

parameters are explored and multiple tradeoffs have to be respected. A truly

multi-objective optimization algorithm, NSGA-II, was selected to implement this

functionality. This genetic algorithm handles discontinuous search spaces and

concave fronts. Three design domains, namely the electrical, thermal and magnetic

one, are handled by this single tool. The results are presented in the form of Pareto

fronts of feasible designs and were verified by building prototypes. The observed

discrepancy is within the measurement error of the equipment. The optimization

of magnetic components, that is included into the synthesis loop, succeeds in

predicting the measured parameters within 10%.

Determination of the electrical steady state is the most time-consuming op-

eration during the entire synthesis process. The electrical steady state can be

found with less simulation effort when using initial conditions that can be selected

utilizing the accumulated knowledge of the converter behavior. To this purpose, a

special database that contains the data of previous steady states of the simulated

power converter is used. Extra attention is paid to termination criteria and the

precision used when determining the steady state.

Although M SIM is already capable of handling a broad range of power con-

verter synthesis problems, two possible directions for improvement are suggested.

Firstly, the execution speed of the routines can be increased. As the study

of Section 5.4.5 showed, determination of the steady state is the most time-

consuming operation. At this point it is important to emphasize that the “shoot-

ing” technique itself takes negligible time (0.24%). The most time is spent in

sequential simulation and calculations of dissipated power. Therefore, the afore-

mentioned routines can be rewritten in a dedicated programming language like C,

Fortran, etc., and compiled to guarantee high execution speed.

Secondly, the thermal modeling could be extended. The present thermal

model is derived for fixed positions of components and for the same emissivity

coefficients of the surfaces of all the components. The model and the method ex-
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tracting the model were tested and the validity of the model and the correctness of

the method were confirmed. However, in practice the designer needs more flexibil-

ity in the placement of the components and choosing the type of the components,

i.e. changing the thermal model. Therefore, a systematic approach of obtain-

ing thermal models for the different positions and the shapes of the components

is needed. This approach should couple both thermal and geometrical informa-

tion, allowing to use it for the synthesis in the form of variables, constraints and

objectives.

To summarize, improvements can still be made with respect to the following:

• M SIM can be rewritten in a dedicated programming language like C, For-

tran, etc. to increase the execution speed,

• Geometrical component positions can be included into the thermal model in

order to get more flexible designs.



Appendix A

Finding Solution of

State-Space Equations in

Case of a Singular Matrix

The solution
t∫

t0

eA (t−τ) Bu(τ)dτ in (2.3) can always be found [42], when A is

singular, through the following procedure:

1. Find eigenvectors of A (a Matlab function):

S = eigenvecs(A) (A.1)

2. Find eigenvalues of A (a Matlab function):

λ = eigenvals(A) (A.2)

3. Calculate auxiliary values γ as

γ =

{
1
λi
· [e(t−t0)·λi − 1

]
, λi 6= 0

(t− t0), λi = 0
(A.3)

4. Construct auxiliary matrix Λ as a diagonal matrix of auxiliary values γ:

Λ =




γ1 0 · · · 0

0 γ2 · · · ...
...

...
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 γn




, (A.4)
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where n is the number of elements in γ.

5. Determine the integral

t∫

t0

eA (t−τ) Bu(τ)dτ = S Λ S−1. (A.5)



Appendix B

Derivation of State-Space

Equations for Linear

Circuits

The Matrices of the coefficients in (2.55) are determined with the following steps:

1. Determine the resistance and admittance trees Rres=, Gadm=, and co-trees

Rres£, Gadm£

Rres= =




R=1 0 · · · 0

0 R=2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · R=
dR
=




, (B.1)

where R=1 . . . R=
dR
=

are the resistances included in tree branches.

Gadm= =




1/R=1 0 · · · 0

0 1/R=2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · 1/R=
dR
=




(B.2)

Rres£ =




R£
1 0 · · · 0

0 R£
2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · R£
dR
£




, (B.3)
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where R£
1 . . . R£

dR
£

are the resistances included in cotree links.

Gadm£ =




1/R£
1 0 · · · 0

0 1/R£
2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 1/R£
dR
£




(B.4)

2. Build the resistance and admittance matrices Rres , Gadm

Rres =

[
Rres= 0

0 Rres£

]
(B.5)

Gadm =

[
Gadm= 0

0 Gadm£

]
(B.6)

3. Build the matrices of tree capacitances Ccap=, Ccap£

Ccap= =




C=1 0 · · · 0

0 C=2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · C=
dC
=




, (B.7)

where C=1 . . . C=
dC
=

are the capacitances included in tree branches.

Ccap£ =




C£
1 0 · · · 0

0 C£
2 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · C£
dC
£




, (B.8)

where C£
1 . . . C£

dC
£

are the capacitances included in cotree links.

4. Build the matrices of tree and cotree inductances L==, L££
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L== =




L=1 M=
12 · · · M=

1dL
=

M=
12 L=2 · · · M=

2dL
=

...
...

. . .
...

M=
1dL
=

M=
2dL
=

· · · L=
dL
=




(B.9)

where:

L=1 . . . L=
dL
=

- self-inductances included in the tree branches;

M=
12 . . . M=

(dL
=−1),dL

=
- mutual inductances between tree branches.

L££ =




L£
1 M£

12 · · · M£
1dL

£

M£
12 L£

2 · · · M£
2dL

£

...
...

. . .
...

M£
1dL

£

M£
2dL

£

· · · L£
dL
£




(B.10)

where:

L£
1 . . . L£

dL
£

- self-inductances included in the cotree links;

M£
12 . . . M£

(dL
£
−1),dL

£

- mutual inductances between cotree links.

The matrices (B.9) and (B.10) are symmetrical with respect to the main

diagonal. If there is no mutual inductance between the elements, then the

corresponding entry M of the matrix is zero.

5. Build the matrices of tree-cotree and cotree-tree mutual inductances L=£,

L£=

L=£ =




M=£
11 M=£

12 · · · M=£
dL
£

,1

M=£
21 M=£

22 · · · M=£
dL
£

,2

...
...

. . .
...

M=£
dL
=,1

M=£
dL
=,2

· · · M=£
dL
=,dL

£




(B.11)

where M=£
11 . . . M=£

dL
=,dL

£

are the mutual inductances between tree branches

and cotree links.
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L£= =




M£=
11 M£=

12 · · · M£=
dL
£

,1

M£=
21 M£=

22 · · · M£=
dL
£

,2

...
...

. . .
...

M£=
dL
=,1

M£=
dL
=,2

· · · M£=
dL
=,dL

£




(B.12)

where M£=
11 . . . M£=

dL
=,dL

£

are the mutual inductances between cotree links

and tree branches.

The matrices L=£ and L£= are related:

L=£ = L′£= (B.13)

6. Build the inductance matrix L

L =

[
L== L=£

L£= L££

]
(B.14)

7. Build the matrices M(0), A(0), B(0)

M(0) =




Ccap= + Γ24Ccap£Γ′24 0

L££ − Γ′42L=£−
0 −L£=Γ42 + Γ′42L==Γ42


 (B.15)

A(0) =




−Γ23[Rres ]
−1Γ′23 −Γ22 + Γ23Γ−1Γ′33Rres=Γ32

Γ′22 − Γ′32[Gadm ]−1×
×Γ33Gadm=Γ′23 −Γ′32[Gadm ]−1Γ32


 (B.16)

B(0) =




−Γ23Γ−1Γ′13 −Γ21 + Γ23[Rres ]
−1×

×Γ′33Rres=Γ31

Γ′12 − Γ′32[Gadm ]−1×
×Γ33Gadm£Γ′13 −Γ′32[Gadm ]−1Γ31




(B.17)
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The matrices of the coefficients in the output equation (2.57) are determined in

the following steps [67]:

1. Determine matrices H1, H2

H1 = I + [Gadm£]−1Γ′33Rres=Γ33 (B.18)

H2 = I + Rres=Γ33Gadm£Γ′33 (B.19)

2. Determine the matrices O11, O12, O21, O22

O11 = −H−1
2 Rres=Γ33Gadm£ Γ′13 (B.20)

O12 = −H−1
2 Rres=Γ31 (B.21)

O21 = H−1
1 Gadm£Γ′13 (B.22)

O22 = −H−1
1 Gadm£Γ′33Rres=Γ31 (B.23)

3. Determine the matrices S11, S12, S21, S22

S11 = −H−1
2 Rres=Γ33 Gadm£Γ′33 (B.24)

S12 = H−1
2 Rres=Γ32 (B.25)

S21 = H−1
1 Rres=Γ′23 (B.26)

S22 = −H−1
1 Gadm£Γ′33Rres=Γ32 (B.27)
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Appendix C

Obtaining the Convection

Coefficient of a Plane

Heatsink

Obtaining the convection coefficient starts from determining the Grashof number

Gr =
ι3ρ2βgΘ

µ2
visc

, (C.1)

where:

ι is the length of the convective surface in the direction of the airflow, ρ is the

density of the fluid (air), β is the expansion coefficient of the fluid (air), g is the

gravitational acceleration, Θ is the temperature offset between the surface and

ambient, and µvisc is the absolute viscosity of the fluid (air).

The parameters of air are obtained from tables at the average temperature between

the surface and the ambient. The parameters for the temperatures which are not

in the table are obtained by linear interpolation.

Next, the Rayleigh number is calculated

Ra = GrPr, (C.2)

where:

Pr is the Prandtl number of the fluid (air).

If Ra is less than 109, the flow is considered laminar. If the flow is laminar

the Churchill and Chu correlation should be used
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Ψ =

[
1 +

(
0.492
Pr

)9/16
]−16/9

. (C.3)

The Nusselt number correlation reads

Nu = 0.68 + 0.67(RaΨ)0.25. (C.4)

The convection coefficient is

hc =
Nu · kθ

ι
(C.5)

It now follows that the heat, transferred by convection, is

qc = hcAΘ (C.6)

The heat transferred by radiation is calculated using the ambient temperature in

place of T2 in (3.3).



Appendix D

Parameters of the LLC

converter

The values of the components of the LLC converter presented in Fig. 4.9, are

listed in Table D.1.

Component Type Parameter Value Definition

T1 STP4NK60ZFP [78] RDSon 1.76 Ω (4.4), (4.13)

VDS 600 V (4.4)

ton 9.5 ns (4.14)

toff 16.5 ns (4.17)

CDSdts 38.5 pF (4.16)

VDSdts 480 V (4.16)

δ1 0 (4.24)

δ2 0.5 (4.24)

tdead 500 ns (4.24)

T2 STP4NK60ZFP [78] RDSon 1.76 Ω (4.4), (4.13)

VDS 600 V (4.4)

ton 9.5 ns (4.14)

toff 16.5 ns (4.17)

CDSdts 38.5 pF (4.16)

VDSdts 480 V (4.16)

δ1 0.5 (4.24)

δ2 0.5 (4.24)
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Component Type Parameter Value Definition

tdead 500 ns (4.24)

D3,D4 Source-drain diodes RD 30 mΩ (4.8)

of T1 and T2 [78] VD 0.85 V (4.8)

trrdts
400 ns (4.11)

Qrrdts 1700 nC (4.10)

IF dts 4 A (4.10),(4.11)

VRdts 24 V (4.10)

CKAdts
0 (4.9)

VKAdts
0 (4.9)

D1,D2 STPS8H100 [79] RD 40 mΩ (4.8)

(Schottky diodes) VD 0.71 V (4.8)

trrdts
0 (4.11)

Qrrdts 0 (4.10)

IF dts 0 (4.10),(4.11)

VRdts 0 (4.10)

CKAdts
200 pF (4.9)

VKAdts
40 (4.9)

W1 ETD29 core M1 1 mH Fig. 4.6

3C94 ferrite [25] RDC1 166.5 mΩ Fig. 4.6

RAC1 87.9 mΩ Fig. 4.6

M2, M3 11.4 µH Fig. 4.6

RDC2, RDC3 9 mΩ Fig. 4.6

RAC2, RAC3 8.5 mΩ Fig. 4.6

M12, M13 96.5 µH Fig. 4.6

M23 10.7 µH Fig. 4.6

V1 Value 400 V Fig. 2.13a

C1 Value 660 pF Fig. 4.4b

ESR 0 Fig. 4.4b

C2 Value 16.4 nF Fig. 4.4b

ESR 0 Fig. 4.4b

C3 Value 1200 µF Fig. 4.4b

ESR 1 Fig. 4.4b
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Component Type Parameter Value Definition

R1 Value 5.53Ω Fig. 2.12a

Table D.1: Parameters of the components of the LLC (see Fig.

4.9).
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Appendix E

Designing transformers

Details of the transform design as given by (5.14) and the diagram in Fig. 5.22

are as follows:

1. The number of turns of the primary winding is given by [88]

nturns = round

[
LmIm

BAe

]
, (E.1)

where B is the required flux density, Im is the magnetizing current, and Ae

denotes the cross-section area of the core, and the operation round [. . .]

rounds the number inside the brackets to the nearest integer value.

2. The number of turns of the secondary winding is found as

nturns(sec.) = round

[
nturns

nx

]
, (E.2)

where nx is the turns ratio between primary and secondary windings.

3. The airgap is determined from the known number of turns [24]

`gap =
µ0Aen

2
turns

Lm
− `m

µr
, (E.3)
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Wire 0.1x10 0.1x30 0.1x60 0.2x6 0.2x10 0.2x15

Bunch diameter DL, [mm] 0.665 0.820 1.160 0.692 0.897 1.108

Table E.1. Litz wires used by M SIM[59].

where µ0 = 4π × 10−7 H/m and µr are the permeability of vacuum and

the relative permeability of the core material, respectively, and `m is the

magnetic path length.

4. The windings are designed for the specified wire type.

It is important to mention that M SIM achieves the optimal winding design

using available wire types only. Therefore, the designer supplies the specific

wire types. At the present time the database of wires contains the six most

commonly used Litz wires, which are listed in Table E.1. The first number

in the table denotes the number of strands Ns , and the second number the

wire diameter d.

(a) The normalized manufacturing effort per unit length of the Litz wire

[81] is calculated as

cpu =
(

1 +
k1

d6
+

k2

d2

)
· d2 ·Ns , (E.4)

where k1 = 1.1× 10−26 m6 and k2 = 2× 10−9 m2 are empirical

coefficients [81, 80].

(b) The DC resistance of the winding is determined as [88]

RDC = MLT · ρcu ·
[
πd2

2

]−1

nturns · 1
Ns

, (E.5)

where MLT is the mean length of the turn (the data sheet parameter

of the coil former), ρcu = 1.724× 10−8 Ω ·m is the resistivity of

copper at 300K, and nturns is the number of turns of the primary or

secondary winding.

(c) The fitting of windings to the transformer window is approached as

follows:
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i. The number of turns in a single layer is

nlayer =
⌊

bwinding

DL

⌋
, (E.6)

where bwinding is the height of the winding window (the data sheet

parameter of the coil former), DL is the diameter of the Litz

bunch, and the symbol b c denotes that the expression is rounded

to a lower integer value.

ii. The number of layers per winding is

Nlayers =
⌈

nturns

nlayer nx

⌉
, (E.7)

where the symbol d e denotes that the expression is rounded to a

higher integer value.

iii. The width of each winding is

hwinding = DL Nlayers . (E.8)

iv. The distance between the windings and the winding fit into the

window is expected as

h∆ = hwindow − hwinding1 − hwinding2 − . . . > 0 (E.9)

If the winding does not fit to the window, the design with that

specific type of wire is not possible.

(d) The relative manufacturing effort of the wire for this winding design is

given by [80, 81]

c = cpu MLT
nturns

nx
(E.10)

(e) The equivalent resistances, which are due to the proximity effect, are

calculated for each primary and secondary winding [87, 48, 76, 47, 89]:

i. The equivalent rectangular cross-section of the wire [88] is

hc =
d

2
√

π (E.11)
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ii. The number of turns in the last layer is

nlast
layer = nturns − nlayer (Nlayers − 1) (E.12)

From this point on, if the corresponding parameter of the layer is

estimated for the last layer, nlast
layer is used instead of nlayer .

iii. The admittance correction factor [88] is

ηadm =
nlayer hc

bwinding
. (E.13)

iv. The skin penetration depth [88] is

σskin =
√

ρcu

µ0 π fs
, (E.14)

where fs is the switching frequency of the converter.

v. The correction factor [88] is

φ =
hc

σskin

√
ηadm (E.15)

vi. Coefficients G1 (φ) and G2 (φ) [88] are defined as

G1 (φ) =
sinh 2φ + sin 2φ

cosh 2φ− cos 2φ
, (E.16)

G2 (φ) =
sinhφ cosφ + cosh φ sin φ

cosh 2φ− cos 2φ
. (E.17)

vii. The coefficient of power dissipation per layer [87, 48, 76, 47, 89]

follows from G1 (φ) and G1 (φ)

g1 (m) = m− 1 +
bNlayers

2 c
Ns

, (E.18)

where m = 1, 2, . . . , Nlayers is the number of the winding’s layer.

g2 (m) = m− 1 +
bNlayers

2 c+ 1
Ns

. (E.19)

Now
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Qm =
(
g1 (m)2 + g2 (m)2

)
G1 (φ)− 4 g1 (m) g2 (m) G2 (φ) .

(E.20)

viii. The AC resistance of the layer [88]

RAC m = RDC turn nlayer φ Qm Ns (E.21)

ix. The AC resistance of the winding is

RAC =
Nlayers∑
m=1

RAC m (E.22)

(f) The winding losses are calculated from the AC resistance and RMS

value of the corresponding current as

Pwinding = I2
RMSRAC . (E.23)

(g) The losses in the primary and secondary windings are added together

as

Pwindings = Pwinding1 + Pwinding2 + . . . . (E.24)

(h) The relative manufacturing efforts of the primary and secondary wind-

ing are added together as

cwindings = cwinding1 + cwinding2 + . . . . (E.25)

5. After designing the winding for all types of wire, the maximum values of the

dissipated power and the relative manufacturing effort are determined from

Pwindingsmax = max(Pwindings), cwindingsmax = max(cwindings). (E.26)

6. The weighting functions F for each winding are determined from
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F = w · Pwindings

Pwindingsmax

+ (1− w) · cwindings

cwindingsmax

, w ∈ [0 . . . 1], (E.27)

where w is a preference coefficient that is selected by the designer.

7. The minimum of the weighting function F ∗ is selected as the solution of

F ∗ = min(F ). (E.28)

In this way, the winding that demonstrates the best balance between the rel-

ative manufacturing effort and losses is selected. The user-selected weighting

factor influences the degree of optimality.

8. The leakage inductance of the primary and secondary windings is estimated

from

Ls = µ0 (nturns)
2 MLT

bwinding

(
hwinding1 + hwinding2

3
+ h∆

)
. (E.29)

9. A more precise value for the magnetizing inductance can now be calculated,

because the number of turns was rounded and, therefore, the magnetizing

inductance was affected in (E.1). So,

Lmpri =
nturnsBAe

Im
. (E.30)

10. The reluctance of the core is calculated to estimate the inductances of the

secondary winding(s):

< =
`m

µ0µrAe
+

`gap
µ0Ae

. (E.31)

11. The magnetizing inductance of the secondary winding is then

Lmsec =
(nturns)

2

< . (E.32)
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12. The inductance that is seen from the terminals of the corresponding winding

is determined as

Lp = Lm + Ls. (E.33)

13. The coupling coefficient between the primary and secondary windings is given

by

k =
1√

1 + Lm

Ls

. (E.34)

14. The mutual inductances that are modeled by M SIM follow

M = k
√

Lp1 · Lp2. (E.35)

15. The core losses [88] are calculated by

Pcore = Vol cmByfx
s . (E.36)

At this stage only an estimate of the core losses is obtained, while the exact

value is evaluated by (4.20) during simulation of the converter with the non-

ideal transformer.

16. The total losses in the transformer are

P = Pcore + Pwindings . (E.37)

17. The temperature of the transformer is estimated using the approximation of

the transformer modeling as a “hot box”. The heat flow rate by convection

[77] is
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qc (Θ) =
(
2.846 (l + w)h0.75 + 1.114 (l w)0.75 (l + w)0.25

)
Θ1.25, (E.38)

where l, w and h are the length, the width and the height of the imaginary

box around the transformer.

The heat flow rate by radiation is

qr (Θ) = 5.115×10−8 ((l + w)h + l w)
(
(Θ + Tamb + 273)4 − (Tamb + 273)4

)
.

(E.39)

The power that is transferred by conduction is usually from 5% to 20% of

the total power [77] and is characterized by the coefficient cT = 0.05 . . . 0.2.

The total transferred power equals

P = (1 + cT ) (qc (Θ) + qr (Θ)) . (E.40)

The solution of the nonlinear equation (E.40) gives the temperature increase

Θ.

18. Two types of constraints are considered, i.e. the temperature and dissipated

power constraints. Penalties are introduced when the constraints are vio-

lated.

(a) Temperature constraint

Θ =

{
Θ Θ + Tamb ≤ Tlim

Θ− 100 · (Θ− Tlim − Tamb)
2 Θ + Tamb > Tlim

(E.41)

(b) Dissipated power constraint

Θ =

{
Θ P ≤ Plim

Θ− 100 · (Θ− Tlim − Tamb)
2

P > Plim

(E.42)
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List of Symbols

Symbol Unit Meaning

α 1/K temperature coefficient of a copper resistance

β 1/K temperature coefficient of volume expansion

γ — iteration index of accelerated method

Γ — sub-matrices of loop and cutset matrices

δmodel — modeling error

ε — relative tolerance

εctrl — relative tolerance of the control

εΘ — relative tolerance of the temperatures

ε — emissivity

Θ K temperature offset between the body and

the ambient

Θ — vector of temperature offsets

ι m characteristic length

L — a number of threshold conditions

Λ — state-transition matrix of the method with

approximated Jacobian

µ0 H/m permeability of vacuum

µr — relative permeability of magnetic material

µvisc Ns/m2 absolute viscosity

ξ — shape factor

ρ kg/m3 mass density (locally)

ρcu Ω ·m resistivity of copper

σ — transition conditions

σ◦ W/(m2K4) Stefan-Boltzmann constant

τ s integration time

Φ — state transition matrix

χ — control parameter

Ψ — parameter of Churchill and Chu correlation

A m2 area of the surface

Ae m2 area of a core

A — state matrix
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Symbol Unit Meaning

Aincidence — incidence matrix

B T flux density

Bsat T saturation flux density

B — input matrix

Bloop — loop matrix

c1, c2 — coefficients of linear approximation

c∗m W/(m3HzxT y) coefficient that describes

the properties of the ferrite

c — vector of transition conditions

C F capacitance

CDS F drain-source capacitance of a MOSFET

CKA F cathode-anode capacitance of a diode

C — output matrix

Ccap — capacitive matrix

d — number of components in a tree or a cotree

dj — crowding distance of the j-th point (locally)

D — diode

D — feedforward matrix

Dcutset — cutset matrix

E J energy

EDS J energy dissipation during turn-on of a transistor

Err J energy of reverse recovery of a diode

Esw J energy dissipation during turn-on of a diode

ESR Ω equivalent series resistance

f(x) — (objective) function

fs Hz switching frequency

f — functional dependency (vector)

F — integration matrix

g m/s2 acceleration due to gravity

g(x) — non-equality constraint

Gθ W/K thermal admittance

Gr — Grashof number

G — integration matrix
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Symbol Unit Meaning

Gadm — admittance matrix

h s integration step

h(x) — equality constraint

hc W/(m2K) convection coefficient

hwinding m winding width

hSt s auxiliary integration step

H — auxiliary matrix

i A current

im(t) A instantaneous value of the magnetizing current

i — current vector

Im A magnetizing current

IAV G A average value of the current

IRMS A RMS value of the current

I — unity matrix

J A independent current source

Jneq — number of non-equality constraints

J — Jacobian

= — tree of the graph

k — index, which denotes the number of the period

in case of sequential simulation (Chapter2)

k — coupling coefficient of coupled inductors

kθ W/(mK) conduction coefficient

Keq — number of equality constraints

` — vector of coefficients which binds σ and x

`gap m length of the airgap

L H inductance

Lm H magnetizing inductance of a transformer

Lp H inductance of the primary winding of a transformer

ÃL m length along heat flow path

£ — cotree of the graph

L — inductance matrix

m — mode index, m ∈ [1 . . . M ]

M — number of modes of a converter (locally)
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Symbol Unit Meaning

M H mutual inductance

M — matrix of mutual inductances

nturns — number of turns of a winding

nx — turns ratio of a transformer

N , Nintegr . — number of integration points per interval

Nbranches — number of branches of the circuit

NC — number of capacitors

NDB — size of the database

Ngen — length of the chromosome

NL — number of inductors

Nmemb — population size

Nnodes — number of nodes of the circuit

Nobj — number of objectives

Nruns — number of runs of a GA

Nset — number of points in the non-dominated set

Nvar — number of variables

Nu — Nusselt number

O — sub-matrix of D

pc — probability of crossover operation

pm — probability of mutation operation

pnd — part of non-dominated

members in initial population

P W electrical power

Pcore W electrical losses in a core

Pcu W electrical losses in a copper wire

PD W electrical losses in a diode

PT W electrical losses in a transistor

Pr — Prandtl number

P — vector of electrical power

q W total power, transferred from the hot body

qc W power transferred by convection

qcond W power transferred by conduction

qr W power transferred by radiation
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Symbol Unit Meaning

Q — quality factor

Qrr C reverse recovery charge of a diode

R Ω resistance

RAC Ω AC resistance of a winding

Rcu Ω resistance of a copper wire

RD Ω diode differential resistance in conduction state

RDC Ω DC resistance of a winding

RDSon
Ω drain-source resistance of a MOSFET

in conduction state

Rθ K/W thermal resistance

Ra — Rayleigh number

Rres — resistance matrix

S — sub-matrix of C

t s time

t0 s initial time

tcoarse s coarse optimization time

tdead s dead-time of the pair of switches

tfine s fine optimization time

ton s turn-on time of a transistor

trr s reverse recovery time of a diode

tse s time of a single fitness evaluation

T s period

T — transistor

T K temperature (locally)

T — vector of transition instances

u — vector of independent sources

v V voltage

v — vector of voltages

V V independent voltage source

VD V forward voltage drop of a diode

VDS V drain-source voltage of a MOSFET

VKA V reverse voltage of a diode before turn-on

Vol m3 volume of a core
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Symbol Unit Meaning

x — coefficient that describes

properties of ferrite (locally)

xlo , xup — lower and upper boundaries of the variable

x — state vector

y — coefficient that describes

properties of ferrite (locally)

y — output vector



Summary

Every specific application field of power electronics requires different converter

topologies, different components, and different considerations of specific legal reg-

ulations. However, the general concept of a switching circuit with passive compo-

nents for electrical energy storage remains essentially the same. Moreover, a power

converter is designed in such a way that the maximum processed power should be

fit to the volume that is available for implementing the converter. Nevertheless,

judging the converter only on the basis of its power density is somewhat weak. For

example, a supply for consumer electronics should be low in price to withstand

market competition. However, designing a converter with the highest power den-

sity, which means using the best available components, will unavoidably result in

an expensive product. In this simple example the objectives of keeping the highest

power density and maintaining an acceptable cost are conflicting. This conflict is

finally resolved by the designer, who emphasizes the importance of one or other

requirement. In practice, a skilled designer explores several scenarios and chooses

the one which in his/her highly subjective opinion is the best. Otherwise stated,

when creating a new design, multiple conflicting requirements have to be satisfied

and multiple possible solutions must be explored. Formally, this process is called

synthesis.

Designing a power converter means to characterize it with respect to the

electrical, thermal and magnetic domains. As soon as synthesis is performed by

means of a computer, the simulation methods and the corresponding models should

integrate the above three domains.

In this thesis a formal and general approach to assist power converter syn-

thesis is developed. The approach is general enough to handle state-of-the-art

topologies. The synthesis is performed in consecutive steps, and does not depend

on a specific converter topology or the design assignment itself.

Synthesis is performed by the custom software tool M SIM that starts

with a netlist description of the converter and handles a wide range of topolo-

gies. The design objectives and constraints can be formulated in the electrical,

thermal and magnetic domains. M SIM utilizes the multi-objective genetic algo-

rithm NSGA-II for optimization and explores multiple tradeoffs without actually

predefining the preferences.
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In the electrical domain the power converter is modelled as a piece-wise linear

system. This description simplifies calculations and saves simulation time, while

describing the converter behavior closely. The time-domain “shooting” method

for determination of the steady-state is used as an acceleration technique.

In the thermal domain the behavior of the converter is described by a lin-

earized thermal model, which is experimentally extracted from the power converter

PCB. The method and the setup for the experimental extraction of the thermal

model are developed and applied to a practical converter. The model is verified

by means of independent measurements and shows a deviation in the order of 2%.

The bidirectional link between the electrical and the thermal domains is

established by means of temperature-dependent models and an iterative algorithm

that finds both electrical and thermal steady state. The proposed approach was

applied to a practical example for predicting the temperatures of the designed

converter and showed a 10% discrepancy with the measured results.

Modeling and optimization of magnetic components is also performed by

M SIM. The transformer of a representative converter was optimized, resulting

in a discrepancy of 10% with the physical component.

During the power converter synthesis multiple objectives and design param-

eters are explored and multiple tradeoffs are found. A truly multi-objective op-

timization algorithm, NSGA-II is used for this purpose. The genetic algorithm

handles discontinuous search spaces and concave fronts. Three design domains,

namely electrical, thermal and magnetic are handled by this single tool. The

results are presented in the form of Pareto fronts of feasible designs and were ver-

ified by building a prototype. The resulting discrepancy is within the range of

measurement error of the equipment.



Samenvatting

Ieder specifiek applicatieveld van de vermogenselektronica heeft verschillende

topologieën, verschillende componenten, en verschillende interpretaties van de

toepasselijke wettelijke regels nodig. Toch blijft het algemene concept van een

geschakeld circuit met passieve componenten voor wat betreft elektrische energie

opslag gelijk. Een vermogensomzetter is verder zodanig ontworpen dat zijn maxi-

maal om te zetten vermogen past bij het volume waar deze converter in moet

passen. Toch is het beoordelen van een converter alleen op zijn vermogensdichtheid

een beetje zwak. Bijvoorbeeld, een omzetter voor de consumentenmarkt moet

laag geprijsd zijn om zich in die markt staande te kunnen houden. Het ontwer-

pen van een omzetter met de hoogste vermogensdichtheid, wat betekent dat de

best denkbare componenten gebruikt worden, resulteert onvermijdelijk in een duur

product. In dit simpele voorbeeld zijn de kosten en de afmetingen in conflict. Dit

conflict wordt uiteindelijk door de ontwerper opgelost, zodra deze besluit dat de

ene of de andere eis uiteindelijk zwaarder weegt. In de praktijk zal een goede

ontwerper verschillende scenario’s doorwerken en het ontwerp kiezen dat naar zijn

of haar hoogst subjectieve mening het “beste” is. Anders gezegd, bij het ontwerp

van een nieuw apparaat moeten diverse tegenstrijdige eisen vervuld worden en

meerdere oplossingen zijn tegen elkaar af te wegen. Formeel noemen we dit het

synthese-proces.

Het ontwerpen van een vermogensomzetter betekent dat de omzetter door

middel van modellen gekarakteriseerd wordt in het elektrische, thermische en elek-

tromagnetische domein. Als de synthese met behulp van een computer gebeurt,

moeten deze modellen in de drie domeinen integraal behandeld worden.

In dit proefschrift is een formele en algemene synthesemethode voor vermo-

gensomzetters beschreven. De aanpak is zo algemeen dat state-of-the-art topo-

logieën geen probleem zijn. Het syntheseproces is stap voor stap beschreven en

hangt niet af van een speciale converter topologie of een op een speciale manier

opgezette ontwerpopdracht.

De synthese zelf doet het speciaal geschreven computerprogramma M SIM.

Dit programma heeft slechts een netlistbeschrijving van de converter nodig en kan

daarom een zeer breed gebied van omzetters aan. De ontwerpeisen en -beperkingen

mogen in het elektrische, het thermische of in het magnetische domein geformu-
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leerd worden. M SIM gebruikt NSGA-II, een zogenaamd “multi-objective genetic

algorithm”. Dit algoritme is in staat om ook zonder vooraf bekende stuurinforma-

tie omzetters te optimaliseren.

In het elektrische domein is de vermogensomzetter gemodelleerd als een

stuksgewijs lineair systeem. Deze representatie maakt de berekeningen simpel

en bespaart simulatietijd, zonder afbreuk te doen aan de nauwkeurigheid. Voor

het versneld berekenen van de “steady-state” is een tijddomein “shooting method”

gebruikt.

In het thermische domein is het gedrag van de converter met een geline-

ariseerd model beschreven. Dit model is op experimentele weg te onttrekken aan

een eerste opzet van de omzetter op een printplaat. De methode en opstelling voor

de experimentele extractie van het thermische model worden gedemonstreerd aan

de hand van een praktisch voorbeeld. Met onafhankelijke metingen is aangetoond

dat de modelfout kleiner is dan 2%.

De tweewegverbinding tussen elektrisch en thermisch domein is gerealiseerd

met een temperatuurafhankelijk model en een iteratief algoritme dat zowel de ther-

mische als de elektrische “steady-state” toestand kan berekenen. De voorgestelde

benadering is gebruikt bij een voorbeeld dat de temperaturen van een praktische

omzetter voorspelt. De afwijkingen tussen voorspelling en metingen bedroeg circa

10%.

M SIM doet ook de modellering en optimalisatie van magnetische compo-

nenten. De transformator van een representatieve omzetter die op deze manier was

geoptimaliseerd week slechts 10% af van het uiteindelijk gerealiseerde exemplaar.

Gedurende de synthese procedure moeten meerdere doelen bereikt worden.

Omdat meerdere ontwerpparameters gemanipuleerd worden zijn er meerdere op-

lossingen mogelijk. Het “multi-objective optimization” algoritme NSGA-II is in

staat deze taak uit te voeren. Dit genetisch algoritme werkt ook voor discontinue

zoekruimtes en concave fronten. Drie ontwerp domeinen, te weten elektrisch, ther-

misch en magnetisch, kan dit gereedschap aan. De resultaten, beschikbaar in de

vorm van Pareto fronten van mogelijke ontwerpen, zijn geverifieerd aan de hand

van een prototype. De discrepantie is orde grootte de meetfout van het gebruikte

instrumentarium.
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